
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

E-mail: comsec@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 

9 November 2022 
 
 

FULL COUNCIL 
 
 
A meeting of the Full Council will be held on Thursday, 17th November, 2022 in the 
Buckland Athletic Football Club, Kingskerswell Rd, Newton Abbot, TQ12 5JU at 
10.00 am 
 
 

PHIL SHEARS 
Managing Director 

 
Membership: 
 
Councillors Austen, Bradford, Bullivant, Clarance (Vice-Chair), Colclough, Connett, Cook, D Cox, 
H Cox, Daws, Dewhirst, Eden, Evans, Foden, Goodman-Bradbury, Gribble, Haines, Hayes, 
Hocking, G Hook, J Hook, Jeffery, Jeffries, Jenks, Keeling, Kerswell, Khan, MacGregor, Morgan, 
Mullone, Nutley, Nuttall (Chair), Orme, Parker, Patch, Peart, J Petherick, L Petherick, Phipps, 
Purser, Rollason, Russell, Swain, Taylor, Thorne, Tume and Wrigley 
 
 
Please Note:The public can view the live streaming of the meeting at TeignbridgeDC 
- YouTube  with the exception where there are confidential or exempt items, which 
may need to be considered in the absence of the press and public.  
 
 
A G E N D A  
 
Part I 
 
  
1. Apologies for absence   
 
2. Declarations of interest (if any)   
 
3. Audit Scrutiny Committee 3 November 2022 - to note  (Pages 3 - 22) 
 To note the resolution of  Audit Scrutiny Committee 3rd November 2022 

  

Public Document Pack
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https://www.youtube.com/user/TeignbridgeDC/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/TeignbridgeDC/videos
https://democracy.teignbridge.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=167&MId=3218


4. Future High Street Fund project - Cinema market report  (Pages 23 - 
118) 

 
5. Future High Street Fund - capital budget increase to mitigate 

cost inflation related to the Newton Abbot Cinema 
construction and fit out  

(Pages 119 - 
122) 

 
6. Part II: Item suggested for discussion with the press and 

public excluded  
 

 Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 - Exclusion of Press and 
Public 
 
RESOLVED that under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the 
Press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following item of business 
(item 7) on the grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act. 
  

7. Future High Street Fund - Capital budget increase to mitigate 
cost inflation relating to the Newton Abbot Cinema 
construction and fit out  

(Pages 123 - 
132) 

 
8. Part I - with Press and Public Included   
 
9. Future High Street Fund project - Revised business case  (Pages 133 - 

174) 
 
If you would like this information in another format, please telephone 01626 361101 or 
e-mail info@teignbridge.gov.uk  
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Teignbridge District Council 
Audit Scrutiny 
3 November 2022 
Part  1

Audit of Future High Street Fund Project

Purpose of Report 
 
To present the outcome of an audit review of the Future High Street Fund project. 

 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that the Audit Scrutiny Committee supports the 

recommendations and actions included in the report.  

 

Report Author 

Sue Heath – Audit and Information Governance Manager 

Tel: 01626 215258     Email: sue.heath@teignbridge.gov.uk 

 

Executive Member 
 

Councillor Nina Jefferies – Executive Member for Economy and Jobs 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 At the Council meeting on 6 September 2022, Council resolved to commission a 

report on the governance of the Future High Street Fund project. 

 

1.2 The review has been undertaken by the Devon Audit Partnership.    The appended 

report presents the outcome of the review. 

 

2. IMPLICATIONS, RISK MANAGEMENT & CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT   

 

2.1    Financial – see relevant section on page 8 of the report. 

 

2.2   Legal - none 
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2.3    Risks – these are discussed throughout the report and specifically on page 5 of 

the report “Risk and Opportunity Management”.    

 

2.4 Environmental/Climate Change Impact - not applicable.  

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

Overall members can be assured that the project governance is good and risks 

are well managed.  The report sets out a series of recommendations and 

management actions which will be implemented.  
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October 2022 
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 Introduction 
 

 

A business case to rejuvenate Newton Abbot’s town centre was submitted by the council in 
2019 and approved by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG). 
This resulted in a High Street grant award of £9,025,771. Match funding was put forward by the 
council which includes Devon County Council (DCC) funding and some land value. Latest 
estimates show the total project cost to be £12,816,431. Recent cost pressures have resulted in 
the need for an additional £600,000 of council funds to proceed with the project. Overall, the net 
increase to the TDC budget is currently £258,343, assuming the other changes to the Market 
Hall scheme also go ahead. Without the changes to Market Hall, TDC would need to assume 
£900,000 additional to this. A spreadsheet created by Finance summarises these figures and is 
being used to update members at each Executive.  
 
The project’s objective is to ensure the regeneration builds on the 800-year history of Newton 
Abbot as a market town, creating a modern centre that embraced sustainable travel and 
encourages people to shop, buy, eat, and socialise locally. As a premier market destination, it 
will look to boost footfall and increase spending in the town and support local business.  
 
Space for community, artistic and cultural activities will be created under the innovative plans, 
alongside a revitalised market, food hall and Market Square. Significant improvements will be 
made to Queen Street and the National Cycle Network Route, and a new state-of-the-art cinema 
will be built. The conditionality (under memorandum of understanding) is for the grant money to 
be spent in full by the end of March 2024. The final tranche of grant payment is to be received in 
March 2023 and will be determined/assessed based on the project’s progress, risk and spend 
return. This is to be submitted to Department for Levelling Up Homes and Communities (DLUHC) 
in December 2022. There are two current risks, the December return not satisfying DLUHC 
resulting in non-approval of the full payment in March and secondly the risk of not spending the 
full amount before end of March 2024 potentially resulting in TDC returning any unspent money. 
 
Approval of an additional £600,000 from the council is needed for this project to move forward 
and obtain the final parts of funding. Delays in agreeing the additional £600,000 are likely to result 
in additional cost, time delays, or ultimately non-delivery of the project.   
 

 Audit Scope and Objectives 
 

 
The audit is intended to provide management with independent assurance that the Future High 
Street Fund – Newton Abbot Town Centre project is being managed effectively: 
 
The audit will cover the following risks: 

• The project is not scoped in sufficient detail to enable reliable estimates of budget, 
timescale, and other resource requirements. 

• Progress of the project is not monitored, appropriate reporting and updates are not 
provided to stakeholders. 

• Risks are not managed. 
 
To assess how well these risks are mitigated, the scope of testing will include a consideration 
of: 

• Clear objectives being in place stating what the project is intended to achieve. 

• Robust estimates of cost and schedule, including all project components.  

• Resources being identified and provided to deliver the project.  
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• Sufficient stakeholder engagement being in place.  

• Scope and business requirements being realistic, understood, clearly articulated and 
capable of being put into practice.  

• Effective performance management.  

• Key risks and opportunities being identified, understood, and addressed.  
 
 
Our remit is limited to the above risk area. We have not looked in depth or assessed work over 
the last ten years to develop the project, or to obtain business case approval. We understand 
the council is commissioning other expert reports focusing on assessing areas such as 
commissioning, construction costs and contracting as part of their consideration on whether to 
proceed with the project.  
 

 Findings 
 

 
To the credit of the Officers involved with the FHSF project, we believe there is generally a  
sound system of governance, risk management and control in place. We have identified some 
improvement areas to enhance controls for consideration. A summary of our key findings is 
outlined below against each risk area within the scope. 
 
Project Scoped in Sufficient Detail 
 
The project has a clear expression of purpose and mission on what it is aiming to achieve. This 
is published on the Teignbridge website and included in core documents we have received, 
including the main and supporting appendices to the business case. The original concept of this 
whole plan was put together around ten years ago and, thanks to a comprehensive audit trail, we 
can see that the project purpose has been extensively mapped out over the period.  
 
The public meeting reports we obtained have a clear narrative referring to the Council’s strategy 
and how the project meets requirements. Some Councils have adopted a ‘Single Department 
Plan’ which sets out objectives and how they will be achieved. We recommend a similar paper be 
created for Teignbridge to document how the project makes sense to the Council’s strategic 
priorities as listed in the Teignbridge Ten / Council Strategy 2030.  
 
The business case (and revised versions) provides a detailed case to assess the value for money 
being provided over the lifetime of the project. The project has robust estimates of cost and 
schedule, including all programme components. The costings included allowances for 
contingency, current inflation increases and recent price increases. The full cost-benefit analysis 
contained in the Full Economic Case of the business case highlights economic benefits of £50m 
in Newton Abbot. This generates a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 3.0, which represents good value 
for money for the council (most of which is government grant money). Some assurance can be 
taken on the quality of the business case as it was submitted to and approved by the DLUHC. 
 
Officers have left the Project Team since submission of the original business case in 2018.  
Our discussions with the team indicate that the Project Managers appointed in the last four 
months appear very knowledgeable and excited about taking this work forward. The extensive 
audit trail of key documents and programme papers over the period has ensured the handover 
was as smooth as possible; this has also provided a sound foundation for review. We note the 
DLUHC has recently decided to undertake a Deep Dive in October 2022.  
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A Project Team bio was created in line with the 2018 business case explaining everyone’s 
role of the project and their experience. We have suggested updating the bio to reflect the current 
team composition.  
 
Project plans are maintained that detail out the different elements of the project and work required 
against timescales. This supports effective monitoring and action as necessary to get back on 
track. The finances required for each part of the project and year have also been identified to 
ensure the work can proceed as required.  
 
Grant funding has been provided by the DLUHC. The grant conditions state that the funding 
should all be used by March 2024. DLUHC have stated within Section 12 of the memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) it is not legally enforceable and there are no repayment conditions on the 
grant determination. The only condition is that it must be spent on Capital Expenditure. The 
following section extracted from the MOU is also relevant:  
 
“3.2. The funding is provided to form part of the necessary capital investment required for delivery 
of the FHSF proposal at Newton Abbot. MHCLG expects the Council to use the funding provided 
for the purposes outlined in the business case approved by MHCLG, and that evidence will be 
provided to demonstrate this. Should delivery not progress as agreed, MHCLG will review whether 
it is appropriate to grant the next tranche of funding and whether greater monitoring and oversight 
may be needed. Assurance on project progress shall be borne out through the formal monitoring 
process set out in Clause 7 of this MOU.” 
 
Monitoring, Reporting and Updating Stakeholders 
 
Stakeholder engagement is being undertaken with central government, officers, and members.  
 

• The Project Manager’s role involves liaising with the DLUHC by providing updates on 
project progress against the approved business plan and regular liaison meetings. As 
noted above, the Department has chosen this project for a deep dive review. TDC are part 
of a random 5% annual sample selected for this review after receiving the final contact 
letter. We understand the next update is in December; this will be a crucial update to 
Central Government to ensure the final section of grant payment is received. If TDC can’t 
show enough progress in this update, there is a significant risk of not receiving the 
remainder of the grant. 

 

• Bi-annual updates to Members are provided by the Executive Member via the O&S 2 
committee. Senior Council Officers / liaison with members is held during Exec/Full Council 
meetings with various examples received showing good attendance. Regular meetings 
between the Project Team and the Executive Member are held to ensure she is provided 
with up-to-date information to take to her Member update meetings. 
 

• Covid-19 reduced opportunities to engage with the public on this project, but they did 
provide public updates on both the progress of the FHSF bid as well as that of the specific 
schemes. This flow of information was relayed to both the public and key stakeholders via 
both newspaper coverage and social media. Specifically, the Cinema development was 
also published by way of press release, which was also distributed to all Councillors. In 
addition to this there is a proposed plan to carry out a public display of the new cinema 
development once some final changes have been agreed with Development Management. 
With regards to the Market Hall, Quarterbridge (external organisation used to help with the 
Market regeneration) carried out limited (due to Covid19) virtual Teams meetings with the 
traders and local community groups to better understand the challenges the market current 
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experiences and ask key questions relating to the vision for the new multi-use Market Hall. 
This helped shape the initial design brief, with a separate steering party appointed to review 
the options for performance in the space. These results were used to help build the 
business case. Information regarding the project can be obtained via the Teignbridge 
website and their social media channels. Quarterbridge performed these qualitative 
surveys alongside the external multi discipline team and Teignbridge District Council 
project team members. This was critical to ensure that the brief was fully understood and 
that any challenges / opportunities explored.  

 
An extensive range of engagement activities has been undertaken with consultation carried out 
at the beginning of the project and at relevant times thereafter.   A stakeholder management plan 
could be considered to document the approach going forward, to capture future actions to 
increase support from stakeholders throughout the life of the project. 
 
Expert external consultants have been brought in to help with the project. AECOM are the project  
managers across the Cinema and Market Hall elements and Quarterbridge input on the specific 
design for the Market Hall element. Quarterbridge has recently been disbanded and TDC now 
work with Market Curators on this aspect. They constantly review all information and provide 
external advice and recommendations throughout each project stage. We have reviewed the 
individual reports constructed by the external consultants and can confirm they contain detailed 
information including explaining each stage of the project to align where the project is financially. 
The relationship between Officers and external consultants appears to be good with regular  
meetings taking place. The Public Realm/Highways element of the project is run in close 
collaboration with DCC and their design/engineering team. 
 
We consider it reasonable to expect that the Programme Board have terms of reference detailing 
its role and responsibilities were. We have been advised this is not something that the Council 
has in place at present.  
 
The project does not currently have a Disaster Recovery Plan. This will be useful when the build 
commences to provide some form of backup in the event of disruption or interruption to progress 
arising from things such as power supply shortages, materials, contractor failure etc.  
 
We highlight some suggestions related to Performance Management. Risk, Actions, Issues and 
Decisions (RAID) logs were provided for Market Hall and the Cinema works. These are good 
documents to have in place to ensure issues are effectively managed and something we will 
recommend other Authorities to adopt. Actions have an ‘in progress’ status that will need review 
to bring them in line with the present date.  
 
Construction is in the pipeline to begin once approval has been granted for the Market Hall. 
Procurement is needed for the Cinema contractors. We have advised Management to consider 
of what KPIs could be generated during the construction phase working with external consultant 
AECOM. Key issues/decisions are tracked and reported monthly to the Executive Member in 
preparation for her update meetings. Risks should also be reported and with risk registers being 
in place there should be no issue including these.  
 
Risk and Opportunity Management  
 
The project has maintained a risk register through the life of the project. We reviewed the risk 
register of September 2022 which listed the risks for each part of the project.  We consider it 
reasonably detailed and included most of the risks which are appropriate at this time. It includes 
risks related to council approval of the project which may result in project cancellation or delay 
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increasing cost. We consider there could be more emphasis on the financial impact / estimate 
costs if some of the risks were to materialise.  
 
Good practice is to also identify, manage and record opportunities that are taken (or not) as the 
project progresses. This allows the project to better exploit opportunities and for future reporting 
and lesson learning. The Public Realm risk register does include a drop-down for risk and 
opportunity, however, only one opportunity is recorded. We therefore suggest including 
opportunities identified to date and future in the risk registers for all aspects of the project.   
 
Risks to delivery of the programme should also be considered along with the amber/green ratings 
currently populated.  
 
We also note that the risk register does not provide a visual picture facing the council with the risk 
that it does not generate review and debate internally and with stakeholders. We have suggested 
the team consider how to present their risks to members and senior officers in a more visual 
format. As an example, we provide a basic example of how South Hams/West Devon have 
presented their corporate risks in the "Detailed Audit Observations and Action Plan" later in the 
report.  
 

 Audit Assurance Opinion 
 

 

A ’four star rating’ is used to indicate the level of assurance for the systems and areas audited.  
Details are as follows: 
 

 
Excellent  The areas reviewed were found to be well controlled, internal     

controls are in place and operating effectively.  Risks against 
the achievement of objectives are well managed. 
         

Good    Most of the areas reviewed were found to be adequately  
    controlled.  Generally risks are well managed but some areas

   for improvement have been identified. 
 

Fair    There is a basic control framework in place, but most of the  
areas reviewed were not found to be adequately controlled.  
Generally risks are not well managed and require control to 
be strengthened to ensure the achievement of objectives. 
 

Poor    Controls are seriously lacking or ineffective in their operation.   
No assurance can be given that the system’s objectives will 
be achieved. 
 

 

 
The overall assurance level is considered to be:  
 
 

Good   
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The following table summarises our assurance opinions on each of the risk areas covered 
during the audit. These combine to provide the overall assurance opinion given above. 

 

Risk Areas Covered Level of  
Assurance 

1 Projects are not scoped in sufficient detail to enable reliable 
estimates of budget, timescale, and other resource requirements. 

Good  

2 Progress of individual projects is not monitored, appropriate 
reporting and updates are not provided to stakeholders. 

Good  

3 Risks (and Opportunities) are not managed. 

 

Good  

 
The findings and recommendations in relation to each of these areas, and management’s 
comments, are recorded in the "Detailed Audit Observations and Action Plan" below.   
 
 

 Acknowledgement 
 

 
 We would like to express our thanks and appreciation to all who provided support and 

assistance during the course of this audit. 
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 Risk Area Covered: Projects are not scoped in sufficient detail to enable reliable estimates of budget, timescale, 
and other resource requirements. 

Level of Assurance  
 

 
Opinion Statement:  

A clear objective is in place stating what the programme is intended to achieve and we have extracted the following text from the 
successful business case. ‘The vision for Newton Abbot is for the town centre to develop into the premier South Devon market town, 
providing facilities for an increasing local and wider population. The town centre will become a pedestrian friendly place with good 
transport connections, increased leisure and entertainment opportunities, a high-quality market and retail offer and an enhanced night-
time economy. The activities proposed by the masterplan and outlined above, focus on reviving the core area of the town centre to 
strengthen the retail/night-time economy and position the town to support a growing population and improve “the offer” in the face of 
growing regional competition. The Newton Abbot FHSF programme will deliver essential adaptations and enhancements to the existing 
fabric of the town centre. By developing a greater diversity of uses alongside more attractive and accessible public realm, it is hoped 
this will attract higher value cultural, leisure and retail uses, thereby attracting more people into the town centre and encouraging longer 
dwell times. This approach will improve the resilience of the town centre in the face of growing pressure.’ 
 
The programme makes sense in relation to the Council’s strategic priorities. This is in line with part 13 of the 2020-2030 Teignbridge 
Strategy ‘Going to town’ which is also referenced within the Teignbridge 10 Programme. Public reports we retrieved set out and explain 
how the project counts towards the strategy, however, a ‘Single Department Plan’ which sets out objectives and how they will be 
achieved could be created.   
 
The business case demonstrates value for money over the lifetime of the programme. We were provided with many documents and 
papers in relation to the work. This includes defining the achievable benefits and outcomes, considering all elements that will contribute 
to successful delivery of the project, a credible estimation of all costs and durations including a Value for Money Assessment.  
 
The programme has built up robust estimates of cost and schedule, including all programme components. The current year finance 
folder has been reviewed and it contains expenditure monitoring plus latest saved cost plans. Previous years also have earlier 
iterations of the monitoring/appraisals. Where contingency is considered, allowances have been made for design risk, construction risk 
and employer risk. Where inflation is concerned there is an allowance to tender return and an allowance to mid-point of construction 
within costings. To tackle recent price increases, there have been value/cost engineering exercises as they go. If tenders come in 
above approved budget, they can finance this to a limit and still achieve their return, however, it would be up to Members whether to 
proceed at this point.  
 

Good   

 We retrieved an organisation chart to ensure that resource has been identified and provided to deliver the programme. Although 
sufficient, there would be merit in updating the Project Team Bio to reflect the changes since the original business case was submitted.  

 

  

 

Detailed Observations and Action Plan 
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 No. Observation and implications  

 1.1 Public reports to Exec/Full Council clearly contain reference to how the FHSF project meets the strategic aims of the Council. A separate paper could 
be created to document how the project makes sense in relation to the Council's strategic priorities and perform easier reading to the public/members. 
Some Councils have created a 'Single Department Plan' which sets out objectives and how they will be achieved.   

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 1.1.1 Perhaps creation of a Single Departmental Plan could be 
implemented to clearly identify how the FHSF project links to the 
Council's Strategy and Teignbridge 10 programme.  

Low Agreed.  

 No. Observation and implications  

 1.2 As part of the July 2020 business case a Project Team Bio was created explaining individual roles in the project and what experience they bring. The 
project team has changed since the original business case was created so perhaps similar documents for current officers could be created for 
members to refer to.  

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 1.2.1 Updated Project Team Bios could be created to refer to the current 
Officers working on the FHSF project.  

Low Agreed.   

 

 Risk Area Covered: Progress of individual projects is not monitored, appropriate reporting and updates are not 
provided to stakeholders 

Level of Assurance  
 

 
Opinion Statement:  

 
We looked to see if sufficient stakeholder engagement is in place. Findings are positive with some suggestions provided.  Reporting to 
Central Government is provided by the Project Manager with Bi-annual updates to members conducted by the Executive Member via 
the O&S 2 committee. Internal updates to Councillors seem sufficient from obtaining papers of Executive and Full Council meetings. 
Executive decisions have been made including approval of the new Cinema in November 2018, the funding bid approval in July 2020 
and the funding being accepted in April 2021 by Full Council. We have been provided with an extensive record of Executive Member 
meetings throughout the life of the project. These include meetings with Officers who provide updates to her along with meetings with 
SLT. We do note that creation of a Stakeholder Management Plan would be beneficial to identify the key stakeholders along with the 
level of power and influence they have on the project along with a Programme Board terms of reference on what its responsibilities are.  
 
 
 
 

Good   
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Evidence of a programme initiation document for each section of the project has been seen with the scope and business requirements 
being realistic, understood, clearly articulated and capable of being put into practice. A useful contingency plan such as a ‘Disaster 
Recovery Plan’ could be considered before the works do commence. We understand that in many organisations it is mandatory that a 
recovery plan is in place.  
 
The significant procurement has yet to be undertaken. This is mainly due to the works not starting on this project with proposals needing 
approval before commencement. From discussion with the Procurement Officer, we are content that procurement activity is in line with 
the Financial Instructions. The external consultants we have been made aware of that have been procured at present are Quarterbridge 
and AECOM to help with the Market Hall/Cinema developments. Various procurement documents have been obtained. There are many 
documents that give the ‘purpose’ of the project and its origins including the Site-Opportunities Regeneration Study 2010 and the 
Delivery Strategy 2018. There may be some merit in reviewing the Delivery Strategy to ensure it is in line with the current proposals.  
 
As work has not yet commenced it is difficult to advise if there is an effective mechanism to control programme alternations as none 
have really happened yet. However, there is governance in place. Smaller decisions (e.g. change of colour of cladding) would be 
reviewed by the SLT Leader in consultation with the Executive Member. Any major proposals would need to go through Full Council and 
potentially Central Government via a project adjustment process as they need to ensure the delivery of the scheme matches the original 
brief. We understand it would be difficult at this stage to get a major change discussed and agreed with the government department. 
Other than the impact on timescales and delay of going through the process, the most challenging part is the specialist Benefit Cost 
Ratio (BCR) numbers. All in all, this can lead to a 3-to-4-month delay whilst the amendment is put together, submitted, and then 
decided. Therefore, any major changes to the project now puts this project at risk of not being completed.  
 
Project delivery reporting is key once approval is in place to move the project forward. An example of the Portfolio monthly update to 
outline the progress was retrieved. There are embedded excels which flag up another level of reporting. The Project Manager receives 
monthly reports from Finance which show the budget vs actual via an internal budget and cost tracker along with financial year figures. 
Going forward monthly reporting will be provided to Executive Council. RAID logs are generated which include Risks, Actions, Issues 
and Decisions against each section of the project. There are actions with an ‘in progress’ status that should be reviewed. The main two 
areas that are tracked by the team is programme progress and programme detail. These aren't known as performance indicators but is 
the clearest snapshot of where they are. True KPIs are really going to kick in when at the construction stage, they will be in line with 
contraction process/performance/payments/contractors. A thought of what KPIs to track when the construction phase takes place should 
start taking place. As well as financial information and key issues/decisions a third main area to consider is also risk.  
 

 
 No. Observation and implications  

 2.1 We reviewed the RAID logs provided for Market Hall and Cinema works. There are actions with an 'in progress' status on both logs that have gone 
past their timing date. These actions should be reviewed at the next opportunity or timings updated accordingly.  
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  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.1.1 Review RAID log statuses to bring them in line with the present date.  Medium Agreed. 
 

 

 No. Observation and implications  

 2.2 Setting the right KPIs helps measure progress towards long-term goals and business strategy, make adjustments and stay on track. In addition to the 
results, leading indicators are helpful in advising when there is any danger of missing targets before it is too late. We understand construction has not 
started, however, we suggest there should be some thought of what KPIs could be generated when the construction phase of the FHSF project 
commences.   

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.2.1 Determine what KPIs to measure when construction takes place to 
provide a measurable and objective standard by which leaders can 
track progress and implement change.  
 

Medium Agreed.   

 No. Observation and implications  

 2.3 We understand financial information and key issues/decisions are tracked and reported monthly to the Executive Member. We suggest that a third 
area to potentially report is risks. Risk reporting provides a regular mechanism to direct updates to key stakeholders, ensuring the right information is 
given to the right people, at the right level and at the right time. There are risk registers in place, so appending these should be no issue. 
 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.3.1 Include risks to the monthly report to the Executive Member. Medium Implemented.  
 

 

 No. Observation and implications  

 2.4 Creation of a stakeholder management plan as the project progresses would be beneficial to define and document the approach and actions that will 
increase support and minimize the negative impacts of stakeholders throughout the life of the project. It should identify the key stakeholders along with 
the level of power and influence they have on the project.  
 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.4.1 Creation of a Stakeholder Management Plan could be considered to 
help maintain the process of good relationships with the people who 
have most impact on the project.  
 

Low Accepted.  
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 No. Observation and implications  

 2.5 From discussion we are aware a disaster recovery plan has not been produced for the FHSF project. A Project Disaster Recovery Plan is a useful 
contingency plan that is prepared well in advance, and to some extent tried and tested. It contains a detailed set of measures that may be adopted 
should some operational or technical disaster happen. In many organisations, it is mandatory that a disaster recovery plan be in place.  
    

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.5.1 Production of a Disaster Recovery Plan in relation to the FHSF 
project to provide some form of 'back up' to tide over potential 
interruptions to progress.  
 

Low Whilst there is a corporate DRP and Service level DRP the merit of 
a specific one for Major Projects is acknowledged and will be in 
place ahead of main contract for works commencing at the latest. 

 

 No. Observation and implications  

 2.6 From review of the Delivery Strategy 2018 it includes phasing plans that perhaps aren't in line with where the FHSF project is to date. We understand 
this is a strategy that sets a vision summarising proposals comprising the enhancement and regeneration other areas outside of the FHSF projects. 
Perhaps the strategy needs review as it would be good to include the upcoming Cinema works. 
 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.6.1 Review of the Delivery Strategy 2018 and include present projects 
within the FHSF. 
 

Low Noted.  

 No. Observation and implications  

 2.7 From review of Council papers there is no evidence of a Programme Board terms of reference. The Programme board have a key role in supporting 
Project Manager in making decisions and providing both challenge and approval on issues affecting the progress of the programme. We would expect 
it to be reasonable for a Programme Board to have a terms of reference (ToR) on what its responsibilities were. 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 2.7.1 Creation of a Programme Board ToR to define all aspects of their 
role. 

Low Accepted  
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Risk Area Covered: Risks (and Opportunities) are not managed. 

Level of Assurance  
 

 
Opinion Statement:  

  
The main part of this risk area looked to see if key risks and opportunities are identified, understood, and addressed. Although a clear 
risk register is in place, there are some alterations that could be made to it as well as how it is presented to members.  
 
We investigated what contingency plans are in place. At this point of the project Officers are trying to get into a position to understand 
what projects under the FHSF are going ahead with decisions needing to be backed. Therefore, it is impossible to pull out a ‘Plan B’ as 
‘Plan A’ isn’t yet in place and the deadline of March 2024 to deliver the work fast approaching. The team have looked recently at 
scenarios on how different ways the project can be delivered, and micro contingencies are in place for specific tasks only. At present, 
the main risks are decreasing programme, fixed completion date and decreasing start date to get the projects running.  
 
From review of the Risk Log September 2022 (risk register) there is a recorded archive of everything that tells the story and evolution of 
the project, this includes the risk register being updated through time as and when. We understand any ‘red’ or ‘amber’ risks are 
reported and provided to the Executive Member. We note there aren’t any ‘red’ rated risks on the physical register. With where the 
project currently is, we suggest that these ratings are reviewed. The cost elements on the register are slightly included but we believe 
could go further. For example, things likely to increase costs, delays to progress on the project incurring costs, inflation and perhaps risk 
of delivery. During another audit we obtained a Strategic Risk Register from another Authority which provides a summary of strategic 
risks which can be seen below: 
 

 

Good   
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We have seen that the TDC risk register format sent to the Executive Member is more user friendly but do recommend that perhaps a 
similar diagram could be produced to the Executive Member/Members to report risks more visually as this method is also useful for 
horizon scanning.  
 
We were advised that some opportunities have been considered and have seen one example listed on a separate risk register for the 
Queen Street project but there a currently none included on the main Risk Register. Transforming the current register to a Risk & 
Opportunities Register is an excellent way to keep a record of things learnt and can be referred to when conducting future projects.  

    

 

 No. Observation and implications  

 3.1 From review of the most recent risk register we highlight a potential lack of risks of a monetary nature against all areas of the project (Cinema, Market 
Hall, Queen Street/Transport). There are some exemptions to this including unable to control capital costs, inflation causing greater construction costs 
and poor design leading to higher maintenance costs. We suggest that these are to be reviewed along with adding potential risks to delivery including 
Member/Councillor involvement. The risk register itself contains Amber & Green rated risks only, given the nature of where the programme is, we 
would suggest the scores are also reviewed.  
 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 3.1.1 Teignbridge should look to implement more risks of a monetary 
nature and project delivery into their SPAR system along with 
reviewing the current amber/green ratings. 

Medium Noted.  

 No. Observation and implications  

 3.2 The most recent version of the risk register doesn't include opportunities that are identified throughout proceedings. This could be at a strategic level or 
a more tactical level. A Risk and Opportunities register could therefore be created including risks/opportunities to deliver the core and related 
objectives, but also the risks in not achieving the objectives. This could be achieved alongside the current risk management and ensure external 
providers (AECOM) do this from their risk register as the programme progresses.  
 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 3.2.1 A more systematic approach would be beneficial such as using a risk 
and opportunity register to help identify and manage risks and 
opportunities. 

Medium This will be implemented immediately and populated going forward.  
We will endeavour to capture past opportunities too in an itemised 
manner and the decision / result so these are recorded and can be 
referred to in wash-up sessions. 
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 No. Observation and implications  

 3.3 The risk register spreadsheet in our opinion isn't too visual and we understand the risk register format that goes to the Executive Member is more user 
friendly. Perhaps TDC could produce a similar diagram regarding the summary of risks like the above image identified in the opinion statement. This 
would be a more visual way of showing how risks are scored and is also useful for horizon scanning.  
 

 

  Recommendation Priority Management response and action plan including responsible 

officer 

 

 3.3.1 A key risk summary could be created to provide a more visual way of 
showing how the main risks are scored.  

Low  This visualised summary should be useful, and we will incorporate 
a version of it within our documents. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Definition of Recommendation Priority 
 

Priority Definitions 

 

High 

 

A significant finding. A key control is absent or is being compromised; if not acted upon this could result in high exposure to risk. 
Failure to address could result in internal or external responsibilities and obligations not being met. 

 

Medium Control arrangements not operating as required resulting in a moderate exposure to risk. This could result in minor disruption of 
service, undetected errors or inefficiencies in service provision. Important recommendations made to improve internal control 
arrangements and manage identified risks 

. 

Low Low risk issues, minor system compliance concerns or process inefficiencies where benefit would be gained from improving 
arrangements. Management should review, make changes if considered necessary or formally agree to accept the risks.  These 
issues may be dealt with outside of the formal report during the course of the audit. 
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Teignbridge District Council 
Full Council 
17 November 2022 
Part i

Future High Street Fund project – Cinema market report

Purpose of Report 
To provide Members with information requested by Council to ‘engage consultants 
who specialise in cinemas and the night-time economy in the South-West as a whole 
in order to establish how viable a new four screen cinema is.’ 
 
Recommendation(s) 
 
The Committee RESOLVES to: 

(1) Note the content of the report 
 

Report Author 
 
Head of Place and Commercial Services 
Email: neil.blaney@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Executive Member 
 
Cllr Nina Jeffries, Executive Members for Economy & Jobs 
 
Appendices/Background Papers 
 
Appendices 
 
1 Newton Abbot Cinema Report by Entertainment Solution Services 
 
Background papers 
 
1. Agenda for Full Council on Tuesday, 6th September, 2022, 10.00 am - 

Teignbridge District Council – Additional funding request for cinema, September 
2022 

 
1. Overview 

 
1.1. At Full Council on 6 September 2022 members requested that officers ‘engage 

consultants who specialise in cinemas and the night-time economy in the 

South-West as a whole in order to establish how viable a new four screen 

cinema is.’ 
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1.2. The report attached as Appendix 1 to this report sets out the findings of the 

research by Entertainment Solution Services. 

1.3. In summary, it can be noted that there are good fundamentals supporting a 

proposed new four screen cinema at Market Walk, Newton Abbot, most notable 

a lack of high-quality competing cinemas within a 12-mile radius and a very 

constrained development pipeline.   

1.4. Whilst the wider cinema market is still suffering from the impact of the 

Pandemic lockdowns affecting both new releases and attendance levels, there 

is a future for cinema in the UK, particularly for the smaller boutique offer sitting 

alongside a range of quality food and drinks outlets in Town Centre locations.   

1.5. Despite a difficult short term economic outlook, the general cinema market is 

expected to have recovered by 2025, albeit the pre-2019 highs may never 

return.   

1.6. With a trend towards fewer but bigger productions, cinema operators will need 

to diversify their programming, and this necessitates a minimum of four screens 

to provide sufficient flexibility. Having scrutinised the project’s specific costs, 

programme, and commercial terms it is considered commercially viable over 

the duration of its 30-year proposed lease term.  

1.7. Whilst the larger cinema chains have suffered, the location and size of 

operation would be of interest to a number of smaller cinema operators, 

particularly as the film market stabilises and provides access to more regular 

content. 

1.8. The author of the report will present the findings and answer questions at the 

Council meeting. 
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This report is prepared on the instruction of Teignbridge District Council, Forde 
House, Newton Abbot, TQ12 4XX, United Kingdom.  
 
As the report involves future forecasts, it can be affected by a number of unforeseen 
variables. The report conducted by Entertainment Solution Services Ltd., contains 
research undertaken on location, available through public domains, and views and 
assumptions of all participants, based upon their existing knowledge of the market.  
All public domain research is referenced.  
 
Entertainment Solution Services Ltd (ESS), its directors and consultants 
covenants to have no interest, direct or indirect, that conflicts in any manner or 
degree with the performance required under this contract. ESS has conducted this 
report on a neutral and non-biased manner, with the result of this report being based 
on official data and information. 
 
All parties have used their best general knowledge to assemble data and templates 
to assist the client in assessing various options.  
 
Any numbers are indicative only and are to be used as guides only. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
 
Entertainment Solution Services Ltd (ESS) was approached by Thomas Phillips, 
Estate Surveyor at Teignbridge District Council (TDC) to conduct a specialist cinema 
feasibility study to establish the viability of a proposed new 4-screen venue in 
Newton Abbot.   
 
The cinema scheme is a key part of the multi-million-pound regeneration of the town 
centre, and would see a four-screen cinema built in the north-west corner of Market 
Square. Under the council’s “Future High Street” plans, the landmark Grade II listed 
Market Hall and Alexandra Cinema building will be returned to its original flexible 
design as the new four-screen cinema replaces the screens at the “Alex”. 
 
As a result of the pandemic, rising project delivery costs and the volatility being 
witnessed within the cinema sector, there is a debate as to whether the project 
remains viable amongst council members and officials. 
 
As a consequence, during an extraordinary Full Council meeting held on the 6 
September 2022, a Motion was passed by Members instructing Officers to: 
‘’engage consultants to look into the night-time economy and assess the viability of 
the cinema.’’  
 
The ESS proposal to address this is set out below:  
 
Commercial Analysis  
 
Updated Cinema Market study:  
 

• Post pandemic overview of the market; demographic profile and cinema visit 
propensity to ascertain admissions potential 

• Review of the existing and newly proposed cinemas within the immediate 
region and undertake a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats) analysis and review current admissions in relevant catchment   

•    Admission estimates options for the proposed Newton Abbot cinema scheme 
• Assess the viability of the new proposed Newton Abbot cinema including 

current night time economy 
  
Financial Summary:  
 

•    Give best estimates of general admissions forecasts  
•    Revenue forecasts, including ancillary income streams growing out of post 

pandemic trade. 
• Review rental, service charge and capital commitments for WTW-Scott 

Cinemas including a full lease term Profit & Loss (P&L) summary  
• Determine the breakeven point to ensure that the business is sustainable for 

the long-term 
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• Case Study Insights and contact where applicable i.e., Ashington, 
Northumberland and other significant local authority projects. 

• One site-visit early in the project reporting period 
• Be available in person and on video conferencing to attend a Question-and-

Answer and / or Full Council briefing session with key local authority 
stakeholders 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
After year-on-year box office increase, the global cinema sector faced major 
challenges during 2020 as a result of the pandemic. With the vast majority of 
cinemas closed, 2020 saw the global box office dropped to a 2-decade low level.  
 
Overall, the UK cinema exhibition sector, whilst performing slightly better than its 
European counterparts, faced and still faces the same major challenges as most 
cinema venues worldwide.  
 
Due to cinema closures, operating on reduced seating capacity, lack of theatrical 
releases and general cinema hesitancy, 2020 only accounted for 44 million 
admissions with a total box office of £307 million, a dramatic decrease of 76% 
compared to 2019’s box office revenue of £1.25 billion, making 2020 the lowest UK 
box office revenue for more than 20 years.  
 
Total admissions for 2021 reached 74 million admissions, an increase of 68% on 
2020’s admissions. The total box office generated by all films on release in 
the UK and the Republic of Ireland in 2021 was £602 million, an approximate 
increase of 144% increase on the 2020 pandemic box office, yet down 52% on pre-
pandemic 2019.  
 
Currently, UK admissions are still down by over 30% compared to the same period 
of 2019.   
 
Whilst audiences are still returning to cinemas for “huge spectacles” (e.g. Top Gun: 
Maverick), it remains to be seen if original dramas and comedies still have any place 
in theatres going forward or if those genres have now been subjugated to streaming.  
 
Pandemic-induced production delays, apprehensive Hollywood studios continuing to 
postpone blockbuster release dates, and a wider lack of mid-budget films have 
already impacted the cinema industry negatively. Most notably 45% of the UK’s 
cinema screens are in the process of being restructured, as a result of pre-pandemic 
unsustainable debt accumulation and pandemic cinema closures.  
 
Production delays, changed viewing habits and general uncertainty within the 
market, will push back the timeline on a full recovery for cinema owners, according to 
some trade experts, until 2023/2024.  
 
ESS however does not envision a full box office recovery to pre-pandemic 2019 
levels by 2023 or by 2024. It is ESS’s opinion that high inflation, increase in living 
costs, geo-political challenges, in addition to changed viewing habits will require a 
long due elimination process, and the need for cinema to re-invent itself. 
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To “just put on a film” is simply not enough anymore. Cinemas have to become event 
driven social and community hubs again in order to make it “worthwhile” for people to 
leave the comfort of their homes. The ambitions of WTW-Scott Cinemas and 
Teignbridge District Council (TDC) for the Market Walk site will deliver this hub 
opportunity. 
 
As part of Teignbridge District Councils’ Future High Streets re-generation plans for 
Newton Abbot, a new reasonably sized four-screen cinema located in the north-west 
corner of Market Square is planned. In addition, there are plans to develop a Food 
Hall and Market in the landmark Grade II listed Market Hall and find alternative uses 
for the Alexandra. The new cinema is planned to be operated by WTW-Scott 
Cinemas, the same operator that currently holds the lease of the Alexandra.    
 
Overall, the Alexandra cinema operated on, a high for cinema, approximately 33% 
occupancy rate between 2015 and 2019. This dropped to approximately 8% in 2021 
and overall box office revenue decreased by about 76% when comparing pre-
pandemic 2019 with post pandemic 2021. These decreases however, were seen 
across the UK and are not exclusive to one site.  
 
Yet, as a result of the pandemic, rising project delivery costs and the volatility being 
witnessed within the cinema sector, and an additional capital contribution request of 
£600,000 from WTW-Scott Cinemas towards their cinema fit out and Furniture, 
Fixture and Equipment (FF&E) costs, there is a debate as to whether the project 
remains viable amongst council members and officials.  
 
TDC are not alone in questioning the opportunity cost to develop a cinema. Cinema 
Case Studies, references to current local authority led developments in other parts of 
the UK, and the social value impact are outlined within the main report. In broad 
terms, cinemas provide an uplift in town centre activity, particularly in holiday periods 
or during the 6pm – 9pm trading times. As highlighted in the Case Studies, the 
Eurofund owned town centre zoned site at Silverburn, Glasgow (not city centre), the 
uplift delivered can be as much as 11% on Food & Beverage (F&B) sales and 8% on 
footfall.  
 
Newton Abbot has the capacity to deliver a similar percentage uplift if all of the 
component parts work in unison – transport links, car parking, F&B and cinema 
combined with social value impacts. 
 
However, the capital cost to deliver the cinema and retail units at Market Walk, 
including shell & core; cinema fit out and FF&E is now estimated to be £8.37 million 
(AECOM and UNICK Cost Reports). The estimated capital budget for the cinema 
specific elements is £2.83 million. Inflating costs of labour, materials and production 
challenges are all having an impact on the potential to deliver the proposed Newton 
Abbot cinema.  
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The biggest risks to the project are Construction and Timing: 
 

a) The indicated inflation allowances for project construction and delivery of 
between 10% and 15% are not representative of the cost increases in market 
now or likely to be going forward. The development and construction market 
remains highly cost volatile. 

 
b) Timing of the project, alongside the broader recovery of the film and cinema  

markets, are issues that are foremost in the minds of the WTW-Scott 
Cinemas’ Directors. The family traded Scott-WTW South West, has no 
corporate external borrowings; lower property lease commitments, and retains 
more cash liquidity within the business than their distressed major cinema 
operator counter-parts. The accounts prior to the pandemic and during the 
pandemic are robust, even in the most challenging of circumstances. 

 
Mark Williams, Director at WTW-Scott Cinemas, provided the latest set of accounts 
through to March 2022 to ESS. They highlight a business that has retained cash 
reserves and liquidity throughout the pandemic and is generally self-sufficient to 
support current operations.  
 
The Directors have provided additional funds to the business to enable it to fund 
capital commitments including the new Bridgwater site and had anticipated to be 
able to finance Newton Abbot’s development through trading that did not materialise 
as a result of the pandemic. The Directors at WTW-Scott are hesitant about putting 
the entire business at risk, when the timing of sector recovery and the completion of 
the proposed Newton Abbot site, at a higher cost than originally anticipated, could 
put the whole company at risk.  
 
Three Cinema Trading Forecast Options have been provided for review.  
 
Option 1:  

WTW-Scott Cinemas Newton have presented a financial appraisal that 
assumes 145,000 ticket sales per annum (15% occupancy) as the “Expected” 
outcome for the cinema. This forecast reflects WTW-Scott Cinemas timing of 
recovery challenges with known and unknown risk factors impacting trading 
performance going forward, and results in an operator investment payback 
period of 114 years excluding the TDC capital contributions to warm shell 
delivery.  

 
ESS estimates that £7.33 million of property costs are payable (rent, service charge 
and business rates) through the 30-year period of lease and that the site will be 
marginal and loss making for the duration of the lease.  
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Property Cost with little Earnings Before Interests, Taxes, Depreciation and 
Amortisation (EBITDA) coverage is high risk and limits the capacity of the operator to 
re-invest into the asset through the duration of the lease term.  
 
Option 2:  

ESS has prepared an alternative Trading Forecast reflective of a more stable 
market environment in Newton Abbot that assumes 152,000 ticket sales per 
annum (16% occupancy) as the “Likely” outcome for the cinema, at the same 
levels of rent and property costs as agreed with WTW-Scott Cinemas. This 
forecast provides realistic small to mid-sized operating metrics that are 
broadly like WTW-Scott’s, with the exception of film cost, F&B costs and ticket 
sales.  

 
The impact reduces the investment payback period to a more realistic 6.5 years 
based upon Net Profit (EBITDA) set against WTW-Scott capital investment of £1.3m 
and excluding the the TDC capital contributions to warm shell delivery. ESS 
estimates that the £7.33 million of property costs remain constant and are payable 
(rent, service charge and business rates) through the 30-year period of lease, and 
£6.26 million of EBITDA (post property cost) is achievable by the operator.  
 
An 85.5% cushion of Property Cost to EBITDA is far lower risk and enables sufficient 
cash coverage for property costs, and to re-invest into the asset through the duration 
of the lease term. 
 
Option 3:  

Option 3 forecast provides the same operating metrics as Option 2 except that 
WTW-Scott Cinemas capital investment is zero and TDC provides a full £2.83 
million capital contribution with an enhanced lease rent payable of £16 psf. 

 
The payback period is inconsequential as a Turnkey so long as the on-going 
operation is profitable. ESS estimates that £9.00 million of property costs are 
payable (rent, service charge and business rates) through the 30-year period of 
lease, and £4.58 million of EBITDA (post property cost) is achievable by the 
operator.  
 
A 50.9% cushion of Property Cost to EBITDA is far low risk and enables sufficient 
cash coverage for property costs, and to re-invest into the asset through the duration 
of the lease term. 
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Key Conclusions:  
 

1. From an ongoing operational perspective, for a duration up to 30 years, the 
proposed cinema is likely to be commercially viable provided there are 
ancillary and complimentary offers and services e.g. trendy F&B offers 
available.    

 
2. However, the cost to deliver the cinema is rising as a result of broader 

economic challenges. These increases are outwith control of TDC and WTW-
Scott Cinemas at the present time.  

 
3. There is still a willingness from WTW-Scott Cinemas to operate a new cinema 

in Newton Abbot, but not to the extent that it risks the entire company and its 
employees at the present time.  

 
4. ESS recommends sensitive dialogue between WTW-Scott and TDC, to 

manage delivery timings and expectations.  
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3. OPPORTUNITIES - TEIGNBRIDGE TEN STRATEGY  
 
“Making Teignbridge a healthy and desirable place where people want to 
live, work, and visit,” is the Vision for Teignbridge District Council who aim to be, 
“commercial and financially self-sufficient, delivering value for money in meeting our 
[TDC’s] overall vision and strategic priorities. Our investments will enhance the area 
and the customer experience and our [TDC’s] ways of working will continuously 
improve.” 
 
To enable the best outcome for the proposed cinema in Market Walk, Newton Abbot, 
the development should tie into the TDC Ten Year Strategy with all positive 
references and attributes identified and explored. Any negative challenges or risks 
need to be addressed. The opportunities set within the parameters of the 
Teignbridge Ten include:  
 

• Action on climate to be a carbon neutral district: TDC need to continue to 
keep the district clean, green and safe to make sure it is a desirable place to 
live, work in and visit. Cinema will deliver a 6pm – 9pm audience of all ages 
and enable residents to travel less far to cinemas offering a broader choice of 
films and screens.  

• “A roof over our heads to provide more, better and affordable homes while 
encouraging our young people to stay.”  TDC want to ensure the future 
economic viability of the district by providing more job opportunities and 
affordable housing. 

• Clean scene to keep the district clean will benefit all local stakeholders 
including the cinema customers who will recognise and respond accordingly. 
A clean district that is attractive to TDC residents and visitors alike. 

• Going to town – TDC will support proposals for quality evening, cultural and 
leisure opportunities. The cinema at Market Walk is a significant TDC 
investment that will open up and enable a greater use of town centre space 
for the community and re-purpose under-performing retail space to leisure.  

• Great places to live and work, to provide well designed quality 
neighbourhoods’ – TDC is growing in population, but also has an ageing 
population that will require to adapt to the needs of the evolving population 
demographics. TDC wish to ensure that new neighbourhoods are real 
communities; safe, inclusive and accessible to all, close to, or including, local 
jobs, facilities, sports and leisure opportunities, with high quality public open 
spaces which support social interaction 

• Investing in prosperity to create jobs and wealth: The Market Walk cinema 
development will create new employment opportunities directly and indirectly 
(F&B) and other leisure activities. It will also enable more local resident 
disposable income to be spent in Newton Abbot. TDC intend to invest TDC’s 
own money into new developments which enhance TDC’s economy and to 
design and deliver regeneration and improvement schemes.   
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• Moving up a gear to improve travel options enables more people to utilize 
town centre facilities including the localised Market Walk cinema. TDC are 
committed to providing bus improvements and park and ride services to key 
employment and shopping centres. 

• Out and about and active to provide opportunities for healthy active lifestyles: 
cinema is a “cultural hub” enabling customers of all ages to view films, opera, 
ballet, theatre and sports. The proposed cinema in Market Walk will enable 
more inclusivity, choice and improved access to all screens, particularly for 
the 20% of TDC residents who have health or disability issues. Opportunities 
for Autistic Friendly, Senior “Silver Screen” shows on midweek afternoons, 
live to cinema events, Kid’s Club, Family Shows etc. Regular cinema trips 
may help boost wellbeing according to a UCL study: 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/brain-sciences/news/2020/jan/why-watching-movie-
could-improve-wellbeing  

• Strong communities to liaise with, help and support TDC communities:  the 
Market Walk cinema should engage with many different activities and will 
need to become an event driven social and community hub in order to make it 
“worthwhile” for people to leave the comfort of their homes.  

• Vital, viable council: TDC finances are going to be increasingly ‘home grown’ 
and tied in with TDC’s local economic fortunes and ability to raise incomes. A 
long-term lease of the cinema will deliver a multi-million pounds’ income 
stream to TDC. 

 
Other enabling points for the viability and sustainability of the Market Walk cinema 
are: 

• TDC Population: 132,800 
• TDC households: 60,500 – 2.2 residents per household 
• 197 residents per square kilometre  
• Working Age Population (16 -64 years): 63% 
• Life Expectancy is greater than the UK average: Male 80 and Female 84 
• 80% of the population report their health as Good or Very Good 
• 74% of the population own their homes with or without a mortgage 
• 5,735 enterprises in TDC 
• 82% of population are actively in work 
• Average Pay per week is £521  
• 12,064 sqft of efficient cinema space with:  

o 4 screens  
o 651 seats 
o Ground Floor level access onto Market Walk  

• Food Hall and Market proposed 
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• Current footfall (up to Sept.2022) stands at approximately 1.9m  
• Close to public transport links for local and national travel  
• Enhanced public realm 
• New and improved access routes to Market Walk  
• Improved inter-connectivity with all parts of Newton Abbot town centre 
• University and College facilities in town 
• Heritage offer including port and parks 

 
 
A diverse range of eateries and entertainment options within the close vicinity of the 
proposed cinema, are essential for long-term sustainability. With people having 
adopted changed viewing habits during the pandemic, additional offers are essential 
to “making it worthwhile to leave the home”.  
 
Consideration ought to be given to add co-working creative studios/ office hubs, 
which would be complimentary to the overall offer of cinema, entertainment and 
F&B.  
 
In a society where digitalisation and urbanisation are swiftly expanding, creative 
individuals require a safe space to further explore their individuality with other like-
minded creative. These hubs are a space to nurture aspiring ideas to boost the 
creative economy, generating not only economic, but also social and cultural value 
for communities on a local as well as on a global stage.  
 
If the aspiration is to enhance Newton Abbot’s status as a University town with 
accommodation to develop creative and cultural activities  
(https://www.exeter.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/) access to a campus or site, 
libraries, creative and learning hubs, F&B, accommodation and transport are 
essential.  
 
Creative hubs encourage increased daytime footfall and would attract a younger 
audience to the town centre.  
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4. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW   
 
After year-on-year box office increase, the global cinema sector faced major 
challenges during 2020 as a result of the pandemic. With the vast majority of 
cinemas closed during the pandemic and consequently operating on reduced seating 
capacity, or closure due to lack of content, 2020 saw the global box office slump to a 
2-decade low level.   
 
 

4.1 Global Cinema Market Overview  
 
Overall, the global box office fell by 72% in a beleaguered 2020 for the cinema 
industry, finishing the year with only $12 billion in ticket sales, compared to a record 
year in 2019, which grossed $45.5 billion globally.  
 
The North American market, United States and Canada, experienced an 80 % 
decline in box office ($2.2billion), with the typical moviegoer visiting the cinema 1.5 
times in 2020, down from 4.6 times in 2019.  
The rest of the regions generated $9.8 billion in ticket sales, representing 81% of the 
overall global market. The majority, $6billion were earned by the Asia Pacific region, 
with China taking the top spot with $3 billion, due to being less dependent on 
Hollywood films and favouring home-grown productions. The EMEA region, Europe, 
Middle East and Africa suffered a combines 61% drop to $3.3 billion, while Latin 
America suffered the biggest losses with an 82% drop to $0.5 billion.i  
 
2021 saw a 78% uplift to the global box office compared to 2020, mainly due to 
releases such as “Spider Man: No Way Home” and “Bond: No Time to Die”, yet 
2021’s box office was still 48% down on the average of the last three pre-pandemic 
years.ii  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

34.7 35.9 36.4
38 38.6
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 Source: Gower Street Analytics 
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2022 has seen a steady box office recovery compared to 2021, mainly due to 
releases such as “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness” ($955m), Top Gun: 
Maverick which has surpassed a global box office of $1.4 billion, Jurassic World: 
Dominion ($950m), Minions: The Rise of Gru ($900m), and Thor “Love and Thunder 
($748m) 
 
Yet, the trend of recovery over the few last month’s ground to a halt in August and 
September. After reaching a pandemic-era peak with $3.37 billion in July, August 
achieved a global total of $2.37 billion, with September finishing as the worst month 
since April.   
 
As of October 8, the global box office in 2022 stands at approximately $19.9 billion, 
tracking 44% ahead of 2021 at the same stage ($13.8bn) and -34% behind the 
average of the last three pre-pandemic years (2017-2019) - a deficit of -$10.5 
billion.iii 
 
  

-Domestic	(US)	
-$3bn

China
-3bn

International	 (excl.	
China)	-$3bn

GLOBAL	 TOTAL	BOX	OFFICE	 LOSS	- as	of	8th	October	2022

US	(Domestic)	 China International	 (excl.	China)

Total	
-$10.5bn

Source: Gower Street Analytics 
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              Source: Gower Street Analytics 
 
 
 
 
Any global recovery of the film industry will be slowed by geopolitical challenges, 
economic factors such as high inflation and looming recession, in addition to a lack 
of big screen films. Gower Street Analytics just revised their global box office 
estimate again and forecasts a global box office of $27.1billion for 2022, a decrease 
of approximately 36% down to pre-pandemic 2019 ($42.3b).iv   
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4.2 UK Cinema Market Overview  
 
The UK currently has 843 cinemas with a total of 4,596 screens (a population of 
14,625 per active cinema screen). Between 1985 (opening of multiplexes) and 2002 
when new sites were built and opened at fast pace, there was an upward trend in 
cinema admissions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

From 2002 to 2019 a total of 1,400 screens (+44%) were added across the UK, 
which only added 0.1% to admissions totals or 110 annual admits per additional 
screen by 2019, highlighting a significant disconnect in the UK between consumer 
demand and total screen supply that pre-dates the pandemic, and will now impact 
the cinema sector #sustainability and #cinema recovery post-pandemic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Source: BFI  

Source: BFI 
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4.3 Impact of Covid-19 on UK Cinemas  
 
Overall, the UK exhibition sector faced the same major challenges during 2020 as 
the majority of cinemas worldwide.  
 
In an effort to reduce the transmission risk of COVID-19, the UK Government 
required all cinemas to close at the end of Q1 2020. Restrictions were eased at the 
beginning of Q3, which enabled cinemas to reopen if they had additional safety 
measures in place (including operating at reduced capacity); however, further 
national and regional restrictions were implemented during periods in late Q3 and Q4 
which required many cinemas to close again.v  

Due to cinema closures, operating on reduced seating capacity and the lack of 
theatrical releases, 2020 only accounted for 44 million admissions with a total box 
office of £307 million, a dramatic decrease of 76% compared to 2019’s box office 
revenue of £1.25 billionvi, making 2020 the lowest UK box office revenue for more 
than 2 decades.  
 
Total admissions for 2021 reached 74 million admissions, an increase of 68% on 
2020’s admissions. The year presented two very different half years of business 
for UK cinemas. The first four months were marked by cinemas being closed and 
reopening from early May. Then October saw the release of Bond: No Time to Die 
and 16.4 million admissions, the third highest October on record. The trajectory of 
recovery saw admissions reach 38.8 million in the final quarter of the year.  
 
The total box office generated by all films on release in the UK and the Republic of 
Ireland in 2021 was £602 million, a 144% increase on the £247 million in 2020.vii 
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2021 saw a total of 497 films released, in comparison to 896 releases in 2019 in the 
UK and Republic of Ireland. This was due to cinemas partly closed and distributors 
pulling planned releases due to uncertainty of the market. Whilst a significant drop in 
revenue of mid-range releases was registered, which went straight to Subscription 
Video on Demand (SVoD), 2021 saw 2 films reach the £90 million - £100,000 million 
mark; No Time to Die and Spider Man: No Way Home. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Superhero films were on trend, grossing more than £161m in cinemas in the UK & 
Ireland, from just six releases, accounting for almost 28% of the year’s total box 
office. Five of the top 10 highest grossing films of the year were based on comic 
books putting even more importance on blockbuster releases.viii   
 
Cinemas continued to implement COVID protection measures for a part of the first 
half of 2022 (H1), therefore admissions and box office revenues reported in this 
release are atypical. In the comparative first six months of 2021 all cinemas in the 
UK and Republic of Ireland were closed. Cinemas reopened across the UK nations 
between the final week of May and the start of June in 2021. In 2020 cinemas had to 
close at end of Q1 due to the start of the Coronavirus pandemic and remained 
closed for the rest of the first half of the year.  
 

• The first six months of 2022 registered 61.7 million cinema admissions in the 
UK, almost a five-fold increase (+488%) than the same period in 2021, 72% 
more than H1 2020 and 26.4% lower than H1 2019. 

• The total UK and ROI box office revenue for all films released in H1 2022 was 
£473 million, a more than four-fold increase (+435%) higher than for H1 2021; 
142% higher than H1 2020; and 19% lower than H1 2019.   

BOX OFFICE RANGE CINEMA RELEASES

Total UK/ROI Box Office Releases 2021 2020 2019
£1 - £1,000 36 25 33
£1,001 - £10,000 127 133 205
£10,001 - £50,000 139 117 230
£50,001 - £100,000 36 42 86
£100,001 - £500,001 78 74 169
£500,001 - £1,000,000 25 17 42
£1,000,001 - £4,000,000 24 22 70
£4,000,001 - £7,000,000 10 3 17
£7,000,001 - £10,000,000 5 4 13
£10,000,001 - £20,000,000 12 6 16
£20,000,001 - £30,000,000 3 0 6
£30,000,001 - £40,000,000 0 0 3
£40,000,001 - £50,000,000 0 1 2
£50,000,001 - £60,000,000 0 0 1
£60,000,001 - £70,000,000 0 0 1
£70,000,001 - £80,000,000 0 0 1
£80,000,001 - £90,000,000 0 0 1
£90,000,001 - £100,000,000 2 0 0
TOTAL 497 444 896
Source: Comscore 
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• The highest grossing film released in H1 2022 was Top Gun: Maverick* with 
just under £71 million (Sept.2022 - £81.6m), representing 15% of the total box 
office for the period. 

• With box office revenues of £42 million in H1, Doctor Strange In The 
Multiverse Of Madness was the highest earning UK-qualifying film. 

• The Oscar® winning Belfast was the highest earning UK independent release 
with a total box office of £15 million. 

• The average UK cinema ticket price for H1 2022 was £7.63. This compares to 
an average ticket price of £7.40 in H1 2019.  

• Eight of the top ten grossing films of the period are sequels or part of pre-
existing franchises. Two video game film adaptations are also included in the 
list.ix 
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Monthly cinema admissions in the UK, H1 2018 to H1 2022�
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July was another upwards month with Top Gun: Maverick, accumulating another 
£13.5 and a total UK box office of over £82m. “Minions: The Rise of the Gru” and 
Marvel Studios “Thor: Love and Thunder” strengthened the July box office further 
with a total box office of £44.2m and £37m respectively. Niche and arthouse content 
was and still is underperforming massively, with e.g., Brian & Charles, a UK 
production with overall good reviews, only managing a weekend opening of £71,890 
on 143 prints across the UK, making it a disastrous screen average of £503 over a 3-
day period with an overall box office of £311k.  
 
August and September 2022, as expected, were poor cinema months due to lack of 
blockbuster releases. Overall, August was the 3rd worst month of 2022, after January 
& March, with a disappointing 9,267,827 admissions, a 40% decrease compared to 
the same period of 2019.  
 
September disappointed even further, affected by a lack of blockbuster releases and 
the death of her majesty, finishing on a below-average total of 6.5 million 
admissions, a decrease of 41% compared to pre-pandemic 2019. 
 
Overall, admission figures for 2022 are currently down 30% on 2019 (currently no 
official October figures available).  
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4.4 UK Industry Outlook   
 
Overall, hesitancy in the cinema sector remains, with the number of big releases this 
year remaining below pre-pandemic levels. The UK box office currently almost 
entirely blockbuster driven, yet, there is a blockbuster drought.  
 
Pandemic-induced production delays, jittery Hollywood studios continuing to 
postpone blockbuster release dates, a wider lack of mid-budget films, from rom-
coms and buddy movies to dramas, and a general “cinema hesitancy” particularly by 
the 50’s plus, will push back the timeline on a full recovery for cinema owners until 
possibly 2024, according to analysts.  
 
Several major international cinema groups were highly leveraged prior to the 
pandemic, primarily Cineworld, AMC (Odeon) and Vue. As a result of the liquidity 
and credit challenges, there is market uncertainty. Cineworld, the world’s 2nd largest 
cinema chain has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the USA, and Vue 
Cinemas are having to restructure with bondholders taking control of the company.  
 
While blockbuster films continue to pull in the crowds, the streaming revolution may 
have permanently reduced the number of mid-budget films, essential to a healthy 
box office and valuable commercial “fillers” for theatres between blockbusters, that 
make their way to the big screen. 
 
Audiences are still returning to the cinemas for “huge spectacles” (e.g. Top Gun: 
Maverick), but it remains to be seen if original dramas and comedies still have any 
place in theatres going forward or if those genres have now been subjugated to 
streaming.  
 
There's still a lot being produced and released, but many titles are either headed 
directly to streaming or being delayed because the industry is experiencing a lot of 
the same problems as the rest of the economy. Hollywood has supply chain issues 
with a backlog of films still not finished or postponed production start, due to the 
pandemic.    
 

Source: UKCA & ESS 
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Overall, demographic trends in cinema going have not, as yet, returned to pre-
pandemic norms. The over-55s remain reluctant to return to the cinema, and family 
trips have not bounced back to pre-pandemic levels, possibly because of streaming 
services’ wide range of kid-friendly content and lower cost of watching. 
 
Yet, the last weekend in August, the live performance of Dutch violinist Andre Rieu’s 
Maastricht summer concert beat Hollywood films including Idris Elba’s Beast and 
Brad Pitt’s Bullet Train to the top spot, indicating that older audiences are willing to 
return to the cinema and pay higher admission prices for the right, event driven 
content.x 
 
Forecasts by Omdia and the UK Cinema Association (represents interests of approx. 
90% of UK cinema operators by whom they are funded) both predict that, despite the 
UK being one of the better performing markets, the UK box office will not surpass 
2019 levels until 2023xi, with other industry experts predicting a full recovery by 
2024.  
 
ESS however does not envision a full box office recovery to pre-pandemic 2019 
levels by 2023 or by 2024. It is ESS’s opinion that rising inflation (followed by 
recession), will reduce household spend in the UK drastically with cuts having to be 
made on leisure activities such as cinema in order to cover price increases for 
essentials and utilities. An increase in ticket prices may also not be ruled out due to 
the rising costs of operating cinemas (electricity, heating etc.), which would deter 
even more people to go to the cinema, and making streaming offers financially even 
more attractive (e.g. Netflix to offer an Advert driven package by the end of 2022 in 
the UK for approx. £4.99 per months)xii  
 
In addition, changed viewing habits, particularly by the 55’s plus, who still are not 
rushing out to the cinema, will have a major impact on mid-range and arthouse film 
production and releases, with box office revenues and content releases being 
predominantly blockbuster driven, yet, currently there is a lack of these blockbuster 
releases.  
 
People still want to see highly anticipated, high-budget films with exceptional special 
effects and globally beloved stars on a massive screen, but as above, mid-range 
films and more specialized content, which are vital to a healthy box office, will suffer. 
Increasingly, studios will focus on the production of big budget films, in the hope they 
will become box office magnets. Mid-budget and niche productions will decrease and 
be made for straight to SVoD platform releases, rather than for the big screen.    
 
It is ESS’ opinion that a rather a long overdue elimination process has to start, with 
non-profitable sites to close and a need for cinema to re-invent itself in order to 
attract large numbers of audiences back to the cinema again. To “just put on a film” 
is simply not enough anymore.  
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Cinemas have to become event driven social and community hubs again in order to 
make it “worthwhile” for people to leave the comfort of their homes.  
 
According to a survey commissioned by the UK Film Distributor Association (FDA), 
conducted by Metrix Lab, younger age groups (13–24-year-olds), alongside parents, 
were the most likely to have returned to the cinema in 2021. An increase in 
frequency of attendance was also registered, with a significant increase of people 
visiting the cinema 3 times or more. However, financial concerns topped the list of 
barriers for those yet to return to the cinema, followed by “waiting for the right film” 
and “enough to watch on TV and streaming”.xiii  
 
It is worth noting that the survey was undertaken between 29th November – 5th 
December 2021, at a time when inflation was considerably lower compared to the 
present.   
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5. TEIGNBRIDGE COUNCIL DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW   
 
According to the new Census 2021, Teignbridge’s’ population has increased from 
approximately 124,200 in 2011 to 134,800 in 2021, whereby 52% are females and 
48% are males. This is an increase of 8.5%, which is higher than the overall increase 
for England (6.6%), where the population grew by almost 3.5 million to 56,489,800.  
 
Nearby areas like East Devon and Exeter have seen their populations increase by 
around 13.8% and 11.1%, respectively, while others such as Mid Devon saw an 
increase of 6.5% and Torbay saw smaller growth (6.4%). 
 
As of 2021, Teignbridge is the 15th most densely populated of the South West's 30 
local authority areas, with around one person living on each football pitch-sized area 
of land or 200 residents per square kilometre.  
 
There has been an increase of 25.8% in people aged 65 years and over, making 
Teignbridge an ageing population district council.  
An increase of 2.9% in people aged 15 to 64 years, and an increase of 5.3% in 
children aged under 15 years was registered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, there are 59,800 households with at least one usual resident in 
Teignbridge.xiv  
  

Source: www.ons.gov.uk 
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5.1 Newton Abbot 
 
Newton Abbot’s population is estimated at 26,790 (E2020).  
 
According to the 2011 Census, Newton Abbot has more than 10,444 homes. As the 
key settlement within Teignbridge District, the town faces significant development 
pressures over the next 20 years, with more than 4,230 homes proposed in Plan 
Teignbridge alongside 52 hectares of land for employment space. The development 
will create significant growth in the town’s population with inevitable pressure on 
local infrastructure and services. 
  

• Newton Abbot competes with employment opportunities available elsewhere 
in South Devon, particularly the employment opportunities available at sites 
such as Exeter Science Park and in Torbay (Newton Abbot Neighbourhood 
Development Plan 2016-2033). 

• 26% of those in employment currently commute more than 10km for work 
(NOMIS 2013) 

• The town’s geography and road network create a tendency for young families 
to live in the town but work elsewhere. 

• Out-migration and the risk of the town increasingly becoming a dormitory town 
represent a significant pressure for planners (Newton Abbot Neighbourhood 
Development Plan 2016-2033). 

• In the NDP Survey results, 76% of those responding said that the main 
reason for them not being able to secure employment within the town was a 
lack of suitable job opportunities. (Newton Abbot NDP Consultation Report) 

• The 2011 Census indicates that the key employment sectors within Newton 
Area Town are professional, skilled and elementary occupations. 

• The number claiming Job Seekers Allowance in the town currently stands at 
0.62% of resident population aged 16-64. This is significantly below the 
national England average of 1.9%. (NOMIS 2014) 

• 63% of residents commuting to work by car (Census 2011) 
• In terms of deprivation, four areas in Newton Abbot town are in the most 

deprived 25% nationally in three or more indices of the 2010 Index of Multiple 
Deprivationxv. 
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5.2 Newton Abbot Vision & Development 
 
The “Town Centre Masterplan Delivery Strategy 2018” as delivered to Teignbridge 
Council recognised the significant potential to develop Newton Abbot into the 
premier South Devon market town, by providing facilities for an increasing local and 
wider population. Plans include for the town centre to become pedestrian friendly, 
have good transport connections, to increase leisure and entertainment 
opportunities, to offer high quality market and retail and to enhance the night time 
economy.   
 
With the Council being a strategic landowner, the Council can take a proactive and 
long-term approach to regeneration and strengthened its position even further by 
purchasing the Market Walk shopping centre in 2016. 
 

In particular, the core regeneration area is focused on the Market Walk Shopping 
Centre, the Cattle Market, Sherborne Road and Halcyon Road car parks. The 
Masterplan also identifies an opportunity to expand the town centre to the north in 
order to provide additional retail and leisure space.  

Key regeneration opportunities include: 

• Market Walk shopping centre and car parks to the north (Halcyon Road, 
Sherborne Road and Cattle market car parks) 

• Cricketfield Car Park 
• Bradley Lane (industrial estate) redevelopment in the west of the town centre 
• Change of use eastern part of Queen St and to peripheral areas à focus on 

retail and commercial activity in the town centre  
 

The retail offer is proposed to be enhanced through the redevelopment of the town 
centre. Plans include the provision of larger A1 Class units to encourage new and 
larger retailers into the town centre, as well as the expansion of the town centre 
northward and change of use to facilitate increased retail provision. Leisure uses are 
also encouraged, including the development of a cinema in the centre.   
 
Currently, the regeneration area is comprised of poor-quality buildings, with 
underutilised facades exacerbated by a lack of capital investment in the shopping 
centre since its opening almost 30 years ago.  
 
Public realm improvements are highlighted as essential to improving the connectivity 
and attractiveness of town centre, and key plans include the enhancement of the 
Market Square as a focal space for the town centre, and improvement of pedestrian 
connections within the centre.  
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By June 2022 reports emerged that, “plans have been submitted for a huge new 
four-screen cinema in the centre of Newton Abbot as plans to spend millions of 
pounds of Government money in the town gather pace. The cinema scheme is a key 
part of the multi-million-pound regeneration of the town centre, and would see a four-
screen cinema built in the north west corner of Market Square.xvi 
 
“The application on behalf of Scott Cinemas is for a two-storey rectangular building, 
which will not only host the four screens on the upper level but will also have ground 
floor space to accommodate restaurants or cafes”, which Teignbridge Council says 
will complement existing Market Square businesses and boost the night-time 
economy. The ground floor units will face out on to a paved area, like Market Walk, 
and the council says it will provide a safe and attractive environment for cinema 
goers as well as for residents or visitors relaxing outside in the town centre. 
 
“To build the new state-of-the-art cinema, some of the modern extension to the 
Market Hall building will be demolished, returning it to be more in line to its original 
shape and size.” The buildings currently hosting New Look, the former Shauls 
Bakery and the upstairs link to Clarks are planned to be demolished. 
Teignbridge Council will be discussing short and long-term relocation options with 
tenants to minimise disruption, enable continuity of trade and retain their business 
within Newton Abbot town centre. The regeneration project, which will provide and 
and protect jobs, also aims to boost economic activity by making the centre of 
Newton Abbot more pedestrian friendly, encouraging greater footfall in the town and 
enabling people to move more freely between the town centre, the library and the 
Asda store. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yet, there has been opposition, particularly to plans to make the Alexandra Cinema 
and theatre into a “multi-use” space. 
  

Artist's impressions of the proposed new cinema in Newton Abbot 
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Initially, subject to approval, work was expected to start in early 2023 with the new 
cinema scheduled to open in the middle of 2024. 
 
However, in September 2022 it was announced that plans for the new four-screen 
cinema in Newton Abbot were delayed. The decision to delay and review the cinema 
opportunity followed a request by WTW-Scott Cinemas, who applied in June 2022 
for an additional £600,000 in funding prior to signing the Agreement for Lease, 
without which TDC cannot move forward on the development scheme. The Members 
decision to review the viability – and therefore incur an additional delay – came from 
the original WTW-Scott Cinemas request. 
 
The cinema is to be funded by using parts of a £9.2 million grant from the Future 
High Streets Fund (FHSF), which would involve building an empty structure (Warm 
Shell as described in Agreement for Lease) which would be handed over to WTW-
Scott Cinemas to complete the fit-out.  
But a report debated in an extraordinary meeting of Teignbridge Council suggested a 
rise in inflation and extra pressures on costs and budget would need councillors to 
agree a further £600,000 for the scheme. 
 
In a full council meeting at the Buckland Athletic Football Club, Liberal Democrat 
member for Kenton and Starcross and leader of the council Alan Connett called for 
any decision on the extra money to be adjourned until they had more information 
about the development.  
  

Regeneration proposals for the centre of Newton Abbot 
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Cllr Connett proposed an amendment asking for external auditors to provide a report 
on the governance of the Future High Street Fund relating to the proposed new 
cinema, including the global as well as national state of the cinema industry due to 
Cineworld Cinemas going into administration [USA Chapter 11 Bankruptcy 
protection] and Vue Cinemas issuing a profit warning [bondholders converting debt 
to equity and shareholders losing control and their investments]. 
 
The two amendments were combined, and the council agreed to commission an 
audit into the project and to engage consultants to look into the night-time economy 
and assess the viability of the cinema. No additional money would be paid to the 
project until the research has been done.xvii 
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6. ALEXANDRA CINEMA NEWTON ABBOT  
 
The 2-screen Alexandra Cinema and Live Performance space, a Grade II Listed 
building currently features 2 cinema screens and live performance space (back of 
house, orchestra pit, stage lighting) with a total seating capacity of 228 seats.  
 
The cinemas layout is an obstacle in regard to programming films. Screen 1 is very 
accessible and also hosts live performance. Screen 2 is located on the second floor, 
only accessible via a steep and narrow staircase. This makes the screen far less 
accessible for less able people or a more mature audience, more likely to suffer from 
mobility issues. Equally, the staircase might be challenging for young children, in 
addition to a lack of WC facilities on the screen 2 level.  When live performance 
shows are active, Screen 2 has sound leakage issues that most likely date back to 
when the space was split from a single performance area into two screens. 
 
Whilst the 2-screen Alexandra cinema predominantly shows blockbusters, it offers a 
wide range of special performances, such as Kids Crew (Saturday morning kid’s 
screenings), Saver Monday’s, Silver Screen screenings, subtitle screenings and 
event cinema such as National Theatre Live. A loyalty programme has been 
discussed but is not in active operation. 
 
As a 2-screen cinema, the Alexandra is naturally limited with the amount of films that 
can be featured and for how long a film can be shown. This can can cause 
programming challenges at peak periods and in most cases restricts individual films 
to a 2-week run, or in the case of live to cinema events (opera, ballet, theatre) the 
current cinema has limited capacity to book entire seasons.  
 
It is highly likely that customers living within Newton Abbot will travel to surrounding 
areas particularly Paignton and also Exeter and Plymouth to access a broader range 
of films. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Source: Scott Cinemas  
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6.1 Performance Review Alexandra Cinema  
 
Between 2015 and 2019 the cinema operated on an average occupancy rate of 
approximately 33%, which dropped to 7% during the pandemic and slightly 
recovered to an estimated occupancy rate of 8% in 2021.  
 
The trading numbers exclude the periods of time when the live performance activities 
takeover the venue. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Overall, the cinema box office revenue decreased by approximately 76% when 
comparing pre-pandemic 2019 with post pandemic 2021.  
 
 
Operator B/O £ 2019 B/O £ 2020 B/O £ 2021 2019 vs 2021 %

Scott Newton Abbot 453,904 95,398 107,679 -76.27

Box Office: estimated ticket price £5.50  
 
 

 
  

Alexandra 
Newton Abbot Seats Admissions Max 

Capacity 
Occupancy 

%
2015 228 80,736 248,976 32.42
2016 228 81,239 248,976 32.62
2017 228 83,496 248,976 33.53
2018 228 86,138 248,976 34.59
2019 228 82,528 248,976 33.14
2020 228 17,398 248,976 6.98
2021 228 19,578 248,976 7.86

451,113 16.59
Maximum Seating capacity based on 3 daily shows x 364 days a year
All figures are indicative only 

  Source: ESS  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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6.2 Five Year Analysis Scott Cinema Newton Abbot – WTW-Scott Proposal 
 
The 5-year Profit & Loss review for the WTW-Scott Cinemas 4-screen cinema 
development at Newton Abbot (WTW-SCOTT Cinemas South West Ltd /No. 
04685978 covenant) Market Walk Shopping Centre, Newton Abbot that is registered 
at the Land Registry under title number DN380148 comprising a modest 12,064 sqft 
of NLA, takes into account the key rental provisions: 
 
Screens: 4 
Seats: 651 
 
Lease Term Proposed:  25 years with a likely opening date scheduled for 
September 2024 for delivery of a warm shell and core unit for a 4-screen cinema and 
associated foyer areas and capped services. 
 
WTW-Scott Cinemas have proposed that the lease term shall be extended to 30 
years in lieu of an increase in capital contribution from TDC from £900,000 to £1.5m. 
The 30-year period provides a long-term income stream. 
 
Longstop Date: a period of thirty (30) months after the date of the Agreement for 
Lease. 
 
Rent Commencement Date:  will be six (6) months from and including the Access 
Date. 
 
Principal Base Rent: £141,000 / £11.69 per square foot. 
 
Years 1-5: £141,000 
Years 6 -10: £145,259 
Years 11 -15: £149,617 
Years 16 -20: £154,105 
Years 21 -25: £158,728 
Years 26 - 30: £163,490 
 
Top-up Rent Provision: WTW-Scott Cinemas have agreed to increase the top-up 
rent in the event admissions go above specific thresholds, as below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

Admits Existing PSF Proposed PSF Change from HoT
Base £11.69 £11.69 £0

155,000 £12.25 £12.25 £0
170,000 £12.75 £13.50 £0.75
185,000 £13.25 £14.00 £0.75
200,000 £14.00 £15.50 £1.50

                                      Base rent is £141,028.16

 Source: ESS  
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Service Charge: Initial Service Charge £2.50 per square foot. 
Rates Payable £63,000pa including water 
 
Cinema Development Capital Cost:  
 

a. AECOM Stage 4 Interim Cost Report, July 2022 for Shell, Core and Enabling 
Works (including retail units covering 2,051 sqm): £5,538,358 (£2,700 per 
sqm cost) 

 
b. July Reported Cinema Specific Costs were:  

           
• Fit Out Works: £1,743,987.50 
• FF&E Works: £863,947.26 
• Client Contingency & Fees: £225,896.74  
• Base Cinema Contract Sum: £2,833,831.50 

 
TOTAL DELIVERY COSTS: £8,372,189.50 (a + b) 
 
The cost of operator cinema delivery has increased by £249,940 split between Fit 
Out (70%) and FF&E (25%) plus other professional fees including contingencies 
(5%) from the cost reports provided. It is likely that the current cost of production 
challenges is having an impact on the cost to deliver the Newton Abbot cinema, but 
the increase in costs is 50% less than the additional capital requested. 

 
 
 

 
Landlord Capital Contribution to Tenant’s Fit Out from Hot Shell: £1.5 million 
requested by the operator up from £900,000 - an increase of 67%. Because cinemas 
are treated as “anchor tenants” they are in a strong position to seek significant or full 
capital contributions. TDC’s contribution of 53% to WTW-Scott Cinemas set up is 
modest when compared to the local authority commitments. 
 
WTW-Scott Cinemas have informed TDC they are unable to proceed with signing 
the pre-let on the current terms (a capital contribution of £900K and a rent of £11.69 
sqft) without additional capital support of £600K.   

 

 
All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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This review has been prompted by a sharp increase in the fit-out costs of the 
Bridgwater Scott’s cinema which is on-site and due to open in October this year. 
WTW-Scott Cinemas has indicated whilst they are willing to proceed with investing in 
the new outlet, including a further injection of shareholder funds, they will need a 
higher capital payment to bridge the gap of £600K. The estimated budget for the fit-
out is currently £2.83m. 
 
WTW-Scott Cinemas have offered TDC the ability to claw-back some of the £600K if 
there is an underspend in the fit-out budget, to be reviewed on an open book basis. 
 
Terms proposed are:  

• Subject to AECOM validating this as a suitable starting budget, this would be 
referenced in the AFL.  

• Then at Practical Completion, the final account would be reviewed to 
determine the outturn cost.  

• TDC will approve the tenant’s specification which equates to the £2.83m 
budget – no material changes shall be made to the specification without 
TDC’s approval not to be unreasonably withheld. 

• WTW-Scott Cinemas has proposed a time-limited provision where if the 
tenant went into administration, then TDC would have the option to acquire 
the tenants fit-out for £1. This provision is likely to be limited to no more than 
c.7 years, but that offer has to be tested legally.  

 
Covenant – lawyers we are reviewing if a parent co. guarantee is required and the 
extent to which the current tenant company contains all of the company’s assets. 
 
Trading Performance: There are two options for TDC to consider: 

 
 

6.3 Option 1: WTW-Scott Cinemas Newton Abbot Market Walk Trading Forecast  
 
WTW-Scott Cinemas Newton have presented a financial appraisal that assumes 
145,000 ticket sales per annum as the “Expected” outcome for the cinema. This 
forecast reflects WTW-Scott Cinemas timing of recovery challenges with known and 
unknown risk factors impacting trading performance going forward particularly: 
 

a. Presenting a cinema proposal that would result in a payback period of 
114 years based upon Net Profit (EBITDA) set against WTW-Scott 
Cinemas capital investment of £1.3m (excluding the £1.5 million TDC 
capital contribution). 

b. Operating metrics and in particular ticket prices, film hire, and food 
costs that are out of synch with pre-pandemic metrics. 
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c. ESS estimates that £7.33 million of property costs are payable (rent, 
service charge and business rates) through the 30-year period of lease 
and that the site will be marginal and loss making for the duration of the 
lease. 

d. There would be little explainable rationale to seek an extension to the 
lease (or indeed continue lease negotiations) if the outcome is one 
where the site is presented as being highly marginal. 

e. Property Cost with little EBITDA coverage is high risk and limits the 
capacity of the operator to re-invest into the asset through the duration 
of the lease term. 

f. The site may be able to break even at 135,374 admits or 93% of its’ 
potential peak admissions, as presented by WTW-Scott Cinemas, but it 
leaves no margin for any under-performance. The easiest cost to cut 
would be marketing, but that would be self-defeating. Upward 
inflationary pressures on cost and limited opportunities to increase 
sales prices impact this appraisal. 

g. The WTW-Scott Cinemas proposal is set against trading accounts that 
deliver operating margins that exceed the Newton Abbot proposal. 

h. The WTW-Scott proposal assumes that the cinema peaks at 15% 
occupancy levels. 

 
Yet, as a result of the pandemic, rising project delivery costs and the volatility being 
witnessed within the cinema sector, and an additional capital contribution request of 
£600,000 from WTW-Scott Cinemas, there is a debate as to whether the project 
remains viable amongst council members and officials. 
 
As previously stated, the cost to deliver the cinema and retail units at Market Walk, 
including shell & core; cinema fit out and FF&E is now estimated to be £8.37 million 
(AECOM and UNICK Cost Reports). The estimated capital budget for the cinema 
specific elements is £2.83m. 
 
The cost overrun at the cinema is projected to be £249,940 according to the reports 
reviewed including professional fees and contingencies (5%), split between Fit Out 
(70%) and FF&E (25%). It is likely that the current cost of production challenges is 
having an impact on the cost to deliver the Newton Abbot cinema. 
 
The WTW-Scott Cinemas proposal assumes that the cinema peaks at 15% 
occupancy levels. As a consequence, there would be no explainable rationale to 
seek an extension to the lease to 30 years (or indeed continue lease negotiations) if 
the outcome is one where the site only starts to become nominally profitable in Year 
8, but not to the extent that it can payback capital expenditure. However, the 30-year 
lease provision provides an improved TDC development appraisal return from a 
long-term tenant commitment. 
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ESS undertook an independent review of costs with our development consultant 
working on and delivering current cinema projects as well as meeting with WTW-
Scott’s Senior Director, Mark Williams. 
 
Key Information provided by ESS Development Consultant was: 
 

• Construction costs this year have significantly exceeded inflation due to 
supply chain shortages, with some items increasing by 20-25% and more.    
The indicated inflation allowances of between 10% and 15% are not 
representative of the cost increases we are seeing now or likely to see going 
forward. 

• Whilst the supply chain may have stabilised by 2024, it would be unrealistic to 
believe prices will come down significantly as a result. The best we can hope 
for is price stability. 

• The unit costs identified and compared (sound walls, doors, etc.) in the 
Aecom report are consistent with current market costs. 

• There are several sizable costs associated with the shell, such as diverting 
the utilities and demolitions, which are very site specific. Overall, £2.7k/m2 
does not sound unreasonable. 

• The one element of the Aecom shell report that is challengeable is the 
inflation allowance (Q4/22 – 2.77% & Q2/23 – 1.62%). The two allowances 
look very optimistic in the current climate.  

• The fit-out costs are not straightforward to accurately price-check as there are 
operator specific requirements and also different types of offers (boutique v 
standard multiplex) However, the project delivery team will have to work 
extremely hard to bring the cinema fit out in on budget based on the figures 
provided (£2.83 million fit out). At present, some of the unit rates are lower 
than current market pricing, but there is also the general upward trend on 
prices to consider. 

• Budget allowances are currently higher that assumed for Newton Abbot on 
suspended ceilings, doors and frames and toilet cubicles, etc., but that may 
be based on possibly higher specification fit out works. Wall and floor finishes 
are about in line with what would be allowed for a ‘standard’ cinema, but lower 
than required for higher specification finishes.   

• Fixtures and fittings are again about in line with what would allow for a 
‘standard’ cinema, but lower than required for higher specification finishes.   

• Mechanical and Electrical allowances are in line with what should be 
budgeted for on a screen count basis, but lower than the recommended 
allowance based on cost/m2. M&E is one of the hardest elements to predict at 
present due to price volatility in the market.     

• Sprinklers are not identified as a line item, but they are likely to be required. 
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• Seats are very dependent on the specification. It is possible to purchase and 
install a ‘standard’ seat for the budget allowance, but the luxury and recliner 
allowances are tight. It all really depends on the specification of the seat. 

• FF&E allowances are not generous but are manageable overall. 
• Prelims are about right for a 16-week fit out, but I cannot see any allowances 

for OH&P on the main contract works or MCD on the mechanical and 
electrical works.  

• Fees are minimal, with only budget allowances for the Architect and Principal 
Designer. Presumably, the architect would act as contract administrator, but 
there’s nothing in for a project manager, structural engineer, QS / cost 
consultant, MEP design or local authority fees.    

• It would be wrong to say that a cinema could not be fitted out for the reported 
budgets, but it would most likely involve significant compromises in the 
specification and standard of the finishes that WTW-Scott might not 
understand or be prepared to accept as representative of the brand.     

• If Bridgwater was based on a similar cost plan and is over budget, it is 
unrealistic to expect a different outcome in Newton Abbot. 

 
In discussion with Mark Williams, Senior Director at WTW-Scott Cinemas, he 
highlighted the significant market challenges the company has faced during the 
pandemic. The company has seen the cost of development increase significantly 
and that current market volatility was very unsettling.  The key issues highlighted by 
Mr Williams were the increasing costs of construction linked to the levels of business 
and costs of operation going forward (further outlined in Section 5.5). The company 
does not take on significant levels of debt – if any - and have remained focussed on 
being a cautious and long-term viable business based in the South West. 
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WTW-Scott Cinemas 5-Year P&L Newton Abbot  
 

Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot
WTW-SCOTT Cinemas UK P&L 2020 Breakeven Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5

Admissions 583,463     135,374      116,451     131,007     145,564     145,564     145,564     
Revenue £UK

Box Office 2,870,640  663,333      570,609     654,774     742,077     756,919     772,057     
Retail 1,014,958  311,361      267,837     307,343     348,322     355,288     362,394     
Advertising 413,184     65,007        55,920       64,168       72,724       74,178       75,662       
Other 174,834     51,534        44,330       50,869       57,651       58,804       59,980       
Total 4,473,616  1,091,234   938,696     1,077,154  1,220,774  1,245,190  1,270,093  

Cost of Sales Film Hire 1,443,213  358,200      308,129     353,578     400,722     408,736     416,911     
Retail Purchases 422,804     115,203      99,100       113,717     128,879     131,457     134,086     
PRS -             6,633          5,706         6,548         7,421         7,569         7,721         
3D glasses cost / royalty -             1,218          1,048         1,179         1,310         1,310         1,310         
Other Costs 5,199         4,776          4,776         4,776         4,776         7,278         7,278         
Total 1,871,216  486,031      418,759     479,798     543,108     556,350     567,306     

Gross Profit 2,602,400  605,203      519,937     597,356     677,666     688,839     702,788     

Cinema Costs Payroll 974,797     136,760      156,297     179,351     203,187     207,250     211,395     
Marketing -             23,217        19,971       22,917       25,973       26,492       27,022       
Contracts & Main. 160,804     40,257        40,257       41,465       42,709       43,990       45,310       
Utilities & Supplies 97,124       102,439      102,439     105,512     108,678     111,938     115,296     
Insurance 20,417       15,080        15,080       15,532       15,998       16,478       16,973       
Other 476,095     61,493        61,493       63,337       65,237       67,195       69,210       
Total 1,729,237  379,246      395,538     428,116     461,782     473,344     485,207     

EBITDA before Property 873,163     225,957      124,399     169,240     215,884     215,495     217,581     

Property Costs Rent 144,054     141,028      141,028     141,028     141,028     141,028     141,028     
Rates 46,227       53,000        53,000       53,000       53,000       53,000       53,000       
Service Charges 100,939     30,160        30,160       30,160       30,160       30,160       30,160       
Total 291,220     224,188      224,188     224,188     224,188     224,188     224,188     

Cinema EBITDA 581,943     1,769          (99,789)      (54,948)      (8,304)        (8,693)        (6,607)        
5 Year Cinema EBITDA (178,340)    

Key Drivers Breakeven Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5
ATP £ 4.92 4.90 4.90 5.00 5.10 5.20 5.30
Retail per person £ 1.74 2.30 2.30 2.35 2.39 2.44 2.49
Advertising Per Head £ 0.71 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.52
Other per head £ 0.30 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.41
Film Hire % 50% 54% 54% 54% 54% 54% 54%
Gross sales margin % 58% 63% 63% 63% 63% 63% 63%
EBITDA Margin % 13% 0% -11% -5% -1% -1% -1%
Seat Occupancy 208 179 201 224 224 224
Seat Occupancy % 14% 12% 14% 15% 15% 15%
Rent psf 11.69
sq ft 12,064
Service Charge (sqft) 2.50£                        

Screens 4
Seats 651

Contribution from Advance £1,500,000
Tenant's Capex £1,351,129
Gross Capex £2,851,129  

 

 

WTW-Scott Cinemas KPI’s for a cinema development comprising for a 4-screen 
cinema with 651 seats: 

• Demise of c 12,064 sqft with rent psf of £11.69 
• Tenant’s Rent Payable £141,000 pa 

• Capital required (warm shell spec) £2.83 million plus additional pre-opening 
costs. 

• Ticket sales: 145,564 (peaking in year 3 of re-opening) with a £4.90 average 
ticket price 

• Occupancy Level: 15% - given small seating capacity in a solos position 
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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• Service Charge £30,160 

• Business Rates Charge estimate: £53,000 

• EBITDA % -1% at peak levels of admissions  
 

 
 
WTW-Scott Cinemas Rent Charges  

 
Year Rent £ Business Rates £ Service Charge £ Cinema EBITDA £

Year 1 141,028        53,000                    30,160                        99,789-                           
Notes Year 2 141,028        53,000                     30,160                         54,948-                           

Year 3 141,028        53,000                    30,160                         8,304-                             
Year 4 141,028        53,000                     30,160                         8,693-                             
Year 5 141,028        53,000                    30,160                         6,607-                             
Year 6 145,259        53,000                     33,297                         9,866-                             
Year 7 145,259        53,000                     33,297                        8,940-                             
Year 8 145,259        53,000                     33,297                         8,056-                             
Year 9 145,259        53,000                     33,297                         7,214-                             
Year 10 145,259        53,000                    33,297                         6,419-                             
Year 11 149,617        53,000                     36,759                         13,493-                           
Year 12 149,617        53,000                     36,759                         12,799-                           
Year 13 149,617        53,000                    36,759                         12,159-                           
Year 14 149,617        53,000                     36,759                         11,578-                           
Year 15 149,617        53,000                    36,759                         11,058-                           
Year 16 154,105        53,000                     40,582                         18,914-                           
Year 17 154,105        53,000                     40,582                         18,527-                           
Year 18 154,105        53,000                     40,582                        18,212-                           
Year 19 154,105        53,000                     40,582                         17,972-                           
Year 20 154,105        53,000                     40,582                        17,813-                           
Year 21 158,728        53,000                     44,803                         26,581-                           
Year 22 158,728        53,000                     44,803                         26,594-                           
Year 23 158,728        53,000                    44,803                         26,699-                           
Year 24 158,728        53,000                     44,803                        26,902-                           
Year 25 158,728        53,000                     44,803                         27,207-                           
Year 26 163,490        53,000                     49,463                         37,040-                           
Year 27 163,490        53,000                     49,463                         37,564-                           
Year 28 163,490        53,000                     49,463                         38,206-                           
Year 29 163,490        53,000                     49,463                         38,971-                           
Year 30 163,490        53,000                     49,463                         39,866-                           
TOTAL 2024 - 2054 4,561,140     1,590,000                1,175,321                   696,989-                         
EBITDA / PropCost -9.5%  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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6.4 Option 2: Five Year Analysis Newton Abbot – ESS Review 
 
ESS has prepared two alternative Trading Forecasts reflective of a more stable 
market environment in Newton Abbot that assumes 152,334 ticket sales per annum 
as the “Likely” outcome for the cinema. With marginal, but more positive, 
adjustments to the cinema operating expectations the proposed cinema will deliver a 
positive return for the operator and be more sustainable as a going concern 
throughout the lease term. 
 
Option 2 forecast provides realistic small to mid-sized operating metrics including: 
 

a. The WTW-Scott Cinemas capital investment of £1.3m (excluding the 
£1.5 million TDC capital contribution) remain constant. 

b. Rent, Service Charge and Business rates are constant. 
c. While The WTW-Scott Cinemas proposal assumes that the cinema 

peaks at 15% occupancy levels, ESS projects that 16% is achievable, 
given the growing population. 

d. Operating metrics and in particular film hire, and food costs have been 
adjusted to normalized levels from higher WTW-Scott Cinemas cost 
forecasts. 

e. Ticket pricing has been adjusted to higher but achievable levels for the 
Newton Abbot area while still being sensitive to ensure that they are 
affordable. 

f. The payback period reduces to a more realistic 6.5 years based upon 
Net Profit (EBITDA) set against WTW-Scott Cinemas capital 
investment of £1.3m (excluding the £1.5 million TDC capital 
contribution). 

g. ESS estimates that £7.33 million of property costs remain constant and 
are payable (rent, service charge and business rates) through the 30-
year period of lease, and £6.26 million of EBITDA (post property cost) 
is achievable by the operator. An 85.5% cushion of Property Cost to 
EBITDA is far lower risk and enables sufficient cash coverage for 
property costs, and to re-invest into the asset through the duration of 
the lease term. 

h. There would be a rationale to sign and deliver the lease if the outcome 
is one where the site breaks even at 108,919 admits or 71.5% of its’ 
potential peak admissions.  

 
While the pandemic has had a significant impact on costs of production as well as 
the trading environment, the proposed Newton Abbot cinema has the ability to be 
profitable at peak demand, but also be able to breakeven on 11.5% seat occupancy 
levels. 
 
The cinema in Newton Abbot has the capacity (seats) to deliver far greater numbers 
of admissions as and when the cinema market recovers, and also when the overall 
impact of the Market Walk area developments are activated in full.   
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ESS Five Year P&L Newton Abbot – assuming 2024 opening 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

ESS Review for a cinema development comprising for a 4-screen cinema with 651 
seats: 

• Demise of c 12,064 sqft with rent psf of £11.69 
• Tenant’s Rent Payable £141,000 pa 

• Capital required (warm shell spec) £2.83 million plus additional pre-opening 
costs. 

• Ticket sales: 152,334 (peaking in year 3 of re-opening) with a £5.67 average 
ticket price  

Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot
WTW-SCOTT Cinemas UK P&L 2020 Breakeven Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5

Admissions 583,463     108,919      121,867      137,101      152,334      152,334      152,334      
Revenue £UK

Box Office 2,870,640  617,787      691,231      793,187      898,946      916,925      935,263      
Retail 1,014,958  250,513      280,295      321,638      364,523      371,814      379,250      
Advertising 413,184     60,543        67,741        77,732        88,097        89,859        91,656        
Other 174,834     46,689        52,239        59,945        67,937        69,296        70,682        
Total 4,473,616  975,533      1,091,505   1,252,502   1,419,503   1,447,893   1,476,850   

Cost of Sales Film Hire 1,443,213  290,360      324,878      372,798      422,504      430,955      439,574      
Retail Purchases 422,804     70,144        78,482        90,059        102,066      104,108      106,190      
PRS -             6,178          6,912          7,932          8,989          9,169          9,353          
3D glasses cost / royalty -             980             1,097          1,234          1,371          1,371          1,371          
Other Costs 5,199         5,036          5,036          5,036          5,036          7,617          7,617          
Total 1,871,216  372,698      416,406      477,058      539,967      553,219      564,104      

Gross Profit 2,602,400  602,835      675,100      775,444      879,536      894,673      912,747      

Cinema Costs Payroll 974,797     133,233      152,266      174,725      197,946      201,904      205,943      
Marketing -             21,623        24,193        27,762        31,463        32,092        32,734        
Contracts & Main. 160,804     41,097        41,097        42,330        43,600        44,908        46,255        
Utilities & Supplies 97,124       102,575      102,575      105,652      108,821      112,086      115,449      
Insurance 20,417       15,080        15,080        15,532        15,998        16,478        16,973        
Other 476,095     63,949        63,949        65,867        67,843        69,878        71,975        
Total 1,729,237  377,555      399,159      431,868      465,671      477,347      489,328      

EBITDA before Property 873,163     225,280      275,941      343,576      413,864      417,326      423,419      

Property Costs Rent 144,054     141,028      141,028      141,028      141,028      141,028      141,028      
Rates 46,227       53,000        53,000        53,000        53,000        53,000        53,000        
Service Charges 100,939     30,160        30,160        30,160        30,160        30,160        30,160        
Total 291,220     224,188      224,188      224,188      224,188      224,188      224,188      

Cinema EBITDA 581,943     1,092          51,752        119,388      189,676      193,138      199,231      
5 Year Cinema EBITDA 753,185      

Key Drivers Breakeven Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5
ATP £ 4.92 5.67 5.67 5.79 5.90 6.02 6.14
Retail per person £ 1.74 2.30 2.30 2.35 2.39 2.44 2.49
Advertising Per Head £ 0.71 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.59 0.60
Other per head £ 0.30 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.46
Film Hire % 50% 47% 47% 47% 47% 47% 47%
Gross sales margin % 58% 72% 72% 72% 72% 72% 72%
EBITDA Margin % 13% 0% 5% 10% 13% 13% 13%
Seat Occupancy 167 187 211 234 234 234
Seat Occupancy % 11% 13% 14% 16% 16% 16%
Rent psf 11.69
sq ft 12,064
Service Charge (sqft) 2.50£                       

Screens 4
Seats 651

Contribution from Advance £1,500,000
Tenant's Capex £1,351,129
Gross Capex £2,851,129

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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• Occupancy Level: 16% - given small seating capacity in a solos position 
• Service Charge £30,160 

• Business Rates Charge estimate: £53,000 

• EBITDA % 16% at peak levels of admissions  
 
 
ESS Newton Abbot Cinema Rent, Service Charge and Business Rates Charges 
 
 
Year Rent £ Business Rates £ Service Charge £ Cinema EBITDA £

Year 1 141,028    53,000                  30,160                51,752                 
Notes Year 2 141,028    53,000                  30,160                119,388               

Year 3 141,028    53,000                  30,160                189,676                
Year 4 141,028    53,000                  30,160                193,138                
Year 5 141,028    53,000                  30,160                199,231                
Year 6 145,259    53,000                  33,297                179,359                
Year 7 145,259    53,000                  33,297                183,984                
Year 8 145,259    53,000                  33,297                188,642               
Year 9 145,259    53,000                  33,297                193,332                
Year 10 145,259    53,000                  33,297                198,052                
Year 11 149,617    53,000                  36,759                194,981                
Year 12 149,617    53,000                  36,759                199,758                
Year 13 149,617    53,000                  36,759                204,561               
Year 14 149,617    53,000                  36,759                209,389                
Year 15 149,617    53,000                  36,759                214,241                
Year 16 154,105    53,000                  40,582                210,802                
Year 17 154,105    53,000                  40,582                215,694               
Year 18 154,105    53,000                  40,582                220,603                
Year 19 154,105    53,000                  40,582                225,528                
Year 20 154,105    53,000                  40,582                230,467               
Year 21 158,728    53,000                  44,803                226,573                
Year 22 158,728    53,000                  44,803                231,531                
Year 23 158,728    53,000                  44,803                236,495               
Year 24 158,728    53,000                  44,803                241,462                
Year 25 158,728    53,000                  44,803                246,431                
Year 26 163,490    53,000                  49,463                241,975               
Year 27 163,490    53,000                  49,463                246,935               
Year 28 163,490    53,000                  49,463                251,887               
Year 29 163,490    53,000                  49,463                256,827               
Year 30 163,490    53,000                  49,463                261,751                
TOTAL 2024 - 2054 4,561,140 1,590,000              1,175,321           6,264,445             
EBITDA / PropCost 85.5%  

 
 

 
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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6.5 ESS 5-Year – Turnkey Operation Option with Full Capital Contribution  
 
Option 3 forecast provides the same operating metrics as Option 2 except: 
 

a. The WTW-Scott Cinemas capital investment is zero and TDC provides 
a full £2.83 million capital contribution with an enhanced leased rent 
payable of £16 psf. 

b. Service Charge and Business rates are constant. 
c. The payback period is inconsequential as a Turnkey so long as the on-

going operation is profitable. 
d. ESS estimates that £9.00 million of property costs are payable (rent, 

service charge and business rates) through the 30-year period of 
lease, and £4.58 million of EBITDA (post property cost) is achievable 
by the operator. A 50.9% cushion of Property Cost to EBITDA is far low 
risk and enables sufficient cash coverage for property costs, and to re-
invest into the asset through the duration of the lease term. 

e. There would be a rationale to sign and deliver the lease if the outcome 
is one where the site breaks even at 118,821 admits or 78% of its’ 
potential peak admissions.  

 
The Turnkey Option 3 for the Newton Abbot cinema has the ability to be profitable at 
peak demand, but also be able to breakeven on 12.5% seat occupancy levels. 
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Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot
WTW-SCOTT Cinemas UK P&L 2020 Breakeven Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5

Admissions 583,463     108,919       121,867       137,101       152,334       152,334       152,334       
Revenue £UK

Box Office 2,870,640  617,787       691,231       793,187       898,946       916,925       935,263       
Retail 1,014,958  250,513       280,295       321,638       364,523       371,814       379,250       
Advertising 413,184     60,543         67,741         77,732         88,097         89,859         91,656         
Other 174,834     46,689         52,239         59,945         67,937         69,296         70,682         
Total 4,473,616  975,533       1,091,505    1,252,502    1,419,503    1,447,893    1,476,850    

Cost of Sales Film Hire 1,443,213  290,360       324,878       372,798       422,504       430,955       439,574       
Retail Purchases 422,804     70,144         78,482         90,059         102,066       104,108       106,190       
PRS -            6,178           6,912           7,932           8,989           9,169           9,353           
3D glasses cost / royalty -            980              1,097           1,234           1,371           1,371           1,371           
Other Costs 5,199         5,036           5,036           5,036           5,036           7,617           7,617           
Total 1,871,216  372,698       416,406       477,058       539,967       553,219       564,104       

Gross Profit 2,602,400  602,835       675,100       775,444       879,536       894,673       912,747       

Cinema Costs Payroll 974,797     133,233       152,266       174,725       197,946       201,904       205,943       
Marketing -            21,623         24,193         27,762         31,463         32,092         32,734         
Contracts & Main. 160,804     41,097         41,097         42,330         43,600         44,908         46,255         
Utilities & Supplies 97,124       102,575       102,575       105,652       108,821       112,086       115,449       
Insurance 20,417       15,080         15,080         15,532         15,998         16,478         16,973         
Other 476,095     63,949         63,949         65,867         67,843         69,878         71,975         
Total 1,729,237  377,555       399,159       431,868       465,671       477,347       489,328       

EBITDA before Property 873,163     225,280       275,941       343,576       413,864       417,326       423,419       

Property Costs Rent 144,054     193,024       193,024       193,024       193,024       193,024       193,024       
Rates 46,227       53,000         53,000         53,000         53,000         53,000         53,000         
Service Charges 100,939     30,160         30,160         30,160         30,160         30,160         30,160         
Total 291,220     276,184       276,184       276,184       276,184       276,184       276,184       

Cinema EBITDA 581,943     (50,904)        (243)            67,392         137,680       141,142       147,235       
5 Year Cinema EBITDA 493,206       

Key Drivers Breakeven Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5
ATP £ 4.92 5.67 5.67 5.79 5.90 6.02 6.14
Retail per person £ 1.74 2.30 2.30 2.35 2.39 2.44 2.49
Advertising Per Head £ 0.71 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.59 0.60
Other per head £ 0.30 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.46
Film Hire % 50% 47% 47% 47% 47% 47% 47%
Gross sales margin % 58% 72% 72% 72% 72% 72% 72%
EBITDA Margin % 13% -5% 0% 5% 10% 10% 10%
Seat Occupancy 167 187 211 234 234 234
Seat Occupancy % 11% 13% 14% 16% 16% 16%
Rent psf 16.00
sq ft 12,064
Service Charge (sqft) 2.50£                        

Screens 4
Seats 651  

 
 

 

ESS Review for a cinema development comprising for a 4-screen cinema with 651 
seats with a full TDC capital contribution to deliver: 

• Demise of c 12,064 sqft with rent psf of £16.00 
• Tenant’s Rent Payable £193,024 pa 

• Capital required (warm shell spec) £2.83 million plus additional pre-opening 
costs. 

• Ticket sales: 152,334 (peaking in year 3 of re-opening) with a £5.67 average 
ticket price 

  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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• Occupancy Level: 16% - given small seating capacity in a solos position 
• Service Charge £30,160 

• Business Rates Charge estimate: £53,000 

• EBITDA % 10% at peak levels of admissions  
 
 
 
Year Rent £ Business Rates £ Service Charge £ Cinema EBITDA £

Year 1 193,024        53,000                          30,160                           (243)                            
Notes Year 2 193,024        53,000                          30,160                           67,392                        

Year 3 193,024        53,000                           30,160                           137,680                      
Year 4 193,024        53,000                           30,160                           141,142                      
Year 5 193,024        53,000                          30,160                           147,235                      
Year 6 198,815        53,000                           33,297                           125,803                      
Year 7 198,815        53,000                           33,297                           130,428                      
Year 8 198,815        53,000                           33,297                           135,087                      
Year 9 198,815        53,000                           33,297                           139,776                      
Year 10 198,815        53,000                          33,297                           144,496                      
Year 11 204,779        53,000                           36,759                           139,818                      
Year 12 204,779        53,000                           36,759                           144,596                      
Year 13 204,779        53,000                          36,759                           149,399                      
Year 14 204,779        53,000                           36,759                           154,227                      
Year 15 204,779        53,000                          36,759                           159,078                      
Year 16 210,923        53,000                           40,582                           153,984                      
Year 17 210,923        53,000                           40,582                           158,876                      
Year 18 210,923        53,000                           40,582                           163,786                      
Year 19 210,923        53,000                           40,582                           168,711                      
Year 20 210,923        53,000                           40,582                           173,650                      
Year 21 217,250        53,000                           44,803                           168,051                      
Year 22 217,250        53,000                           44,803                           173,009                      
Year 23 217,250        53,000                          44,803                           177,973                      
Year 24 217,250        53,000                           44,803                           182,941                      
Year 25 217,250        53,000                           44,803                           187,909                      
Year 26 223,768        53,000                           49,463                           181,698                      
Year 27 223,768        53,000                           49,463                           186,658                      
Year 28 223,768        53,000                           49,463                           191,610                      
Year 29 223,768        53,000                           49,463                           196,549                      
Year 30 223,768        53,000                          49,463                           201,473                      
TOTAL 2024 - 2054 6,242,792     1,590,000                     1,175,321                      4,582,793                   
EBITDA / PropCost 50.9%  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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6.6 Annual Reports: WTW-Scott UK vs Vue Cinemas  
 
While Vue’s cinema (former Apollo) at Paignton has performed well historically, the 
corporate entity faces several challenges in the forthcoming years, with liabilities 
requiring to be restructured. Vue has entered a restructuring process with 
bondholders that will result in existing shareholders (including senior management) 
losing control and having their investments wiped out. The process is due to be 
completed in late 2022.  
 
In the 2021 Going Concern section of their company Statutory Accounts released in 
early June 2022, it is highlighted that Vue projects potential covenant breaches and 
a potential liquidity need during the final quarter of 2022. It is assumed that the 
liquidity requirement can be mitigated through the provision of new money by 
September 2022 [£88 million]. It is highly likely that Vue will have to seek additional 
liquidity support as recovery of the sector will take longer than their company 
forecasts estimate. 
 
In comparison, the family traded Scott-WTW South West, has no corporate external 
borrowings; lower property lease commitments, and retains more cash liquidity within 
the business. The accounts prior to the pandemic and during the pandemic are 
robust, even in the most challenging of circumstances:  
 
 
Annual Reports WTW-Scott WTW-Scott WTW-Scott WTW-Scott Vue Vue Vue Vue

Reporting for 2020 - 2021 Actual £ Actual £ Actual £ Var 21 v 19 Actual £ Actual £ Actual £ Var 21 v 19
2019 2020 2021 % 2019 2020 2021 %

Sites 7 7 7 0.0% 228 225 227 -1.3%
Screens 18              18              18              0.0% 1,997         1,980           1,996           -0.9%

Admissions (millions) 0.6             0.4             0.3             -46.3% 95.10         38.6             32.4             -59.4%

   Total Revenue £ 4.1             0.3             2.3             -42.8% 847.55       352.9           386.1           -58.4%

Lease Costs £ 0.1             0.1             0.1             3.6% 137.87       95.8             104.9           -23.9%

   Operating Income - EBITDA 0.6             0.5 -            0.2 -            -134.5% 138.60       43.5             35.7             -68.6%

Lease % 3.5% 50.1% 6.4% 0                  0                    27.2%
EBITDA % 14.3% -186.0% -8.6% 16.4% 12.3% 9.3%

Cash or Equivelants £ 2.66           1.77           1.55           -41.7% 131.16       181.17         149.39         38.1%
Corporate Borrowings £ -              -              -              1,588.94    1,893.78      1,972.52      19.2%
Total Lease Commitments £ 920.50       934.06         860.64         1.5%

Total Assets £ 4.3             3.4             3.1             -28.0% 1,433.9      2,159.5        2,043.0        50.6%
Total Liabilities £ 0.6             0.1             0.1             -78.2% 1,989.7      3,054.0        3,159.7        53.5%
Total Assets less Liabilities £ 3.6             3.3             2.9             -19.1% 555.9 -        894.5 -          1,116.6 -       60.9%
Liabilities as a % of Assets 15.0% 4.1% 4.5% 138.8% 141.4% 154.7%

Cash % of Total Liabilities 417.99% 1277.73% 1117.36% 6.59% 5.93% 4.73%

Cash or Equivelants per Screen £ 147,867     98,581       86,208       -41.7% 65,677       91,500         74,845         39.3%
Corporate Borrowings per Screen £ -              -              -              795,664     956,456       988,236       20.2%
Liabilities per Screen £ 35,375       7,715         7,715         -78.2% 996,367     1,542,440    1,582,996    54.8%

 
 
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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6.7 WTW-Scott Cinemas South West Ltd - Balance Sheet March 2022 
 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION – REDACTED  
 

 
Timing of the project, alongside the broader recovery of the film and cinema 
markets are issues that are foremost in the Director’s minds.  
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6.8 Cinema Exhibitor’s Liabilities as a % of Assets  
 
The Coronavirus pandemic and related lockdown/ closure periods have created 
instability and uncertainty amongst all cinema operators globally that are heavily 
reliant on Hollywood content, which significantly includes the U.K. Reasons include:   
  

• Government health and work restrictions, customer confidence and 
uncertainty around the virus, until vaccines are rolled out 

• Lack of film product as a direct consequence of the above 
• High levels of pre-pandemic debt carried by the major chains 
• Limited cash reserves and liquidity. 

 
Every closure period increased the uncertainty in the cinema market on all fronts. 
The resulting turbulence through the pandemic period will almost inevitably include 
the emergence of new challenger cinema operators with new structured capital and 
strategic direction. However, this will take at least an 18-24-month period from now.  
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6.9 UK Exhibitors and Alternative Operator Options 
 
During a Zoom with Mark Williams, Director at WTW-Scott Cinemas, it was 
established that in principle WTW-Scott Cinemas are still interested in operating the 
proposed new cinema in Newton Abbot. Yet, concerns with regards to the current 
and near future development of the cinema market, in addition to challenges such as 
e.g. high inflation, were made apparent.  
 
In the case of WTW-Scott Cinemas deciding against going forward with the 
proposed Market Walk cinema, other cinema operators should be approached and 
presented with the opportunity.    
 
The three major chains operating in the UK have no capacity to invest in cinema at 
present as a result of their precarious financial positions: 
 

a. In the process of re-structuring their finances: Cineworld Group plc (including 
Picturehouse) was founded in 1995 and is now one of the leading cinema 
groups in Europe. Originally a private company, it re-registered as a public 
company in May 2006 and listed on the London Stock Exchange in May 2007. 
Currently, Cineworld Group plc is the only quoted UK cinema business. 
Cineworld’s acquisition of Regal Entertainment Group has created the second 
largest cinema business in the world (by number of screens). Cineworld 
currently operates in the UK, Ireland, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Israel and the US. The company operates 747 
sites and 9,139 screens globally. 

b. Refinancing their European operations: Odeon Cinemas Group is Europe's 
largest cinema operator. https://celluloidjunkie.com/wire/amcs-subsidiary-
odeon-finco-plc-announces-offering-of-senior-secured-notes-due-2027-to-
refinance-odeons-term-loan-facility  Through subsidiaries it has over 360 
cinemas, with 2,900 screens in 13 countries in Europe, 120 cinemas with 960 
screens are in the U.K. Odeon was acquired by AMC Theatres in 2016 to 
become the largest movie exhibition company in the U.S., Europe and the 
world with approximately 1,000 theatres and more than 11,000 screens 
across the globe.  

c. Vue International is one of the world's leading cinema operators, spanning 
across nine countries, 2228 sites and 1,992 screens. The group has leading 
positions in the U.K., Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Netherlands, Italy, Poland, 
Lithuania and Taiwan. From its inception in May 2003 Vue International has 
grown organically and through strategic acquisitions. 

d. National Amusements (Showcase) are the ultimate owners of the film studio, 
Paramount Global. Their development focus is on acquiring substantial sites 
for their “De Lux” model – i.e., 60,000 sqft with high levels of footfall and 
admissions capacity of 800,000+ admissions.  
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e. Empire Cinemas have a presence in Central London and across the UK. 
Operating both Empire and Tivoli (boutique) offers. Newton Abbot may be too 
small a footprint, but they could be approached to identify interest 

f. Omniplex, IMC and Moviehouse develop cinemas entirely in Ireland.  
g. Everyman Media Group are a luxury boutique cinema offer who have 

continued to invest and develop sites throughout the pandemic. They are 
listed on AIM and have access to capital. They could be a credible option for 
Newton Abbot. 

h. The Light has established a strong base from its origins in New Brighton and 
Wisbech following the acquisition of the former Cineworld in Cambridge and 
new capital investment. Newton Abbot may be too small a footprint, but they 
could be approached to identify interest. 

i. Reel Cinemas are a family run business who have continued to develop sites 
through the pandemic and are active in market. They are a similar type of 
offer to Scott Cinemas. The business has zero debt and could be approached 
to identify interest. 

j. The Arc Cinemas are a Dublin based family run business who have continued 
to develop sites through the pandemic and are active in the UK market. The 
business self-funds projects from their broader property investment business. 
The Arc could be approached to identify interest. 

k. Curzon focused primarily on the South East and London or select Regional 
City Centres with their art house and luxury cinemas. 

l. Merlin Cinemas, based in Penzance, have recently opened the New Central 
in Torquay. While they would be a good option, Merlin may wish to focus on 
Torquay solely. It would be recommended to approach Merlin only after other 
less competitive offers have been identified.  

m. PDJ Cinemas and Savoy Cinemas are active in the Midlands.  Both could be 
approached to identify interest.  
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UK Exhibitors screens by exhibitors with 15 or more screens

Exhibitor Profile 2019 Sites Comments

Cineworld  101 Restructuring process with landlords and investors following Cineworld's filing 
for bancruptcy. 

Odeon  114 Likely restructuring process with landlords and investors as Meme 

Vue    88 
Vue International have agreed a controversial £1 billion recapitalisation deal in 
order to remain solvent. A dept.-for-equity swap will see Alberta Investment 
Management Corporation, a Canadian pension fund, relinquish their 

National Amusements (Showcase)    21 Strongest position of all operators. Focus on major city and retail locations.

Empire Cinemas    15 Anderson family UK: Looking to expand in market with pipeline and fallout 
from COVID e.g. Movies@ deal

Omniplex    15 Anderson family Ireland: Looking to expand in market with pipeline and fallout 
from COVID

Everyman Media Group    35 High market cap maintained throughout pandemic and now set to develop 50 
new sites within 5 years

Picturehouse (Cineworld)    26 Part of Cineworld. Restructuring process with landlords and investors following 
bancruptcy filing

Light Cinemas    10 At the end of the current investment cycle and a good prospect. Mainstream 
venues with pipeline and good landlord relations

Reel Cinemas    15 Privately owned and part of a property portfolio and operational business. 
Value led and strong balance sheet.

Arc Cinemas      5 Operated from Dublin. The challenger and acquisitive brand in the UK at 
present. Private family fund with flexibility.

Curzon    15 Bought out by Cohen NYC in 2019. Performed well through COVID as the 
group fund, produce, distribute and screen / stream

Merlin Cinemas    16 Local community cinemas based in Cornwall, Devon, Wales and Northern 
Scotland. Privately owned.

Movie House Cinemas      5 Northern Ireland only: privately owned and primarily Belfast secondary 

Irish Multiplex Cinemas      5 Ward family: Challenged at present and gave up on one site in Dublin which 
former partners the Andersons are bidding on.

PDJ Cinemas      3 Jervis Family: Owner operator running traditional town / city centre cinemas. 
Invests only as required.

Savoy Cinemas      5 Privately owned and part of a property portfolio and operational business. 
Parkway Entertainment      4 Privately owned and part of a property portfolio and operational business. 

Others (includes other independent 
chains and individual cinemas/multi-  487 

TOTAL UK  985 
Site Source: BFI Yearbook 2021/ NB: No 2021 figures published yet 
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7. ANALYSIS LOCAL COMPETITORS  
 

Whilst Newton Abbot only offers one 2-screen cinema, within 20 miles a further 8 
cinemas can be found. Of these, 4 sites are part time cinemas with the Vue Paignton 
(Torbay) being the closest full time cinema to Newton Abbot, and a further 4 full time 
cinemas in Exeter; Odeon Exeter, Vue Exeter and the Picturehouse Exeter.  
 
Of the 4 independent cinemas, New Central Torquay, Totnes Cinema, Pavilions 
Teignmouth and the Barn Cinema, within a 20-miles drive zone, two cinemas are not 
considered as direct competition; the Pavilions Teignmouth and the Totnes Cinema, 
as both sites are playing films off date on heavily reduced shows.  
 
Of the two independent cinemas which are considered indirect competition to 
Newton Abbot, the New Central Cinema Torquay, and the Barn Cinema, neither are 
reporting their box office revenue to approved industry data collection companies 
(e.g. Comscore), hence ESS is unable to provide any data for these two sites.  
 
Although Exeter’s population with 131,000 being approximately 5 times the 
population of Newton Abbot, the Exeter’s cinemas, all operated by one of the big UK 
chains, are relevant to the Newton Abbot area as Exeter is relatively easy to get to 
and are likely to attract commuters. In addition, Exeter’s cinema box office revenue 
serves as good and important example of past and current industry developments.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Source: Google Map  
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7.1 New Central Cinema Torquay 
 
With a distance of just under 7 miles to the centre of Newton Abbot, the New Central 
Cinema in Torquay was acquired by Merlin Cinema in August 2019. The former BHS 
(British Home Stores) department store is under construction and will feature 13 
screens once finished, making it the largest multiplex in Devon. The cinema will 
include a new restaurant and ice cream bar.  
 
Due to the pandemic, development of the building has been slow. The Central 
Cinema (former Theatre Royal/Odeon) also operated by Merlin Cinemas closed on 
March 16, 2022. 
 
The New Central Cinema opened 3-screens (338 seats) on 15th April 2022. All three 
screens are licensed to allow customers to consume alcohol in the screen. Another 
10-screens are planned in the development. 
 
The cinema’s programming includes the obvious blockbuster releases, but also has 
a strong event cinema line-up such as live opera and ballet from the Royal Opera 
House, live National Theatre performances, and live Concerts (e.g. Coldplay), 
advertised.    
 
Standard adult ticket prices are advertised as following:   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The New Central Cinema is positioned in the middle of a failing retail pitch with 
multiple units closed and very limited evening (6pm – 9pm activity). The environment 
while walking to or using the multi-storey car park is not positive. The venue is 
several streets back from core Torquay leisure provision. As cinemas require height 
and volume the takeover of a failed BHS store with more limited ceiling to floor 
height and many more structural columns than a cinema creates a compromised 
cinema offer.  
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While the cinema offers parking, an initiative from Torbay Council to support local 
businesses, which grants access to floors 1-5 at Lower Union Lane multi-storey car 
park it does not feel safe to walk up an isolated corridor to the side of the cinema 
during the darker evening periods when cinema is at peak demand.    
 
The New Central Cinema will be in direct competition with the 3-miles away Vue 
Cinema Torbay and to some extend to the planned Newton Abbot Scott cinema.  
 
 

7.2 Vue Cinema Torbay - Paignton 
 
Located approximately 9 miles from Newton Abbot, the 9-screen Vue cinema 
features around 1,638 seats. 
 
The cinema was originally opened in 1999 following an Apollo led redevelopment of 
the Festival Hall Theatre into a cinema and complimentary restaurants. The cinema 
is leased to Vue from BAE Systems Pension Fund on a 25-year term due to expire in 
early 2032. Harvester and a Mobility Shop are also BAE tenants on-site with one 
further restaurant unit vacant. The landlord is Torbay Council.  
 
The cinema has not been refurbished since being taken over from Apollo Cinemas in 
2014 and had limited investment from 1999 through to the sale to Vue. Therefore, 
the venue looks tired but functional, while being expensive to maintain. 
 
With so much investment in residential, leisure and hotels in the Torbay area, 
including significant developments taking place in the immediate areas surrounding 
the Vue Paignton, the property may well be more valuable for re-development at the 
end of lease or beforehand.  
 
At present, the cinema plays a typical multiplex programme but does offer event 
cinema such as opera and ballet in addition to live UEFA Championship 2022/2023 
matches.  
 
Vue Torbay offers all standard tickets for £4.99 if bought online, regardless of day, 
age or time, with the exception of event cinema and 3D performances, which are 
more expensive.  
 
Overall the cinema has a tired feel and seats are in need of upgrading, however, the 
discounted ticket price makes the Vue Torbay one of the cheapest full-time cinemas 
within the area to watch any new release.  
 
In pre-pandemic 2019, the cinema generated an approximate box office of £1.7 
million, with an approximate 315,600 admissions. (@£5.50 average ticket 
price/event cinema prices higher plus buying ticket at cinema/£5.99)  
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Comparing pre-pandemic 2019 with post-pandemic 2021, the box office decreased 
by almost 57%.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

When comparing the first 37 box office weeks of 2022 (est. £810k) with the same 
period in 2019 (est.£1.2m), the Vue Torbay is currently an approximate 34% behind 
pre-pandemic box office levels.  
 
Based on an average of 3.5 shows a day by 364 days a year (x-mas day closed), 
Vue operated on an occupancy rate of approximately 16% before the pandemic, 
which dropped to 3.71% during the pandemic and recovered to 6.51% in 2021.  
The occupancy rate for the first 37 weeks of 2022 is estimated 10%. 
 

 
 

 
 
7.3 Barn Cinema Dartington  

 
Located in a renovated 14th century barn at Dartington Hall, the Barn Cinema is 
approximately 11.2 miles from Newton Abbot. The cinema with its unique setting 
features one screen with 190-seats and an additional 120-seat Studio Theatre.  
The Barn is a member of the Europa Cinemas Group of arthouse cinemas, hence, 
whilst blockbuster releases are featured off date in the programme, the cinema 
shows a wide range of arthouse product in addition to event cinema such as live 
performances from the Royal Opera House.  
 
A standard adult ticket is advertised between £7.00 - £9.00, depending on the time of 
the screening.  
 
Whilst the Barn cinema is not considered as being in direct competition with Newton 
Abbot, the unique setting and the wide range of products shown, particularly live 
events, could effect the Newton Abbot cinema (or vice versa), particularly when it 
comes to event cinema (e.g. live opera & ballet).  
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  

  All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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7.4 Picturehouse Exeter  
 
The 2-screen Picturehouse Exeter, part of the now insolvent Cineworld Group is 
located approximately 18.2 miles from Newton Abbot.  
 
Known for its sleek, modern yet comfy style, the cinema features two screens with a 
total sating capacity of 299 seats, including sofa seating and reclining seats. 
Whilst Picturehouse in the past has focused on arthouse, niche and cross over 
products, it does not shy away from mainstream releases. More now than ever due 
to a general lack of arthouse product, brought on by the pandemic.  
 
The cinema has free Wi-Fi and features a bar/café which offers freshly made pizza, 
cakes, salads and a wide range of Fairtrade products.   
 
Ticket prices are generally higher in the boutique style cinema compared to 
traditional cinemas. Standard adult tickets cost around £12.10, student and retired 
tickets £11.10 and child tickets start at £8.40. Premiums are charged for 3D 
performances and event cinema such as live opera and concerts.  
Picturehouse does offer a “Happy Monday” where standard tickets start at £5.70.  
 
In pre-pandemic 2019, the cinema generated an approximate box office of £750k, 
with an approximate 162,000 admissions.  
Comparing pre-pandemic 2019 with post-pandemic 2021, the box office decreased 
by more than 70%.  

 
Whilst smaller, independent cinemas faired a bit better during the pandemic due to 
the more personal approach and with this creating a more loyal customer base, 
arthouse cinemas were generally worse off in 2021. This was (and still is) due to a 
general lack of arthouse and niche product available, in addition to a still existing 
hesitancy of the older audiences returning to the cinema.  
 
Before the pandemic, Picturehouse Exeter operated on approximately 43% seat 
occupancy. This is very much in line with boutique cinema offers, as the screen 
numbers are fewer and the screens are smaller than a traditional cinema setting.  
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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Based on an estimated income of £275k box office revenue for the first 37 weeks of 
2022, current seat occupancy of the Picturehouse is about 9.70%.  
 
The newly refurbished Vue Cinema (1.2 miles) would have hit the Picturehouse to 
some extend, as ticket prices are overall cheaper at the Vue, yet the seats are luxury 
recliner seats, and film programming of both sites would be very similar at the 
moment due to the lack of niche products.   
 
Whilst the Picturehouse is located in Exeter and is not perceived as direct 
competition to a new site in Newton Abbot, the Boutique style cinema allows 
customers to watch films in an upmarket environment.  
In addition, the café/bar and lounge area encourages customers to spend time there, 
either before or after the film, and offers a far superior menu compared to traditional 
cinemas which allows customers to “make it a night out”,  
 

7.5 Odeon Cinema Exeter 
 
Located about 18.2 miles from Newton Abbot, the 4-screen, 944-seat Odeon feels 
tired and in need for a refurbishment. The cinema offers a number of premier seats 
in each of its screens, which are an extra £2.00 to the standard adult price of £6.00.  
 
The cinema’s programming focuses on main releases but does play event cinema.  
 
The Odeon Exeter box office decreased by approximately 60.85 when comparing 
pre-pandemic 2019 to post-pandemic 2021.  

 
Before the pandemic, the site operated on an estimated 10% seat occupancy, which 
decreased to 2% during the pandemic and is currently estimated to be around the 
5.6% mark, when comparing the first 37 weeks of 2022 to 2019. Overall, the site 
would have been hit considerably by the newly refurbished Vue Exeter, which is a 
mere 0.3 miles from the Odeon cinema.    

   All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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The cinema is not considered direct competition to a new cinema in Newton Abbot, 
due to distance, programming and being out of date.  
 
 

7.6 Vue Cinema Exeter 
 
Located approximately 19 miles from Newton Abbot, the 7-screen Vue Cinema 
underwent a refurbishment during the lockdown period. The originally 1,037 seats 
were replaced with 469 luxury recliner seats, offering superior leg room.  
 
The film programming is in typical multiplex style, with blockbuster releases taking 
priority over arthouse films. As the Vue Torbay, the cinema does offer events such 
as live performances from the Royal Opera House, in addition to live streams of the 
upcoming UEFA’s Champions League 2022/2023 matches.  
 
Ticket prices at the Vue Exeter vary, depending on time, day and method of buying 
tickets (online vs on site) and start from £7.99 for a Super Saver ticket, up to £10.99 
for a standard adult ticket bought at the cinema.  
 
The Vue Exeter narrowly held up the best within Exeter, with a decrease of just 
under 60% when comparing 2019 to 2021.  
 

 
 
Whilst the cinema operated on an occupancy rate of over 28% in 2017 with a seating 
capacity of 1,037 seats, it is estimated that the cinema currently operates on 33% 
with the reduced seating of 469. (37 weeks - September 2022) 
  

   All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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With a distance of about 19 miles to Newton Abbot, the Vue cinema with its recliner 
seats and affordable ticket offers is likely to still attract some commuters from the 
Newton Abbot area but is unlikely to have a direct impact on the new cinema in 
Newton Abbot.   
 
 
 
  

All figures are indicative only - Source: ESS  
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8. CASE STUDIES  
 
Across the UK, Councils are taking steps to regenerate town/city centre areas into 
vibrant, community focused and future proof hubs.   
 

8.1 Case Study Ashington  
 
Similar to Teignbridge District Council, Northumberland County Council and its 
wholly owned regeneration company, Advance Northumberland, has taken positive 
steps to transform the town centre of Ashington.  
 
With a population of approximately 28,000, an overall aging population, akin to 
Newton Abbot, Ashington has significant potential to repurpose and refocus and 
create a complete town centre community hub. Currently Ashington has no first run 
multi-screen cinema within a 10-minute drive ring.   
 
Ashington’s regeneration plans are to create a performance space and youth and 
community facility at Wansbeck Square, while also providing an animated “Gateway” 
from the new Ashington Railway Station into the town centre, will very much 
strengthen this transformative community centred approach.  
 
A significant part of the regeneration programme of Ashington’s town centre is the 
development of Portland Park, which aims to deliver investment and regeneration 
which will see the expansion of the Ashington town centre through creating high-
quality jobs, retail and leisure. Included in the planned investment is a 6-screen 
multiplex cinema.  
 
In a Street Survey in Ashington town centre, 92% said that Portland Park would be 
their main cinema. This positive interest in cinema was further validated by a 
separate and similarly positive Town Council led survey.  
 
When the Cinema Prospectus was opened up to the market, there was significant 
operator interest in Ashington from a number of operators, with Reel Cinemas, a 
family funded and community focused operator, providing consistent and positive 
feedback on their willingness to move forward with the Portland Park cinema 
development.  
 
Since the survey was conducted in pre-pandemic times, including the cinema 
prospectus, a new feasibility study was commissioned earlier this year to determine 
if the results of the previous study would still be applicable to post-pandemic times, 
which have seen significant changes to the cinema market overall.   
 
Considering new market research, such as findings by Comscore, found that overall, 
smaller venues faired slightly better overall than larger multiplexes during the 
pandemic, whereby a community focused approach fostered a more loyal customer 
base, who were more inclined to support their local venue then larger chains.   
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Additionally, the UK box office has performed better than its European counterparts 
but hesitancy remains, particularly from cinema goers of the ages of 50’s plus.  
A general lack of product and changed viewing habits favouring streaming have 
been taken into consideration. Overall, forecasts of a box office recovery to pre-
pandemic levels vary, from some industry experts forecasting 2023 as fully 
recovered, and others not expecting a full recovery before 2024/25, if at all.  
 
Ashington’s research concluded that the proposed 6-screen Reel cinema has the 
capability to operate on a 18% occupancy level, with annual admissions of 169,000 
at its peak. However, should trade fall to 118,300 ticket sales (13% seat occupancy 
& a per capita rate of 2.3) which is 70% of the ESS projected admissions in the 
business appraisal plan, then the cinema will still break-even commercially.  
 
Reel Cinemas, who are still very much committed to the site, estimate higher levels 
of trade.  
 
With no first run multi screen cinema within the immediate 10-minute drive-time, 
more so longer distances to Berwick and beyond, population reach is above a 
healthy 51,000. Commercial viability can be achieved by Reel Cinemas while 
deploying their post-pandemic “value pricing” model. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

©Reel Cinema 
Burnley  

©Reel Cinema 
Burnley  
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8.2 Case Study Òran Mór Arts & Entertainment Venue, Glasgow  
 
The Òran Mór, located in the heart of Glasgow’s West End, has successfully 
managed to combine several F&B offers with arts & entertainment offers.    
Located in the former Kelvinside Parish Church, Òran Mór, Gaelic for ‘great melody 
of life’ or ‘big song’, offers a Victorian Bar and Whisky Bar, John Muir Room 
Restaurant, The Brasserie Restaurant, Private Dining Room, Live Music Venue, 
Night Club, and a stunning Auditorium with mural ceiling by Alasdair Gray, used for 
theatre and comedy performances.  

As well as hosting the now internationally recognised A Play, a Pie and a 
Pint Lunchtime Theatre, Òran Mór also provides the setting for corporate and private 
events, weddings and ceilidhs.xviii 

The venue also supports Scottish artists such as actors, writers and painters under 
their “Arts for All” programme, and exhibit and display their works throughout the 
building, all year round.   
 
 

 
 
  

©folkandhoney.co.uk 
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8.3 Case Study Silverburn Shopping Centre, Glasgow  
 
The Silverburn Shopping Centre (known simply as ‘Silverburn’) is an out-of-town 
shopping centre located on Barrhead Road in Pollok, Glasgow, Scotland. The 
development replaced a modest shopping centre with a 1,000,000-square foot retail 
destination anchored by tenants Tesco, Next, Marks & Spencer and Debenhams. 
Silverburn caters for a target population from across the West of Scotland. It attracts 
visitors from within the Ayer catchment. 
Developed by Retail Property Holdings Ltd, Silverburn’s 1,00,000-square metres of 
retail and leisure space makes the Centre one the largest shopping destinations in the 
United Kingdom. 
Opened in October 2007, Silverburn was designed by Building Design Partnership 
and constructed by Bovis Lend Lease. Silverburn houses the largest Scottish Tesco 
Extra in Scotland. 
 
 

 
 

Silverburn Shopping Centre: Snapshot 

Catchment Size 1,900,000 
Retail Floor Area (square metres) 100,000 
No. of Stores 109 
Anchor Tenants 4 
Parking 2,000 
Opening Date 25th October 2007 
Developer Retail Property Holdings Ltd 
Designer Building Design Partnership 
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The Silverburn Leisure Extension:  
 
In 2015, Silverburn extended the Centre’s offer with a leisure development. The £20 
million, 100,000 square foot extension was a significant addition to the footprint of 
Silverburn that has helped to build its regional appeal. 
Anchored by a 50,000-square foot, 14-screen Cineworld multiplex, Silverburn’s leisure 
extension included an overhaul of the Centre’s food and beverage offer. Silverburn 
offers sixteen new and redesigned restaurants within the extension alone including 
Thaikhun, Five Guys, Cosmo, and Zizzi. The cinema’s primary access route is through 
the food court and restaurants. In total, Silverburn offers a mix of some 25 cafes and 
restaurants to complement the retail offer. 
 
The cinema offer has proven to be highly successful and delivered 800,000 ticket sales 
and £5m of box office revenue in 2016. Subsequent to the opening of the Silverburn 
Leisure Extension and the Centre has experienced a 7.9 percent increase in footfall 
and 11.7 increase in like-for-like catering sales year-to-date. Please note that these 
figures are pre-pandemic figures.  
Comparison between trading levels of 2019 and 2021 highlight a -60.06% drop 
compared to pre-pandemic levels, which is higher than the average UK drop of 
52.40% and does not consider Scotland’s pandemic position with longer lockdown 
periods. In addition, Debenhams closed and the Silverburn centre was up for sale.  
Eurofund Group, an international real estate investment and development company, 
and Henderson Park, a private equity real estate firm, have bought the Southside 
centre for £140 million. According to Alberto Esguevillas, chief executive officer:   
“Silverburn represents a fantastic opportunity to take a good centre and transform it 
into the leading asset in its catchment. Eurofund’s vision is to utilise our team’s 
strong asset management and operational expertise to unlock latent value and 
reposition Silverburn as the leading retail, leisure and food and beverage destination 
in Scotland.”xix 

 
  

Operator Location Screens B/O 2019 £ B/O 2020 £ B/O 2021 £ 2019 vs 2021 %
Cineworld Silverburn 14 4,619,178 947,780 1,844,539 -60.06

All figures are indicative only  
Source: ESS  
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©Silverburn Glasgow 

©Silverburn Glasgow 
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8.4 Case Study Everyman Holmes Mill, Clitheroe  
 

Located in the heart of Clitheroe, Lancashire, Holmes Mill is described as “a unique 
celebration of Lancashire food, drink and entertainment”. 

The once redundant cotton mill has been transformed into the most spectacular food 
& drinks, lifestyle and leisure destination.  

Among the attractions of this late Victorian Grade II-listed former textile mill are The 
Spinning Block (a boutique hotel, bistro, bar and grill), The Boiler House (home to 
Bowland Brewery and the Beer Hall, which includes, at 105ft, one of the longest bars 
in Britain!) and The Weaving Shed. The latter is home to Bowland Food Hall, a cafe - 
and, since 18th October 2019, a four screen Everyman cinema. 

The Holmes Mill development is event driven, with basic weekly events to festivals 
such as food festivals, live concerts, comedy, engine room sessions to name a few.  

 
  
  

©Holmes Mill  ©Holmes Mill Food Market 
Food Hall 

©Everyman Cinemas 
Everyman Cinema 
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8.5 Feedback for Recent Developments  
 
Broxtowe Council: The Arc Cinema, Beeston, Nottingham (open) 
Greg Marshall of Broxtowe Council said, “This development has been a long time in 
the making and we are thrilled that the time has come to open its doors. This is 
community wealth building at its best, a Council backed initiative that works closely 
with business and developers to secure jobs and long term economic gain for 
Broxtowe. Everyone has faced a difficult time during COVID so we’re delighted that 
the Arc Cinema decided to invest in Beeston. We want local businesses and 
communities to thrive and be proud to call this town their home.” 
 
https://westbridgfordwire.com/arc-cinema-beeston/  

 
 
 
 
Cherwell District Council - The Light, Castle Quay Waterfront, Banbury (open) 
The Light has opened at Castle Quay Waterfront, Banbury, Oxfordshire, as part of a 
major redevelopment alongside the Oxford Canal. Cherwell District Council has paid 
for the new centre itself. It bought the Castle Quay shopping centre, on the other 
side of the canal, in 2017.  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-61763988  
 
  

©Arc Cinema – Artists Impression 
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West Northamptonshire Council – The Arc Cinema, Daventry (open) 
Cllr Lizzy Bowen, West Northamptonshire Council’s Cabinet Member for Economic 
Development, Town Centre Regeneration and Growth, said: “We’re absolutely 
thrilled to see this wonderful new cinema open its doors to the people of Daventry 
and the surrounding area. The Arc Cinema have done a great job creating a really 
impressive, high-quality facility, and I can’t wait for the local community to experience 
it. With a new public square, and with two restaurants also due to open in the coming 
weeks, Mulberry Place offers a fantastic new leisure destination for the local 
community to really be proud of. We’re delighted to have been able to deliver this 
project, which will also provide a huge boost to the local economy, creating jobs, 
increasing footfall in the town centre and helping to attract new businesses and 
investment.” 
 
https://www.rad.radio/much-anticipated-arc-cinema-opens-to-the-public/  
 

 
 
Preston City Council – The Arc Cinemas (AFL signed at Animate) 
Preston City Council’s leader, Councillor Matthew Brown concluded: “The Animate 
development is a key project in Preston’s 15-year City Investment Plan and will help 
complete the long awaited regeneration of our city centre with the asset in the 
ownership of the city so Prestonian’s can benefit more directly from it. It’s fantastic to 
see a growing independent leisure operator committing to the project and Preston 
which is an acknowledgement of the attractiveness of investing in our community. 
Bringing tenants like Arc here will stimulate further investment and boost the local 
economy so more local people can benefit.” 
 
https://www.lancashiretelegraph.co.uk/news/20158470.arc-cinema-signs-25-year-
lease-prestons-animate/  
 
  

©Arc Cinema Daventry 
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9. MARKET OPPORTUNITIES  
 
Being “just” a cinema that “just” shows films in times of easy and convenient access 
to thousands of titles via SVoD’s such as e.g. Netflix, Amazon and Hulu, is simply 
not enough anymore. Whilst there will always be films that audiences want to see on 
a big screen, e.g. Top Gun: Maverick, cinemas need to find ways to lure back the 
more mature audiences to the cinemas. This, in ESS’ opinion will take time and 
cinemas will need to start engaging with their customers again, by offering more than 
just cinema – by being event driven and inclusive to all: 
 

• Being event driven (e.g. event cinema – red carpet – black tie – tied in with 
centre retailers) by “making it worth” for customers to come to cinema 

• Being pro-active (e.g. tribute screening of Grease Sing Along a day after 
Olivia Newton John’s passing was announced – larger cinema operators e.g. 
Cineworld often lack initiative 

• Being inclusive (e.g. “#Gentleminions” example – offer separate, supervised 
screenings rather than banning teenagers) 

• Discount options and offers that involve cinemas, retailers and F&B outlets  
• Event cinema such as ballet and live opera, combined with e.g. wine tasting 

event, evening wear cat walk, book signings, or cinema & fine dining offers 
within walking distance to centre to make it a night out (F&B offers within 
centre are currently weak) 

• Supervised kid’s screenings (parents can go shopping)  

On a larger scale, Newton Abbot could benefit greatly from creative hubs. ESS 
recommends for Teignbridge District Council to consider a long term view and 
explore digital and creative leisure & entertainment, including work options, due to 
the exponential technical advances that are being made, which will change our world 
fundamentally.  
 
It is by now widely accepted that Artificial Intelligence will replace about 800 million 
jobs worldwide by 2030 in areas such as e.g. language translation (2024), driving 
trucks by 2027, working in retail by 2031 and working as surgeons by 2053 with 
researchers believing there is a 50% chance of AI outperforming humans in all tasks 
in 45 years and of automating all human jobs in 120 years. xx  
 
In order to prepare generations for this inevitable change, steps ought to be made 
now, to ensure nobody is left behind. This can be achieved by offering opportunities 
now to  
 

a) Get acquainted with new technology 
b) Offer opportunities to advance 
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9.1 Commercial, Economic & Social Benefits of a Cinema 
 
Any cinema will have an economic impact and should benefit across the lease term 
to both, the landlord and the tenant but must also benefit the community at large…a 
fact that has been neglected by many cinema operators for too long. By operating an 
all inclusive and holistic cinema, highly significant levels of Social Values (a 
measurable local authority investment valuation process) could and should be 
delivered:  
 
Employment and Skills: 

• Enabling local people to access and obtain the skills needed for part-time or 
full-time employment in the film and cinema markets 

• Providing employees with new skills for now and into the future 
• Creating employment opportunities within the community 
• Removing barriers to employment in the entertainment industry for under-

represented and disadvantaged groups 

Local Business & Economy: 
 

• Extend the precinct or neighbourhood opening times beyond traditional retail 
hours and offer an alternative all-weather experiential offer throughout the 
year. 

• Providing work opportunities and create a symbiosis between cinema and 
local small, medium, micro-sized businesses, social enterprises and minority 
owned  

• Procuring goods and services locally where possible, rather than buying from 
multinationals 

• Combined cinema offers such as e.g. cinema ticket & dinning 
• Supporting small, medium, micro-sized businesses, social enterprises and 

minority owned businesses to improve capability and grow a sustainable 
community (e.g. enable local artists to exhibit their work in the cinemas café & 
bar area)  

• Outdoor screenings with a range of local vendors offering various types of 
foods and drinks 
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Engagement: 

• Offer talker screenings, film clubs, film quizzes, senior citizens screenings to 
bring like minded people together  

• Engage customers in programming (within reason-e.g. film suggestion box) 
• Engage with young film makers and offer opportunity to screen their 

shorts/films etc.  
• Educational screenings in collaboration with schools  
• Screenings for the elderly (including residents of elderly care home) with 

possible transport to and from the cinema? 
• Carrying out volunteering activities that deliver benefits to local communities 
• Partnering with national charities to support employment opportunities and 

environmental regeneration to meet local needs 
• Working with local charities and stakeholders on key themes to deliver 

additional benefits to the communities in which cinemas operate in 
• Working with education and training providers, industry bodies and charities to 

offer curriculum support and work experience opportunities 
• In collaboration with local charities and community groups, support and 

encourage the community to live healthier and happier lives. 

Environment: 

• Using resources efficiently to reduce waste  
• Donate left over foods to food banks  
• Playing a part to reduce air pollution, noise, vibration and nuisance within 

local communities to improve health and wellness 
• Promoting sustainable, local and ethical procurement  

Governance, Measurement & Reporting: 

• Maintaining clear accountability for delivering this policy 
• Monitoring and reporting social value impact by using recognised independent 

tools (recommended) 
• Continuously improving standards, efficiency and effectiveness 
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10. POST PANDEMIC MARKET CHANGES  
 
There is no doubt the cinema industry has changed fundamentally over the past 2 ½ 
years, and will have to change even further in order to attract back customers to pre-
pandemic levels.   
 

10.1 Pandemic UK Cinemas Site Analysis 
 
Individual cinemas’ sizes and the type of cinema had an impact on the performance 
of a cinema during the pandemic. Overall, smaller venues faired better overall than 
larger multiplexes. Single-screen sites were least likely to reopen, due to concerns 
for the safety of older audiences, staff and volunteers and their ability to comply with 
social distancing rules. Almost half of these remained closed, however, those that 
did reopen delivered a strong performance relative to larger venues, with revenues 
down 68% in 2020 compared to 2019 total for all single-screen cinemas. Cinemas 
with 2-3 screens or 4-5 screens also held up “relatively” well, falling by 70% and 73% 
retrospectively, in 2020.  
 
In contrast, almost all multiplexes with 6 or more screens reopened but their total 
2020 revenue fell by 77% compared to 2019, which, considering the largest venues 
normally drive the overall impact on the box office, as they account for ¾ of all 
cinema revenue, the impact of the pandemic had a worse effect on multiplex 
cinemas.  
 
Reasons for to why smaller venues held up better during the pandemic, could be 
explained by:  
 

• Less reliant on Hollywood blockbusters - diverse programming such as art-
house/independent British films, event cinema, catalogue and short windowed 
titles. (which then where available – releases of these films vastly reduced 
now) 

• Personal relationship between “smaller cinema attendee” and the venue, 
hence customers are more inclined to support them as a community asset 

• Boutique cinemas tend to have fewer than 6 screens and have higher 
admission prices.xxi  

 
Presentation format has also driven the success of the biggest blockbusters 2021, 
with IMAX screens contributing over £6.6m of Q1 box office – almost 3% of the total. 
IMAX market share rose from 2.3% in 2019 to 3.4% in 2021. The current release 
schedule has 15 IMAX releases slated for 2022, half the number released in 2021.  
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Now more than ever, audiences need cinema to offer something they can’t get at 
home. This may be the content itself (via an exclusive theatrical window or a live-
streamed event), the social experience (with family, friends or a roomful of like-
minded strangers), a chance to disconnect (from people or gadgets) or unrivalled 
technology (the biggest screen, recliner seats or surround sound). Finding the 
motivating factors for different audiences and titles will be key in tempting people out 
of their homes, particularly as the cost-of-living crisis develops.xxii     
 

10.2 Changing Viewing Habits 
 
As technology has become increasingly democratised and accessible, consumer 
viewing habits have changed drastically over the past decade. The rise of smart 
devices, enhanced coverage of high-speed mobile data and streaming platforms has 
disrupted the way people consume content, well before the Covid-19 pandemic. The 
Covid-19 pandemic simply accelerated this already existing trend, faster and more 
profound than could have been envisioned. For a significant proportion of 
households around the globe, the days of watching programmes on pre-set 
broadcast or cable TV schedules are over. Instead, consumers favour nonlinear 
alternative “Over The Top Content” (OTT) platforms such as Netflix and Hulu, that 
feature unparalleled original, high-quality content and are accessible at any given 
time and at place.xxiii  
 
As social restrictions were imposed due to the COVID-19 pandemic and cinemas 
were shut, people turned to TV for entertainment and companionship. Old favourites 
such as e.g., Strictly Come Dancing made a welcome TV return and drew in large 
crowds, yet the greatest growth was registered in streaming services. 

 
Whilst streaming services already disrupted the way content was consumed, then 
predominantly led by Millennia’s and Generation Z, the pandemic lockdowns 
accelerated the trend dramatically, and awakened an entire new and older audience 
to OTT services, often initiated by the younger generation.  
According to data by Nielsen, Americans aged 50 and older are powering the growth 
of streaming video in the U.S., accounting for the biggest increase in time spent on 
services such as Netflix, NFLX -1.54% Hulu and YouTube. People 50 and over 
accounted for 39% of streaming watch time as of May, up from 35% a year earlier, 
the data show. Overall streaming usage increased across the board, but the growth 
came disproportionately from older audiences and the share of viewing by every 
other age group decreased over that period.  
  

“What you are seeing is a lot more consumers adopting a lot more streaming 
platforms – and these are continuing to launch at a dizzying pace” 

 
Nick Sava, General Manager Giant Pictures  

usheru.com/page/podcast 
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People ages 50 to 64 claimed a larger share of streaming time than those ages 35 to 
49 for the first time, according to Nielsen.xxiv 
 
For a significant proportion of households around the globe, streaming content is 
now preferred to pre-set broadcast, such as BBC and ITV, or cable TV.xxv  
2020 saw approx. 70% of UK households having at least one streaming provider 
subscription. (FDA Yearbook 2021)  
 
Whilst Netflix announced in April 22, that they had lost 200,000 subscribers in the 
first quarter of 2022, and expect to lose approx. two million more in the second 
quarter.  
 
Reasons for losing customers could be a combination of:  
 

• Recent Price Increases (despite increasing inflation)xxvi  
• Having reached the growth ceiling 
• Trying to stop password sharing between friends and familiesxxvii 
• The 2019 Streaming Observer report suggested that the library of movies on 

Netflix had shrunk 40% since 2014, and that number is likely much higher in 
2022xxviii  

• Netflix is lacking in is big franchises, while other streamers are thriving on 
them 

• Netflix now has a lot off competition in the streaming wars (e.g. HBO Max, 
Apple TV, Amazon Prime, Hulu, Disney+)xxix 

 
Streaming, compared to cinema, theatres and concerts, is still one of the most 
affordable options to entertain families. In order to offer cheaper services, Netflix has 
just announced a new Advertised Video on Demand (AVoD) service, which will offer 
all content with advertisement before and during films/TV shows. The service will 
launch in the UK by the end of this year and is priced at £6.00 a month; half of the 
price of the currently advertising free subscription.  
Despite the decline in overall Streaming, stacking (more than one SVoD 
subscription) continues to grow among those still in the market. Across total U.S. 
Streaming, the average subscriber now has 4.2 Streaming subscriptions, up from 3.8 
in Q2 2021.  
 
The ‘mature’ services (Amazon Prime Video, Hulu, and Netflix) have all lost share of 
subscribers in Q3 2021. Instead, the high stacking platforms have gained. Most 
notably AVoD platforms saw the greatest gains. HBO Max share has grown by 24 
per cent, now accounting for 15 per cent of all subscribers; Peacock share grew by 
30 per cent, accounting for 11 per cent of subscribers; and Discovery+ share grew 
by 68 per cent, accounting for 6 per cent of all subscribers. Netflix just announced, it 
will also offer an AVoD package in the UK by the end of this year. Prices will be 
around £6.00 per month, which will be half the price of an advert free package.  
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This high stacking and growth of share among maturing platforms in Q3 2021 
indicate that below the surface the market can shift quickly. Although huge losses 
are not anticipated for the overall SVoD market in Q4 2021, the share of 
subscriptions may continue to change. Platforms who keep their viewers engaged 
with leading content will determine who wins in this high stacking market ongoing.xxx 
 
Ironically, streaming services could also help cinemas, if they were so inclined. Apple 
Inc. plans to release at least a couple of movies exclusively in cinemas for a real 
window (30 to 45 days at a minimum). Amazon.com Inc. just bought MGM, which 
has released movies in cinemas, and it shall be seen if this continuous. Netflix Inc. 
is still debating what to do about cinemas. Whilst Netflix does release movies in 
theatres, but only for a few weeks (and not in most major chains), its latest attempt at 
a blockbuster, “The Gray Man,” a $200 million spy thriller starring Ryan Gosling and 
Chris Evans, has made less money than “Paws of Fury: The Legend of Hank” over 
the last week.xxxi 
 

10.3 Older Demographics  
 
The pandemic has without a doubt accelerated the trend towards streaming 
platforms. Current box office figures, whilst on the increase, suggest that younger 
audiences are still keen to watch blockbuster releases, e.g. Top Gun: Maverick, on 
the big screen in order to get the full experience.  
 
Figures however suggest a slower rebound among older audiences, or moviegoers 
of 50-years plus.xxxii  
 

This might be due to this audience group:  
• still being hesitant to visit public places in light of the pandemic 
• having become accustomed to streaming in the comfort of their own home  
• has shifted their appetite for what they're willing to pay to see in a theatre 

versus streaming it at home 
• simply currently preferring experience bases outdoor activities after a long 

lock down period.   

Traditionally, older audiences tend to watch mid-budget movies and are more 
inclined to watch niche and arthouse content, tailored to this very audience (e.g. 
Downton Abbey), rather than rushing out to see the latest blockbusters. Currently 
there is no definite answer to why older audiences are more reluctant to return to 
cinema, yet, there is a clear trend with older audiences adopting to streaming 
services- from free, add-supported services to subscription offerings.  

“Older demographics, the 50-plus audience, are the last to come back" 
 

Mark Zoradi, CEO Cinemark 
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This comes as more Gen X consumers and baby boomers part way with their cable 
services. Once older viewers start streaming, they are more likely to browse and see 
what else they can watch, and tend to spend more time watching TV than younger 
people.xxxiii  
 
Box office results of recent mid-budget films, targeted towards the more mature 
audience, such as Emma Thompson led Good Luck to You, Leo Grande and 
Downton Abbey: A New Era where disappointing and well below pre-pandemic 
levels, with e.g.  Downton Abbey: A New Era only managing to achieve £15 million 
box office in the UK, about 50% less, compared to the prequel.  
 
Yet, event cinema such as the live performance of Andre Rieu’s 2022 Maastricht 
Summer Concert, streamed in cinemas over the weekend of 27th & 28th August 22, 
managed to take the number 1 spot with box office takings of almost £800,000, 
beating new releases such as Idris Elba’s Hollywood produced Beast. A good 
indication that the more mature audience is willing to return to the cinema for event 
driven products.    
 
Ultimately, the older demographic might only need more encouragement to return to 
cinemas. The answer could be as simple as cinema offers such as reclining seats 
and high-end food and beverage options…things they cannot get at home.xxxiv   
 
Losing the older aged audience would inevitably alter cinema programming. Mid-
budget movies could disappear from the big screen and go directly to streaming 
platforms. This in itself would make cinemas even more dependent on big Hollywood 
blockbusters, and most likely decrease F&B income since older audiences are more 
likely to spend more on Food and Drinks.  
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10.4 Lack of Product  
 
Ticket sales are still down almost 40% from before the pandemic, and predictions, at 
least for the short term, are concerning, due to the lack of content or, at the very 
least, not enough movies people want to see in theatres. The current share of 
movies released on more than 2,000 screens is down more than 30% from both 
2018 and 2019. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
There is no movie coming out over the next two-plus months (Aug/Sept/Oct 2022) 
that is tracking to debut north of $40 million at the U.S. domestic box office in its 
opening weekend. Studios have never released many huge movies in August or 
September, but the slate between now and October is light even by those standards. 
 
Originally, “Black Adam,” a DC movie starring Dwayne Johnson, was supposed to 
open in August but has been moved to end of October 2022, and the seventh 
“Mission: Impossible” was supposed to arrive in September, which is now scheduled 
to open in July 2023.   
 
But Hollywood, like the rest of the economy, is suffering from a supply-chain 
problem. Production halted for months due to the pandemic, and was both slower, 
and costlier when it resumed. Even when production finished, the visual-effects 
industry was often unable to handle all the product. There has been a full meltdown 
in the sector, according to executives at several studios. Visual-effects (VFX) houses 
expected business to slow down during the pandemic. While that happened for a 
beat, the amount of work they had to do increased as soon as studios figured out the 
proper protocols. 
VFX houses weren’t equipped to handle it all. Many had transitioned to remote work, 
which made them less efficient. They lost talented staffers to the great resignation 
and poaching from companies like Meta Platforms Inc. (aka Facebook).  
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This delay in releases is the last thing the cinema industry needs. Theatres are 
suffering under large debt loads accrued during the pandemic. Vue has already 
surrendered to its lenders, whilst AMC, the world’s largest chain, was riding high 
after a bunch of retail investors turned it into a meme stock. But its shares were 
down more than 40% this year through midday Friday and almost 80% from their 
peak in June 2021. 
 
The success of a few blockbusters has masked the softness of the middle. Just 10 
movies this year account for 65% of all grosses in the US. Before the pandemic, the 
top 10 movies accounted for less than 40% of grosses, according to Comscore. 
 
Whilst cinemas are quick to blame streaming as well for the lack of content, they are 
short on product because studios have released some titles directly to their 
own streaming services. Even before the pandemic, major studios had pared back 
their slates to huge blockbusters and low-budget movies. Mid-budget dramas and 
action movies were a dying species. Those have been reborn as streaming movies. 
Studios insist that in 2023 things will be back to some semblance of normal by 
releasing blockbusters almost every weekend.xxxv 
 
By focusing on blockbuster releases only though, cinemas will be totally blockbuster 
dependent. How the current geopolitical situation and rising cost of living will impact 
week by week blockbuster releases shall remain seen, as peoples spend most likely 
will have to be reduced on non essentials. 
 

10.5 Shortened Release Windows 
 
Increased Hollywood blockbuster dependency in conjunction with shortened release 
windows and simultaneous cinema and streaming release dates, as introduced 
during the pandemic, would also impact film hire.  
 
Throughout the pandemic, movie studios have experimented with streaming as an 
alternative or supplement to theatres. Warner Bros. released all of its movies this 
year simultaneously in cinemas and on HBO Max, for instance.  

 
Some major studios have announced plans for exclusive, but shortened, windows for 
their theatrical releases, including Warner Bros., giving cinemas a degree of 
exclusivity while allowing studios to premiere movies on streaming services earlier 
than they typically would have. This already was a much debated conversation 
before the pandemic and was accelerated by the pandemic.  
  

"There may be titles from certain studios that might not have any theatrical 
exclusivity" 

 
Jim Orr, President Domestic Theatrical Distribution, Universal Pictures 
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The traditional pre-pandemic window of between 75 days to 90 days will be a thing 
of the past for most releases. 45-day and 30-day windows have emerged as a 
potential new standard, though it's not concrete. There may be titles from certain 
studios that might not have any theatrical exclusivity and it is unlikely that release 
windows will ever go back to one specific windowing model like in pre-pandemic 
times.xxxvi 
 
Shorter theatrical release windows ultimately could mean shorter film runs in 
cinemas, with most films being taken off after e.g. 30 or 45 days. This, with the 
possibility of Hollywood blockbuster led cinemas, which generally tend to have 
higher film hire, combined with less midrange films which terms are generally lower, 
could also lead to an increase in overall film hire.    
 
In addition, almost all studios now have their own streaming platforms or have long 
term arrangements with already established SVoD platforms in place.    
  
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

DISTRIBUTOR THEATRICAL WINDOW STREAMING PLATFORM COST 

UNIVERSAL 
17-31 Days if opening 

weekend exceeds $50m 
+

Peacock 
£9.99 per months via 
NOW TV or included 

in Sky package

WARNER 
BROS 

45 Days after theatrical 
release HBO Max £12 per month 

DISNEY 

45 Days after theatrical 
release                       

Twentieth Century Fox 
bought by Disney March 

2020 

Disney Plus 
£7.99 per month 
(£79.90 annual 

subsciption)

PARAMOUNT 45 Days after theatrical 
release                       Paramount Plus £6.99 per month 

SONY 
PICTURES

Traditional Window      
(approx. 90 days after 

theatrical release) 
Via Netflix 

Netflix subscription 
£5.99 / £9.99 / £13.99  

a month 

LIONSGATE 
PICTURES 

Traditional Window      
(approx. 90 days after 

theatrical release) 

StarzPlay                              
(via Amazon Prime, Apple 

TV, Virgin TV)

£5.99 a months    
(requires additional 
Amazon Prime etc. 

subscription)
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11. INDUSTRY RISKS  
 
Recent world events such as the pandemic and geopolitical issues have altered the 
world we live in. With inflation being at a 40-year high, stock shortages, rising 
energy, raw material and food costs are adding increasingly pressure on supply 
chains and consumers. Financial experts, such as e.g. Goldman Sachs are 
predicting a recession alreadyxxxvii, with some financial experts forecasting the 2nd 
Great Depression by the 2030’s.xxxviii  
 
Since January 2020 (when cinemas first closed in China) to May 2022, the cinema 
exhibition and distribution sector has lost around $60bn (£47.7bn) in expected box 
office. This is a massive blow to the sector and is having an impact on cinemas in 
many ways. Major cinema chains such as Cineworld, whilst narrowing their losses 
from $3 billion (£2.38 billion) in 2021, partly thanks to “Spider-Man: No Way Home” 
to $708 million (£562 million), had to file for bankruptcy.  
  
Having lost those billions of dollars in revenue over two years, it can be assumed 
that money is tight among cinema exhibitors. The optimism of two years ago 
surrounding premium cinema, experiential cinema, upgrades and the replacement 
cycle for equipment, is more a memory than a current reality. The expression ‘Make 
Do and Mend’ probably best sums up what many cinema exhibitors are telling their 
technology teams. The mantra is to use what you have where you can and prioritise 
what you need for the most important screens. Any available money for investment 
is being used for new sites (which may well be subject to an unbreakable contract) or 
new premium screens that build on the need to keep pushing premium cinemas. 
 
Exhibitors are caught between the need to invest to keep the business moving 
forward and counter the changes in consumer behaviour. They also have to juggle 
the lack of money to invest, as well as available credit.   
 
Two things are exacerbating the problem: one is a reduction in technology 
investment budgets. And the second is a component supply chain crisis that is 
cutting deeply into lead times.  
 
The loss of box office income, reduced income is self-evident. This is only one side 
of the equation though: some exhibitors made it through the pandemic with the help 
of deferred rent deals from landlords, which will become due in 2022, and/or taking 
on debt which now needs servicing. The timing of big movies and income flows take 
on a greater importance than usual. The pandemic has also made lenders cautious, 
and cinemas will need a track record of recovery in order to access credit and loans. 
All in all, money and credit will be tight for some time.xxxix  
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11.1 Supply Chain Challenges  
 
Well-publicised issues in the global supply chain are to be contend with. Cinema 
technology is a global business, and the components used in equipment are often 
bits of kit that are used by many other applications. Getting hold of these parts when 
there is a global shortage is not easy - and technology used in cinema is a relatively 
small area so it won’t necessarily be at the head of the queue for essential parts.  
Supply chain delays make “just-in-time” management of inventory almost impossible 
and this requires companies to save and store necessary kit (requiring warehousing 
space), while needing to find ways to reuse components from older machines. This 
does fit in well with increasing the circular economy of machines and their essential 
components but can be a burdensome requirement if not already planned for. Higher 
costs are being demanded for delivery of both parts and equipment, another cost 
area that manufacturers probably can’t absorb on their own. Longer-term, this may 
well be a beneficial learning curve as sustainability edges higher on the agenda of 
most companies and governments in the coming years. With the supply chain 
issues, cinema exhibitors need to find workarounds.  

Cinemas are having to shut screens and use pieces of kit from less important 
auditoria to benefit more deserving ones. Screens within sites are then closed to the 
public, not just because of a lack of audiences or the supply of films but also due to 
this lack of equipment. One of the responses to the supply chain crisis is to bring 
both more knowledge and, previously outsourced, maintenance in-house.  
 
For example, keeping and recycling spare parts and machines around the circuit, 
rather than investing in new equipment with higher- than-normal lead times. 
Manufacturers are looking to recycle parts where they can, reusing standard 
components where possible but also building in the potential to recycle in the design 
process. This creates a circular economy at several levels and one that the industry 
needs to build on in future.  
 
Prior to the pandemic, the demand for projectors was already polarised towards 
either end of the size spectrum, i.e. the need for larger or smaller models, with the 
middle being squeezed. That trend has continued as exhibitors install larger screens 
alongside smaller, intimate auditoria. With Sony’s 4K solution out of the market the 
demand is more for 2K than 4K, even though a third of all content going into cinemas 
is now 4K. It is 12 years since Series 1 machines ceased being supplied to cinemas 
and the end-of-life cycle has now been triggered for them. Keeping these machines 
going, a necessity for some at the moment, will require new warranties and access 
to some parts that are no longer available, again requiring a circular approach to 
components. Machines are more modular now, which in turn means that when a 
breakdown occurs this doesn’t always require a complicated troubleshooting process 
or a return to the manufacturer. It may just mean a new modular element, which 
should result in projectors lasting longer and being cheaper to maintain.  
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11.2 Rising Inflation & Cost of Living  
 
The UK inflation is currently at a 40-year high with a rate of 10.1 %.  
Rising cost of gas and electricity pushed household energy bills to record levels. 
The escalating cost of food and transport also contributed to the rising cost of living, 
deepening the crisis affecting millions of low- and middle-income families.  
 
According to the Office for National Statistics’ monthly report, the 54% increase in 
the energy price cap in April, which took the average annual gas and electricity bill 
close to £2,000 for an average household.xl The rising energy costs effect cinema 
operation significantly, with some chains & sites already opting for reduced opening 
hours and reduced screens.  
 
On a European level, the European Union is expecting Russia to cut off its energy 
supply to Europe, if no solution is found to the ongoing war. As a worst case 
scenario, the EU is already working on plans, which would restrict energy supply to 
non essential industries. Since the UK is actively supporting the Ukraine, the same 
could be the case for the UK. xli  
 
The increase in living costs has/will have a direct impact on consumer behaviour, 
through cutting unnecessary expenses. Subscriptions such as gym memberships or 
cinema subscriptions such as “Unlimited” are most likely to have to give way in order 
to cover more essential expenses, whilst, according to Omdia’sxlii Media & 
Entertainment analysts, subscription services such as SVoD services will cement 
their popularity. Albeit, many consumers may look to reduce their overall spend, by 
switching to lower-tier packages or discounted family plans, swapping services in 
and out to access specific content or cancelling contracts where they have multiple 
subscriptions, such as online video.   
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The impact on cinema will be slightly negative, according to Omdia, as consumers cut 
spend on going out and are more selective about the movies they choose to see. Due 
to rising energy costs and overall increased costs in all areas of life, film production 
budgets will also rise, most likely leaving cinemas no choice but to increase ticket 
prices.  
The industry is largely reliant on transactional revenue in the form of ticket sales, driven 
by people’s desires to see a particular movie or have a social experience.  
 
However, Omdia forecasts, the impact will be limited by the fact that movie-going is 
predominantly popular with the middle classes and accounts for a small amount of 
household spending, with the average number of visits per person at 2.7 times per 
year. For these reasons, Rob Gallagher from Omdia believes, the cinema sector has 
traditionally proved recession resistant, as seen in the 2008 financial crisis.  
 
UK 2021 revenue and cost-of-living impact in 2022 for Media & Entertainment 
segments: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Yet, to compare the 2008 financial crisis with the current crises could be seen as a 
considerable simplification of complex issues, which amongst the many levels of 
complexity, ignores vast differences in inflation and interest rates, in addition to major 
technical advances that have been made since.  
  

Source: Omdia  
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From a cinema point of view, then, cinemas “competed” at best with pay TV, such as 
Sky. Streaming in 2008 was a gadget for tech savvy people, certainly not a means of 
every day entertainment for Mr. & Mrs. Smith. Internet speeds in most countries 
were still too low to stream feature films, and Netflix and Hulu, which both launched 
its streaming platforms in 2007, were neither global players nor household names 
then. Netflix was first available from Internet enabled smart TVs, the PS3 and other 
Internet-enabled gadgets in 2009. 2010 saw Netflix become available using the Wii, 
Apple devices, and more internet connected devices. That year also saw Netflix 
begin to grow internationally with its expansion into Canada, followed by a global 
expansion into 130 countries in January 2016.xliii     
Today, the quality, budget, cinematography and cast of productions from e.g. Netflix, 
Hulu, Amazon Prime, HBO are of highest standards and easily rival any Hollywood 
or big screen production. 
 
Hence, whilst cinemas proved to be recession resistant during the 2008 financial 
crisis, circumstances were very different then, with big cinematic entertainment being 
almost exclusively found in cinemas. Today, event films can be easily and 
conveniently accessed any day and any time via the living room…screened on a 55-
inch TV. 
 

11.3 Further Pandemics  
 
Whilst all indications are that the current COVID pandemic seems to come to an end, 
further pandemics including lockdowns cannot be ruled out.  
 

11.4 Cinema Specific  
 
Cinema Revenues are dependent on box office revenues. Over half of the cinema 
revenues are generated by box office sales and as a result, the financial position is 
largely dependent on the continued popularity and the overall quantity and quality of 
the films which it shows. Further, there can be no assurance that the cinema will 
maintain or grow its box office revenues, which could have a material adverse effect 
on the business, operating or financial results or financial position. 
 
The level of cinema box office sales, and revenues, fluctuate throughout the 
course of any given year and are largely dependent on the timing of release of films 
produced, over which the cinema has no control. As a result, revenues may vary 
significantly from month to month within any given financial year. 

 
The business could suffer as a result of extreme or unseasonal weather 
conditions or other exceptional events. Cinema admissions are affected by periods 
of abnormal, severe or unseasonal weather conditions, such as exceptionally hot 
weather or heavy snowfall. In addition, cinema admissions may occasionally be 
impacted by large events such as the FIFA World Cup or the Olympics. 
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The ability to license films on acceptable terms is largely dependent on its 
relationships with film distributors. The distribution of films involves their licensing for 
exploitation in various markets and in various media according to established release 
patterns, including by theatrical release in cinemas. There is no assurance that the 
cinema will be able to negotiate film licensing fees or agree fees on acceptable 
terms, or that current film hire margins can be maintained. Failure to continue to 
renew film rental agreements on favourable terms, to maintain current film hire 
margins or to continue to receive access to new titles could have a material adverse 
effect on the business, operating or financial results or financial position. 
 
Retail sales of confectionary items, food and drinks form an important part of the 
revenues. The retail sales generally fluctuate in line with admissions and there is 
no assurance that attendance can be maintained or increased. There can be no 
assurance that sales or retail spend per head will not decline, either or both of which 
could have a material adverse effect on the business, operating or financial results.  
Cost of production including inflation, raw materials, transportation and Brexit may 
result in an increase in the cost of sale, not all of which will be possible to recover 
from increases in pricing given the cost of living and broader inflationary pressures in 
the marketplace.  
 
Screen advertising accounts for a significant contribution to cinema profits 
The cinema earns revenue from advertising. Any decline in advertising revenues, 
whether due to a failure to renew or replace any agreement relating to advertising 
revenues on favourable terms or otherwise, could have a material adverse effect on 
the business, operating or financial results or financial position. Revenue earned 
from advertising is also influenced by the level of admissions, and as such may 
decrease in the event that admissions do not meet a specified threshold. 
Screen advertising experienced a massive -86% drop in 2021 due to the pandemic 
and cinema closures, with forecasts of a recovery of +213% in 2022.xliv  
 
Reputation of the company  
Failure to meet the expectations of consumers may have a material adverse effect 
on the cinema’s reputation and financial performance. 
 
Dependency on key members of senior management 
The cinema’s future success is substantially dependent on the continued services 
and performance of its Directors and senior management and its ability to continue 
to attract and retain highly skilled and qualified personnel. The Directors cannot give 
assurances that members of the senior management team and the Directors will 
remain with the Company.  
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Profitability may be reduced due to increases in labour, rent and energy costs 
Operating costs include employment, rent and energy costs. These costs may 
increase more than management currently anticipates, for example, if the level of the 
minimum wage or the Living Wage in the United Kingdom was to increase due to 
rising inflation and interest rates; or due to increased market fluctuations in the price 
of gas and electricity. These cost increases could have a material adverse effect on 
the business, operating or financial results. 
 
The Cinema may be affected by planning laws 
New cinema developments are governed by local government planning policies. In 
the U.K., planning permission is required for the construction of almost all new 
premises and applications are considered individually against the local development 
plan, which includes policies relating to commercial and industrial development. If 
planning permission cannot be obtained for the premises it may affect the 
development of the cinema. 
 
The Cinema may face increased competition and pricing pressures 
Certain towns and cities in the United Kingdom have relatively few cinema screens 
per person. Local Authorities in such areas are often interested in supporting new 
sites. Accordingly, where a drive-time area has an existing cinema, the company it 
could be subject to competition from new and/or upgraded cinemas operated by 
other cinema operators, which could materially adversely affect the performance of 
the cinema development. The cinema may become subject to aggressive pricing 
competition, especially with box office admissions.  
 
There can be no assurance that the current market pricing environment will remain 
unchanged. If the cinema were to face aggressive price competition from other 
cinema operators or increased competition from other forms of leisure activities, it 
could have a material adverse effect on the cinema’s business, operations and 
financial position. 
 
Dependency on certain key contracts and arrangements: 
The cinema requires a number of key contractual agreements with its suppliers in 
support of its business. The loss of some of these arrangements may cause 
temporary disruption to the operations and financial performance of the company. 
 
The failure of the company’s IT systems or data controls could impact profitability 
and its reputation. All suppliers are monitored, and the cinema employs an 
appropriately qualified team to maintain its systems. 
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12. CONCLUSION  
 
Over the past 2 ½ years, the film & cinema industry has, without a doubt, 
experienced unseen turmoil, brought on by the pandemic and geopolitical 
challenges. 
 
Currently the UK cinema market is an approximate 30% down when compared to the 
average of the three pre-pandemic years; 2017, 2018 & 2019.  
Whilst opinions on “the speed of recovery” for the global as well as the UK cinema 
box office vary, it is ESS opinion that a full box office recovery in the UK to pre-
pandemic levels (if at all) will not be imminent and a long term view has to be taken.  
 
The lack of films, changed viewing habits in favour of SVOD platforms, high inflation 
and the stark rise in living costs will defer a full recovery of the UK box office well 
beyond 2025 or even longer.  
 
Yet, cinema is still a desirable leisure activity which, given the availability of “visually 
spectacular & entertaining” productions, attracts and will attract large audiences for 
the foreseeable future. Studios as well as SVOD platforms have already announced 
to focus on high budget productions, rather than spending money on mid-range 
productions. Whilst this means ultimately there will be less films available for the big 
screen, the ones that are available are anticipated to attract higher numbers of 
audiences (e.g. Top Gun: Maverick, Marvel Studio productions).    
 
Newton Abbot’s only cinema is the 2-screen Alexandra, operated by WTW-Scott 
Cinemas. Despite its challenges and tired look, the cinema operated on a high 
occupancy level of approximately 33% in pre-pandemic times, clearly indicating that 
there is an appetite for cinema in Newton Abbot.  
 
The proposed 4-screen cinema in the heart of Newton Abbot, complimented by 
ample and modern F&B and retail offers, is very much in trend and in line with 
current industry developments. Preference is given to less and smaller screens, built 
in city/town centres opposed to out-of-town multiplex cinemas.  
A 4-screen cinema can accommodate blockbuster releases on date in addition to 
event cinema such as live opera, concerts and ballet, family product, educational 
screenings and niche products, in order to attract new and diverse audiences.  
 
WTW-Scott Cinemas, the same operator that currently holds the lease for the 
Alexandra, is earmarked as the operator of the new cinema in Newton Abbot, yet, so 
far WTW-Scott Cinemas has not signed the agreement for lease.   
Ongoing concerns about the current market volatility in addition to the increased 
cinema fit-out costs due to high inflation, are on the potential operator’s mind.  
 
ESS is of the opinion that a 4-screen cinema in Newton Abbot has the potential to 
operate on an occupancy rate of 16%, equalling about 152,000 admissions per 
annum and therefore to be commercially viable in the long run.   
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In addition to the commercial and economic benefits the cinema is aligned to the 
Teignbridge Ten strategy, hence add social benefits such bringing like minded 
people together, community spirit, skills development, etc.  
 
Should WTW-Scott Cinemas decide not to take over the new cinema, ESS 
recommends for TDC to approach other cinema operators in order to guarantee a 
cinema provision.   
 
Despite the changing landscape it is ESS’ opinion that a 4-screen cinema within the 
heart of Newton Abbot is likely to be commercially viable, providing the cinema is 
event driven, community focused and there are ample ancillary and complimentary 
offers and services available within the vicinity of the proposed site.    
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Teignbridge District Council 
Full Council 
Date 17 November 2022 
Part i

Future High Street Fund – capital budget increase to mitigate cost 
inflation related to the Newton Abbot Cinema construction and fit 
out

Purpose of Report 
To seek approval for the additional capital budget required for the construction and fit 
out cost element of the Newton Abbot cinema project. 
 
Recommendation 
 
The Council RESOLVES to: 

(1) Approve the additional capital budget of up to £600,000 in relation to the 
Cinema construction and fit out costs. 

 
Financial Implications 
 
The financial implications are to agree a further £600,000 in relation to the Cinema 
construction and fit out which meet the minimum return requirements as per 2.1 
below. 
 
Martin Flitcroft – Head of Corporate Services 
Email: martin.flitcroft@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Legal Implications 
 
No legal implications  
 
Paul Woodhead - Head of Legal Services and Monitoring Officer 
Email: paul.woodhead@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Risk Assessment 
Covered in part ii 
 
Thomas E Phillips MRICS Estates Surveyor 
Email: tom.phillips@teignbridge.gov.uk 
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Environmental/ Climate Change Implications 
 
There are not considered to be any adverse or beneficial environmental implications 
related to the additional capital contribution as the scheme remains unaltered. 
  
Thomas E Phillips MRICS Estates Surveyor 
Email: tom.phillips@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Report Author 
 
Thomas E Phillips MRICS Estates Surveyor 
Email: tom.phillips@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Executive Member 
 
Councillor Nina Jeffries 
 
Appendices/Background Papers 
 
1. Introduction/Background 
1.1 Members will recall that a key element of the successful Future High Street Fund 

application is to deliver a new four screen cinema in Newton Abbot Town Centre. 

 

1.2 The project was structured such that the District Council constructs a building 

shell which is then handed over to the end user, Scott Cinemas, for them to 

complete the fitout.  

 

1.3 Due to general cost inflation which has occurred as a consequence of external 

national and international factors there has been increasing pressures on costs and 

budgets.   

 

1.4 Whilst original budgets allowed for both cost inflation and contingencies, it was 

not foreseen that inflation would escalate to the extent that it has. 

 

1.5 Officers and the design team consultants have sought wherever possible to bring 

costs down in a way that avoids any noticeable detriment to the end product. 

 

1.6 However, given the economic and inflationary situation, the Council will need to 

increase the amount of capital it commits to the scheme in order for the cinema to be 

delivered. 
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2. Implications, Risk Management and Climate Change Impact 
2.1 Financial 

Discussed in part ii. The requirement is to incur a further £600,000 in the Cinema project 
whilst maintaining the minimum return required. 

 
2.2 Legal 

Discussed in part ii. 
 

2.3 Risks 
Discussed in part ii. 

 
2.4 Environmental/Climate Change Impact 

There are not considered to be any adverse or beneficial environmental implications 
related to the additional capital contribution as the scheme remains unaltered. 

 
 

3. Alternative Options 

3.1 The FHSF grant money is fully committed and there is no current avenue 

available to Local Authorities to alleviate the inflationary cost pressures being widely 

experienced across the Country. 

 

3.2 The cinema element of TDC’s FHSF project is considered to be the key 

‘transformational’ part of the scheme and without a further capital contribution from 

the Council the cinema project cannot proceed.  

 

3.3 The withdrawal of the cinema element would be considered to be a major 

amendment to the wider project.  Consequently, there a real risk that the project 

would then not be deemed to be of significant enough scale and the funding would 

be withdrawn. 

 

3.4 Monies paid via the FHSF must be spent by end March 2024, which leaves 

insufficient time to explore alternative schemes.  Major changes to the current 

scheme must go through a Project Adjustment process which in itself would take in 

excess of two months. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
4.1 The external inflationary cost environment has exceeded all reasonable 

expectations and can no longer be off-set by scheme specific cost savings or 

contingencies. 

 

4.2 A further capital contribution is deemed vital to enable the cinema scheme to 

proceed any further.  The consequence of not committing the additional capital will 

place the cinema project in serious jeopardy and at high risk of being undeliverable 

and will cause the entire FHSF project and its transformational impact on Newton 

Abbot and its surrounds to become a missed opportunity. 
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Teignbridge District Council 
Full Council 
17 November 2022 
Part i

Future High Street Fund project – Revised business case

Purpose of Report 
To set out the revised scope and business case for the Future High Street Fund 
project, and to gain approval for measures to progress the project. 
 
Recommendation(s) 
 
The Committee RESOLVES to: 

(1) Approve the revised project scope and business case as set out in 
Appendices 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of this report for submission as a Proposal 
Adjustment Request to the Department For Levelling Up, Homes and 
Communities; 

(2) Note the options and timeline for considering the future use of the 
Alexandra Cinema building set out in paragraph 3.9 of this report; 

(3) Revoke the requirement to report back to Executive on a monthly basis 
and return to reporting by exception; 

 
Financial Implications 
 
Financial implications are set out in section 5.1 and Appendix 2 of this report.  
 
Chief Finance Officer 
Email: @teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Legal Implications 
 
There are no legal implications arising from this report. 
 
Head of Legal Services 
Email: paul.woodhead@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Risk Assessment 
 
Risks to the project and arising from the report are covered in section 5.3 of this 
report. 
 
Head of Place and Commercial Services 
Email: neil.blaney@teignbridge.gov.uk 
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Environmental/ Climate Change Implications 
 
Environmental and Climate Change issues of note are contained in sections 2.4, 2.5 
and 5.3.5 of the report. 
 
Climate Change Officer 
Email: william.elliott@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Report Author 
 
Head of Place and Commercial Services 
Email: neil.blaney@teignbridge.gov.uk 
 
Executive Member 
 
Cllr Nina Jeffries, Executive Members for Economy & Jobs 
 
Appendices/Background Papers 
 
Appendices 
 
1 Proposed elevations and floorplans 
2 Summary of changes to Queen Street and National Cycle Network 2 
3 Financial overview 
4 Economic Case (Green Book appraisal of project benefits) 
5 Project plan timeline 
6 Single Departmental Plan  
 
Background papers 
 
1. Agenda for Executive on Wednesday, 21st November, 2018, 10.00 am - 

Teignbridge District Council – Executive approval of the principle of the Council 
constructing a new cinema, November 2018 

2. Agenda for Executive on Tuesday, 17th July, 2018, 10.00 am - Teignbridge 
District Council – Executive approval of exhibition of Newton Abbot Town Centre 
Masterplan, July 2018 

3. Agenda for Executive on Tuesday, 21st July, 2020, 10.00 am - Teignbridge 
District Council – Executive approval of bid submission, July 2020 

4. Agenda item - Future High Street Fund - Teignbridge District Council – Executive 
endorsement of project, April 2021 

5. Agenda for Full Council on Thursday, 22nd April, 2021, 10.00 am - Teignbridge 
District Council - Council approval of the Future High Street Fund Project, April 
2021  

6. Agenda item - Future High Street Fund - Newton Abbot Market - Teignbridge 
District Council - Council approval of the Market Hall business case, February 
2022  

7. Agenda for Full Council on Tuesday, 26th July, 2022, 10.00 am - Teignbridge 
District Council – Notice of Motion, July 2022 
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8. Agenda for Full Council on Tuesday, 6th September, 2022, 10.00 am - 
Teignbridge District Council – Additional funding request for cinema, September 
2022 

9. Agenda for Executive on Monday, 12th September, 2022, 10.00 am - Teignbridge 
District Council – Project update, September 2022 

10. Decision - Urgent Decision - Future High Street Fund - Teignbridge District 
Council - Urgent decision to progress actions in Executive report following 
cancellation of Executive meeting, September 2022   

11. Agenda for Executive on Tuesday, 4th October, 2022, 10.00 am - Teignbridge 
District Council – Project update, October 2022 

12. Agenda for Audit Scrutiny Committee on Thursday, 3rd November, 2022, 10.00 am - 
Teignbridge District Council – Devon Audit Partnership review of the project, November 
2022  

13. Queen Street, Newton Abbot, Pedestrian Enhancements - Have Your Say 
(devon.gov.uk) – Queen Street Designs, Devon County Council 

14. Community Right to Bid policy and guidance: Community Right to Bid - 
Teignbridge District Council 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
1.1. The Council was successful in securing £9.2 million funding through the 

Government’s Future High Street Fund programme to ‘renew and reshape town 

centres and high streets in a way that improves experiences, drives growth and 

ensures future sustainability.’ 

1.2. The overall cost of the Council’s projects is around £13 million, with the 

additional funding in the form of prudential borrowing, Community Infrastructure 

Levy and Devon County Council contributions. 

1.3. The revised business case for the project identifies that the £13 million 

investment would realise a wider economic benefit to the town of £42.3 million. 

1.4. The vision of the project is for Newton Abbot to be ‘the premier market town in 

Devon’, focused on a revitalised Market Hall and with improved social and 

leisure opportunities. 

1.5. At the meetings of the Full Council on 26 July 2022 and 6 September 2022 

Council sought additional information about, and changes to, the projects that 

formed the successful Future High Street Fund bid. 

1.6. This report sets out the revised plans and business case for the project. If 

approved by Council, this information will be used to submit a Proposal 

Adjustment Request for the project. 
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1.7. A chronology of the Committee decisions related to the Future High Street 

Fund project, and earlier decisions on regeneration plans that informed the bid, 

is included as Background Papers 1 – 12 to this report. 

1.8. An overview of how this project delivers on the Council’s objectives, as set out 

in the Council Strategy, is included as a ‘Single Departmental Plan’ as 

Appendix 6 to this report 

 

2. Changes to the approved project 
2.1. The Notice of Motion at the 26 July 2022 Committee set out a requirement for 

the Market Hall and Alexandra Cinema elements of the project to be revisited.  

2.2. Following a review of the project considering this request, a revised set of plans 

have been developed and included as Appendix 1 of this report. 

2.3. The changes to the plan can be summarised as follows: 

2.3.1. The Alexandra Cinema building has been removed from the project; 

2.3.2. The wall between the Market Hall and Alexandra Cinema remains 

in place; 

2.3.3. The retention of more of the Food Hall to the front of the Market Hall 

than originally proposed; and 

2.3.4. Internal changes to the layout of the Market Hall and reduction of 

flexible space. 

2.4. Alongside the revisions to the Market Hall and Alexandra Cinema buildings, the 

proposal to use gas in the new cinema has changed to a low-carbon and fully 

electric system.  

2.5. The proposals for Queen Street, and National Cycle Network 2 (NCN2) have 

been refined alongside ongoing public and stakeholder consultation. See 

Appendix 2 for a summary of changes to NCN2 and to Queen Street. The 

advanced designs for Queen Street are available on the Devon County Council 

consultation website and included as Background Paper 13 of this report.  

2.6. The financial overview in Appendix 3 sets out the overview of costs and return 

on investment for the Council’s borrowing. The project still shows a return well 

above the minimum 1% required by the Council’s Commercialisation Strategy. 

2.7. Concern was expressed at previous Council meetings regarding the potential 

impacts of inflation on the project and costs spiralling to the extent that the 
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project and the Council’s investment would be put at risk. This is covered in 

more detail in section 5.1 of this report. 

2.8. The revised economic business case has been assessed against the HM 

Treasury Green Book and that assessment is included as Appendix 4 to this 

report. The Green Book appraisal includes demonstrating that a project 

represents value for money, has a strategic case, is viable, is affordable and is 

achievable within the timeframe of the grant funding.    

2.9. The appraisal considers the wider impact of the project, including: 

2.9.1. Direct Land Value Uplift (LVU) associated with the delivery of the new 

cinema and the revitalized Market Hall; 

2.9.2. Direct Labour Supply Impacts associated with future additional Full 

Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs supporting in the Market Hall and the 

cinema, with associated welfare-related returns reflecting a mix of 

additional income tax and negated welfare payments; 

2.9.3. Direct Active Travel Impacts, reflecting physical health, absenteeism, 

journey quality and environmental impacts, alongside indirect tax and 

congestion impacts brought about through the delivery of the National 

Cycle Network and Queen Street works, as assessed through the 

Department for Transport’s Active Modes Appraisal Toolkit;  

2.9.4. Wider residential LVU, associated with the schemes role in supporting 

a much improved town centre offer and experience, with associated 

impacts within the town housing market; 

2.9.5. Wider commercial LVU, associated with the role of the scheme to 

support new town centre footfall and spending, with associated uplifts 

in wider town centre commercial markets; and, 

2.9.6. Distributional Impacts, reflecting the value of investment in income 

deprived areas, such as Newton Abbot. 

2.10. Based on the revised proposals the wider economic benefits of the projects 

include: 

2.10.1. An economic benefit to the wider economy of around £42.3 million. 

2.10.2. Creation of 41 additional gross FTE jobs. 

2.10.3. A land uplift value to the Council’s assets of £3.3 million. 
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2.10.4. A 1-1.5% uplift in Newton Abbot’s housing market, and a further 0.25-

0.75% uplift to towns in the wider hinterland. 

2.11. The Future High Street Fund bidding process required the appraisal to 

demonstrate a Cost Benefit ratio over 2:1. The revised business case shows a 

score of 3.05:1, which gives confidence that the project still fulfils the objectives 

of the fund.  

2.12. The timeline for the project is set out as Appendix 5 to this report. The deadline 

of March 2024 relates to the spending of grant money. The project can continue 

past this date, utilising other sources of funding such as borrowing. A proportion 

of the grant funding will not be spent before the deadline and the implications of 

this risk is set out in section 5.3. 

 

3. Options for the Alexandra Cinema building   
3.1. The consideration of options for the future use of the Alexandra Cinema relies 

on the building being available.  
3.2. While all focus has been on securing the future arrangements in operating from 

the new four screen cinema, Scott Cinemas have a current lease and the right 

to renew. The lease would not be given up until there is certainty on the new 

facility.  
3.3. In addition, the value of the building for sale, or the likely rental values that can 

be achieved, will depend on the market at the time of the offer. On this basis, 

any detailed consideration or decision now of potential future uses is 

considered to be premature. 
3.4. Initial consideration has been undertaken to understand the potential options 

available to the Council, should it seek to dispose of the asset in the future. 
3.5. In summary, those options are to offer the building to rent, long leasehold or 

sale of the freehold. The potential end users could include Arts and Culture, 

Food and Drink, Live Music and Events, Bar and/or Restaurant, and 

Experiential Leisure. 
3.6. The Alexandra Cinema is listed as an Asset of Community Value so any sale 

would need to follow the Council’s policy, included as Background Paper 13 to 

this report. This would include a 6-week interim moratorium for community or 
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voluntary sector groups to express their interest, followed by a 6-month full 

moratorium to enable a bid to be put together.  

3.7. The Council is required to seek best consideration when disposing of public 

assets under Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972, ensuring as far as 

reasonably possible that public assets are not disposed of at an undervalue.  

3.8. The exception to this is where the authority considers that the purpose of the 

disposal at less than best consideration will achieve the promotion or 

improvement of the economic, social or environmental well-being for the area 

and/or local residents. Valuation advice will need to be reported to set out the 

unrestricted (best price obtainable) and restricted values.  This will ensure that 

the monetary value to the authority can be taken into account.   

3.9. It is recommended that marketing of the Alexandra Cinema building is 

undertaken once Scott Cinemas have surrendered their existing lease.  

 

4. Other matters arising 
4.1 The decision at Full Council on 6 September 2022 required a monthly progress 

report to be taken to Executive. Subject to Council approving the revised 

project plan it is requested to revoke that requirement and revert to reporting by 

exception, for example if timescales change or additional budget is required. 

4.2 The Notice of Motion from Full Council on 26 July 2022 requested a season of 

street performances to be commissioned ‘to help draw more people into town’. 

4.3 There is no dedicated officer resource currently available to commission a 

season of street performances. If earlier action is required budget will need to 

be agreed to bring in additional staff resource.    

4.4 The Council’s UK Shared Prosperity Fund Investment Plan contains provision 

for contributions to the arts and towns centres. Once confirmation of the 

Council’s bid is received later this year this would be the opportune time to 

consider this part of the Notice of Motion.  

4.5 The Devon Audit Partnership recommended that a Single Departmental Plan 

be created, to demonstrate how the project delivers on the Council’s 10-year 

strategy. That Plan is attached as Appendix 6 to this report. 
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5. Implications, Risk Management and Climate Change Impact 
5.1. Financial 

5.1.1. The project meets the minimum 1% return as required by the Council’s 

Commercialisation Strategy relating to prudential borrowing for 

projects. 

5.1.2. The investments will realise a direct land value uplift of £3.3 million for 

the Council’s assets at the Market Hall and Cinema based on the 

economic appraisal as set out in Appendix 4. 

5.1.3. The business case assumes that the Alexandra Cinema will be re-let 

over a short to medium term so no land value will be lost. There is no 

budget for the Council to subsidise future uses of that space. 

5.1.4. The proposed business case includes contingency measures to deal 

with cost inflation and economic uncertainty as far as can be 

reasonably assessed.  This includes allowances for BCIS (Building 

Cost Information Service Construction Data) forecast inflation up to 

Quarter 4 2023 for the cinema (totalling £420,440) and Quarter 3 2024 

for the Market Hall (totalling £272,575).  This is designed to take the 

estimates past the point of mid-construction. By this time, cost certainty 

in the form of tender results (which will include assumptions about 

inflation) will have been achieved.  There is however no guarantee that 

the tender costs will be within the estimates provided.   

5.1.5. The current professionally estimated costings also have risk allowances 

for design development and construction risks.  Outside the main 

construction costings, the overarching Teignbridge appraisal includes 

additional contingency for specific and general project risk, totalling 

£253,498 across both the cinema and market hall schemes.   

5.1.6. Assumptions about interest rates in relation to forecast borrowing have 

been updated following recent market turbulence.  A rate of 4% is being 

assumed, which is in line with the medium to long term forecasts of the 

Council’s treasury advisors and other economic commentators.  The 

Council’s treasury strategy is designed to mitigate against interest rate 

risk, including measures to spread any borrowing periods and loan 

maturities. 
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5.2. Legal 

5.2.1. There are no legal implications arising from this report. 

5.3. Risks 

5.3.1. The revised project timeline now shows that part of the Government 

funding cannot be spent before the end of March 2024. This presents a 

significant risk that the Proposal Adjustment Request could be refused 

and that any unspent budget is returned and the final draw down of 

funding for 2023/24 will not be given. In this situation the project will 

cease. 

5.3.2. If the funding is withdrawn consideration will need to be given very 

quickly to the current operations in the Market Hall. At present the 

Market Hall is loss making and costs the Council approximately 

£60,000 per year to run. This is an unsustainable position. The Future 

High Street Fund projects were centred around improving the offer and 

situation in the Market Hall.  

5.3.3. Alongside the immediate impact of any project failure, the Council’s 

reputation will be severely damaged with Government and would make 

future funding bids incredibly challenging when looking to demonstrate 

the ability to deliver. 

5.3.4. Risks relating to the cinema project are set out in the report relating to 

this item on the same agenda. As a critical component of the 

transformation of the town centre, if the cinema scheme is not be able 

to proceed the positive impact of the changes will be greatly reduced 

and the wider benefit to the town will be lost. In addition, any alternative 

plans for the existing Alexandra Cinema building will be lost, as the 

existing tenant will remain in-situ. 

5.3.5. The decision to dispose of the Alexandra Cinema may result in the 

Council retaining an asset that becomes a financial burden if alternative 

uses are found to be unsustainable or unviable, or if an appropriate end 

user cannot be found. In addition, removing the Alexandra Cinema from 

the project might reduce the scope for energy efficiency measures that 

were planned through dealing with the building as a single unit, 
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including combined mechanical and electrical equipment such as 

heating, lighting and cooling. 

5.3.6. Any further unexpected delays or amendments to the project will impact 

on the ability to deliver the project to the revised timescale, adding 

further doubt and uncertainty for Government when considering the 

requested changes. 

 

6. Alternative Options 
6.1. The option to revert to the original Future High Street Fund submission is no 

longer available. The timeline for that project has slipped by at least ten months 

and would not be recoverable within the timescales for spending the grant 

funding. 

6.2. A decision could be made to stop the project completely and return any 

unspent funds. This approach would come with its own risks, including 

reputational damage with the community, with businesses that will benefit 

directly and indirectly from the regeneration, and with funders when considering 

future bids from the Council for projects. 

6.3. The Council could consider only taking forward individual elements of the 

project, for example excluding the changes to the Market Hall or not building a 

new cinema. These would reduce risk exposure to the Council, given the level 

of economic uncertainty and volatility of the construction market. However, the 

economic and regeneration benefits of such a reduction would be much less 

and there is no certainty that a reduced scheme would receive support from the 

Future High Street Fund.  

 

7. Conclusion 
7.1 The additional evidence, scrutiny and amendments to the project as requested 

by Council have been provided. The revised project as appended to this report 

still meets the very high requirements of the Future High Street Fund, clearly 

demonstrating a positive transformational impact to the town and wider 

economy, and still provides a positive return on investment for the Council. 
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7.2 The Future High Street Fund project is a massive opportunity for Newton 

Abbot, with £9.2 million grant funding that is unlikely to be available again in the 

foreseeable future.  

7.3 The wider economic benefits to the residents and businesses of the town is 

estimated to be £50 million. As can be seen in Single Departmental Plan in 

Appendix 6, the project also delivers on multiple corporate priorities.
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Newton Abbot Market Hall

Proposed GA Plans - Ground Floor
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surround, automatic opening glazed doors, ground levels adjusted to
allow level threshold

Existing windows to be infilled

Existing entrance openings to be infilled with new display/ advertisment
windows

Existing externaly accessed accessible wc to be demolished, building
fabric to be made good as appropriate

Existing glazed doors to be replaced with new fixed, metal framed, slim
double glazed screen to match original fenestration pattern

Existing window to be repaired or replaced as necessary, with new metal
framed, slim double glazed unit to match original fenestration pattern

Existing glazed entrance doors to be repaired or replaced as necessary
with new metal framed, slim double glazed screen to match original
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appropriate
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necessary
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Existing glazed screens to be replaced with new, metal framed, double
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New, metal framed, contemporary, double glazed facade to Food Hall,
with automatic opening doors
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New metal leaf and frame doors to be installed in existing opening

Existing doors removed and opening infilled
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Newton Abbot Cinema

Proposed Elevations - Sheet 1
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P6 27/05/22 Client comments incorporated CC/ AL

P7 08/08/22 Cladding materials amended in line with
Client instruction, notes and key updated to
suit. Issue for Planning

CC/ AL
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P10 1 : 100@A1

Newton Abbot Cinema

Proposed GA Plans – First Floor

17029NAC - LHC - 00 - 01 - DR - A - 0202

S2 Stage 3

Jan '19

17029

REV DATE COMMENT AUTH/ CHCKD

P5 11/06/19 Seating layouts & undercroft areas amended
to suit tenant requirements

MO/CC

P6 05/07/19 Lobby areas and seating layouts in screens
2 and 3 amended to allow for reduced
headroom clearances below - numbers
updated accordignly, overhead beams'
boxings shown in dashed lines for
information

CC
P7 18/10/19 Pre-application Issue CC/ AL

P8 04/10/21 Seating layouts and statia amended to
tenant comments and at Client request

CC

P9 07/10/21 Changing Places room added, staff room,
office and store rooms amended to suit, all
to tenant requirements

CC

P10 26/05/22 Structural model inserted, scheme revisions
to incorporate Client comments. Issued for
Client review and approval leading to
Planning Application issue

CC/ AL
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Summary of changes to the National Cycle Network Route 2 (NCN2) and Queen Street design proposals,  
Newton Abbot Future High Street Fund 
Produced September 2022 
 
NCN2 changes summary (subject to ongoing costing update review and considerations):  
There have been a series of modifications to the NCN design plans (submitted plans shown below), which have come 
about via ongoing discussion with stakeholders, and to maximise the benefits achieved. However, the project 
budget, objectives and intended benefits, and delivery partners remain in force.  
 

  Provision at Marsh Road – The Avenue junction, central reservation area for cycles waiting was not 
ultimately desirable in safety terms (due to turning circle of larger vehicles).  

  20mph zone along Marsh Road has been excluded due to local feedback on Newton Abbot wide 20mph pilot 
scheme.  

  Vulnerable pedestrians and no-footway signage added for Marsh Road stretch to support the vulnerable 
users, in particular from sheltered housing in this vicinity.  

  Blue cyclist squares along Marsh Road and Cricketfield Road have been included to ensure visibility of cyclist 
users along this stretch.  

  Advisory lane that is coloured red at Albany St. – Cricketfield Road junction altered to instead include the use 
of blue cyclist square to match the provision now proposed along the adjacent stretches of route.  

  STOP sign at Albany St. – Cricketfield Road junction is not permitted via Highway Regs.  
  Realignment of the Highway opposite the Albany St. – Cricketfield Road junction to extend the pavement 

area and include cycle parking has been incorporated into the proposals, with the intention to promote 
cyclist presence and low motorist speeds, alongside blue cyclist squares.  

  Instead of raised curb alongside bi-directional cycle lane via Cricketfield car park there will be a raised 
segregation that is intermittent along this stretch, to provide protection for cyclists but to also allow for 
rainwater run-off movement.  

  There will be a removal of circa 16 car parking spaces in Cricketfield car park to allow for the widening of the 
cycle lane for bi-directional movement (this is based on the same design plan as submitted).  There is a 
strategic review of Newton Abbot town centre parking provision beginning to take place (which will likely 
exceed the duration of delivery of NCN2 works).   

  The markings via Sherborne Road will not be progressed as there is an upcoming design for a Transport Hub 
for Sherborne Road that would supersede this.  

  The signs at either end of Sherborne Road ‘local buses & cycles only’ and the road marking stating ‘local 
buses and cycles only’ will be retained.    

 
Queen Street changes summary (subject to ongoing costing update review and considerations): 
The pedestrian enhancement proposals for Queen Street in Newton Abbot are designed to generate a series of 
notable benefits:  

  Improved quality of pedestrian realm to encourage more town centre visits and longer dwell time:  
  Wider pavements for improved pedestrian movement & improved accessibility 
  Improved pedestrian safety at key junctions and for crossing where necessary 
  Moving away from a motorist-dominated environment 
  Enhanced greening. 

 

Through ongoing stakeholder consultation, the scheme design has been modified and refined but the project 
budget, objectives & intended benefits, and delivery partners have remained in force. See the Devon County Council 
consultation website for the advanced designs: Queen Street, Newton Abbot, Pedestrian Enhancements - Have Your 
Say (devon.gov.uk) 
 
Overview of changes to Queen St. pedestrian enhancement proposals (based on ongoing stakeholder input):  

  Excluded the part of the Queen St. proposals between the rail station and The Avenue, based on 
stakeholder demand to focus on further enhancing the uplift in the core stretch of Queen St. 
between The Avenue and Courtenay Street.  

Uplift along Queen St. between The Avenue & Courtenay St.:  
  Pedestrian crossing (zebra) at start of the 1-way part of Queen Street (just west of junction with The 

Avenue).  155

https://www.devon.gov.uk/haveyoursay/consultations/queen-street-newton-abbot-pedestrian-enhancements/
https://www.devon.gov.uk/haveyoursay/consultations/queen-street-newton-abbot-pedestrian-enhancements/


  Pedestrian priority raised-tables at side-road junctions along Queen St. (to accord with new central 
government guidance LTN1/20 & in-line with recent Highway Code updates).  

  TROs to achieve restricted traffic movements west of Albany Street.  
  Closing off the southern end of King Street to motor vehicle movement, providing filtered priority for 

cyclists & pedestrians.  
  A bus layby provision outside the Catholic church in the eastern part of the 1-way stretch of Queen 

St., to support sustainable as well as active travel modes.   
  Confirmed locations for greening due to huge demand via stakeholder feedback for this to feature 

as a core part of the project delivery.  
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Appendix 3

Cinema Market Hall
 National Cycle 

Route 
Queen Street Totals

 Previous funding 

structure 
Difference

£ £ £ £ £ £ £

Capital cost 7,942,492                137,339                   966,664                   

Option 7 per latest business case 4,111,593                

Funding (Land) 2,968,585                

Grant 6,241,049                1,984,629                114,706                   685,387                   9,025,771                9,025,771                -

CIL 22,633                      81,277                      103,910                   103,910                   -                   

Contributions (DCC) 200,000                   200,000                   200,000                   -                   

Borrowing 1,701,443                2,126,964                3,828,407                3,228,407                600,000      

7,942,492                4,111,593                137,339                   966,664                   13,158,088              15,526,673              

Forecast Revenue implications

Average annual income 151,213                   602,712                   -                                 -                                 

Loan repayment (MRP) 56,715                      85,079                      -                                 -                                 

Interest/fees 38,317                      49,401                      -                                 -                                 

Average expenditure 95,032                      491,668                   -                                 -                                 

Net income (average per year) 56,181                      111,044                   -                                 -                                 

Return on TDC investment 3.30% 5.22% n/a n/a

Expenditure to date 289,798                   277,450                   18,106                      28,560                      

Includes allowance for decarbonisation of cinema plans

Interest rate 4%

Teignbridge District Council Future High Street Fund Projects - Financial Summary
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Economic Case 
 
4.06: Benefits Appraisal 
Your cost-benefit analysis should include the following in accordance to the 
appraisal guidance.  
 
- Appraisal period: 30 years for large scale regeneration schemes, to reflect what 
the guidance considers as “useful asset life”; While an appraisal period of 10 years 
for schemes that are expected to have a shorter asset life (e.g. public realm 
improvements)  
 
- Discount rate for costs and benefits: 3.5% per annum (consistent with HM 
Treasury Green Book)  
 
- Cost estimates include an adjustment for inflation, where available (e.g. using of 
constant 2018 prices via the relevant GDP deflators at market prices (see HM 
Treasury Spring Statement).)  
 
Please provide a cost-benefit analysis and appraisal for, where appropriate, for 
both:  
1. the sum of Future High Streets Funding requested for this project  
2. the overall programme of transformational change for your town centre 
(including the co-funding)  
 
For your cost-benefit analysis of (1) above, please outline your assumptions of 
which benefits are attributed to this element of the Fund 
We have completed a Green Book compliant economic appraisal of the revised FHSF proposals, 
based on revised scheme proposals for the three retained projects – namely the Market Hall, Cinema 
and National Cycle Network (NCN) and Queen Street projects.  
The approach to the economic appraisal follows HM Treasury Green Book and MHCLG Appraisal 
Guide principles, considering the gross and net national scale economic returns that could be 
achieved through the delivery of the revised FHSF scheme, set against the likely counterfactual ‘no 
FHSF investment’ position.  
In practice, without investment support from the FHSF, none of the projects would progress and so 
the counterfactual position can be taken as no change.  
The assessment of economic impacts focuses on those most tangible national scale impacts, 
assessed in terms of: 
(a) Direct Land Value Uplift (LVU) associated with the delivery of the new cinema and the revitalized 
Market Hall; 
(b) Direct Labour Supply Impacts associated with future additional FTE jobs supporting in the Market 
Hall and the cinema, with associated welfare-related returns reflecting a mix of additional income 
tax and negated welfare payments; 
(c) Direct Active Travel Impacts, reflecting physical health, absenteeism, journey quality and 
environmental impacts, alongside indirect tax and congestion impacts brought about through the 
delivery of the NCN and Queen Street works, as assessed through the DfT’s AMAT Toolkit;  
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(d) Wider residential LVU, associated with the schemes role in supporting a much improved town 
centre offer and experience, with associated impacts within the town housing market; 
(e) Wider commercial LVU, associated with the role of the scheme to support new town centre 
footfall and spending, with associated uplifts in wider town centre commercial markets; and, 
(f) Distributional Impacts, reflecting the value of investment in income deprived areas, such as 
Newton Abbot. 
Present value net benefits derived through the impact modelling are then compared to present value 
net costs to derive ‘initial’ and ‘adjusted / overall’ national-scale Benefit Cost Ratios (BCRs) for the 
revised FHSF scheme. In line with the HMT Green Book approach, the economic case costs reflect 
all public costs.  
Local level (South Devon) ONS metrics are applied throughout and where needed, all metrics have 
also been rebased to 2022/23 prices, completed via the HMT GDP deflator, September 2022). The 
selected Model appraisal period is 2022/23 to 2040/41 (20-years) and all impacts are discounted to 
2022/23 terms.  
Economic Impacts – National-Scale Results 
Direct LVU – Market Hall and Cinema 
The delivery of the Market Hall and Cinema projects will both bring uplifts in land and asset values 
directly and the Existing Use Value (EUV) for existing units to become the new cinema (New Look 
and Shauls) is estimated at £915,000, based on the profits method of valuation. On completion, 
valuation evidence suggests that the new cinema would have a Gross Development Value (GDV) 
of around £1,650,000, again based on the profits valuation method.  

Whilst the relocation of the cinema from its existing Alexander Theatre premise would leave the 
asset temporarily vacant, it is likely that the existing cinema units would be re-let over the short-
medium term, and so no value would be lost.   

For the Market Hall, the contractors method has been selected as an appropriate method of 
valuation for the economic appraisal, given the relatively unique nature of the asset. By this approach 
investment in the Market Hall (£4,179,078) can be taken as gross LVU. In practice, the Market Hall 
currently trades at a loss and it is unlikely to carry significant commercial value.   

As all costs associated with the conversion works are reflected in the economic case costs, the GDV 
on completion (£5,829,078 across both assets) less the EUV (£915,000) can be taken as gross LVU. 
A prudent (-25%) deduction has then been made to estimate net LVU.  

Direct Labour Supply Impact 

The delivery of the new cinema and revitalised Market Hall will ultimately ensure an ample supply 
of future job opportunities locally, and based on modelling of new FTE jobs capacities, it is estimated 
that the new assets could support a total of around 58 gross FTE jobs (12 at the cinema and 46 at 
the Market Hall. Note, this includes a small (-10%) deduction to reflect inevitable periods of 
underoccupancy among the newly created space. 

The Market Hall and cinema currently support around 16 gross FTE jobs and in the ‘No FHSF’ 
counterfactual scenario these jobs are expected to be retained. Consequently, these jobs have been 
deducted from the assessment of labour supply impacts as deadweight.   
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On this basis, the scheme will support a total of 41 additional gross FTE jobs, and in line with 
WebTAG principles, it is considered that around 10% of those employed would otherwise not be 
engaged in the labour force.  

In practice, this may be higher given the effects of Covid-19 and more recent economic turmoil on a 
local labour market that has for many years has significant shortfalls in employment opportunities.   

A benchmark ONS GDP per FTE job for the retail and leisure sectors in South Devon has been 
applied to determine the overall GDP that will be supported by 10% of the 41 FTE jobs enabled 
through the scheme, with 10 years of subsequent GDP impacts within the labour market claimed.  

In line with WebTAG, 40% of GDP can be claimed in welfare-related impacts - a mix of tax revenues 
and negated welfare payments.   

Direct Active Travel Impact 
Although there have been some small changes to the NCN and Queens Street works, these are not 
expected to impact on the overall potential of the project, and at FHSF submission stage the project 
was assessed through the DfT’s AMAT toolkit (TAG Unit A5.1).  

The impacts reflect a mix of physical health improvements, reduced absenteeism, improved journey 
quality and environmental impacts, alongside indirect tax impacts and congestion impacts. 

The AMAT results have been retained, although price and forecast year rebasing has been 
completed to enable reporting in 2022/23 terms.  

Wider Residential LVU – Town and Town Centre 
A much strengthened and more resilient town centre will ultimately improve the offer and reputation 
of Newton Abbot and its hinterland adjoining settlements as a place to live and each of the FHSF 
projects will have a role in improving house price performance locally.  

The extent of ‘spillover’ housing market impacts is considered at two-levels, namely Newton Abbot 
itself and its wider hinterland adjoining settlements – Buckland, Milber, Knowles Hill, St Leonards 
and Canada Hill (representing the Newton Abbot BUASD). The number and type of dwellings in 
each defined impact area have been mapped by respective housing type with current median 
residential house prices applied (ONS, HPSSA 11).  

Given the effects of town performance improvements, a prudent view would be that the in-
combination effects of the FHSF projects will positively bring a 1%-1.5% uplift in Newton Abbot’s 
housing market (1.25% mid-point) and a that a further 0.25%-0.75% (0.5% mid-point) uplift will be 
achieved among the wider hinterland towns.  

A prudent 25% displacement deduction has been made. 

Wider Commercial LVU – Town Centre 
The FHSF scheme is ultimately designed to attract new footfall and drive spending in the town core, 
with ‘spillover’ effects on values among existing town centre commercial assets expected.  

At initial FHSF stage, HATCH completed a valuation of gross LVU associated with the submission 
stage FHSF scheme, by competing a current valuation of the wider town centre, with reasonable 
adjustments then made to reflect the likely effects of expected increased economic activity and 
placemaking benefits following delivery. These adjustments then enabled gross LVU to be derived 
and a prudent 25% displacement adjustment was then made. 
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Given that the revised FHSF plans include the loss of the Alexander Theatre redevelopment, a 
reasonable view would be that around 80% of previously assessed wider gross and net commercial 
LVU could still be achieved.  

Note, appropriate price and forecast year rebasing has been completed to express expected 
commercial LVU impacts in present value terms. 

Distributional Impacts 
Median average Gross Disposable Household Incomes (including after housing costs) in South 
Devon are around £2,090 lower than the UK average (ONS, GHDI per head, 2019 data), a deficit of 
10% on national levels. Low incomes resonate across town communities, with effects ultimately 
fuelling deprivation locally.  
This not only demonstrates the significant need for ensuring a well-functioning town centre as a 
mechanism for ‘levelling up’ locally, but it also suggests that redistributive effects can be important, 
particularly given the vital role of the FHSF scheme in supporting the overall towns success.  
Weighting for distributional impacts have been applied to all national-scale welfare benefits 
assessed based on a multiplier of 1.139. Note, this includes an adjustment to the power of 1.3, as 
per the HMT Green Book suggested elasticity of marginal utility of income.   
A summary of national-scale impact results achieved in the With FHSF scenario over and above the 
counterfactual is outlined in the table below. 

Newton Abbot FHSF Scheme – National Impacts 
 Gross Impact Net Impact Net Impact (NPV) 

Direct LVU – Market Hall £4,179,078 £3,134,309 £2,826,967 
Direct LVU - Cinema £735,000 £551,250 £497,196 
Direct Labour Supply Impact £991,438 £991,438 £743,981 
Direct AMAT Impact  £13,390,076   £13,390,076  £10,654,983 
Wider Residential LVU £29,237,285 £21,927,964  £19,777,767 
Wider Commercial LVU £3,564,481 £2,851,585  £2,661,985 
Distributional Impact £7,219,085 £5,937,219 £5,149,628 
Total Impact £59,316,443 £48,783,841 £42,312,507 

Economic Costs 
The overall revised financial cost of the FHSF scheme is estimated at £12,816,421 and this cost will 
be wholly bourn to the public purse.  
To derive the economic costs, a likely profile of net delivery cost demands has been discounted at 
3.5% per year using the HM Treasury Discount Rate. Costs have also been presented in real terms, 
by removing the effects of background general inflation via the HMT GDP deflator (September 
2022). 
Finally an allowance for Optimism Bias (OB) has been included and applied to the pubic costs. An 
OB allowance of 15% has been applied, reflecting the advanced stages of the FHSF projects, good 
awareness of site/building conditions and some cost certainties.  
On this basis, the present value net real term economic cost of the revised FHSF scheme is 
£13,384,172.  
Value for Money Assessment  
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The assessment of national-scale Value for Money (VfM) achieved through the revised FHSF 
scheme is outlined below, as demonstrated by the ‘initial’ and ‘adjusted/overall’ Benefit Cost Ratios 
(BCRs) achieved. Note, the initial BCR excludes distributional impacts.   
In this assessment the ‘Central Case’ scheme delivers good Value for Money (VfM) with headline 
overall / adjusted BCR of 3.05 : 1. 

Newton Abbot FHSF - Value for Money (£m, NPV, 2022/23 prices and terms) 

 FHSF Scheme (all projects) 
National Economic benefits 

Direct LVU – Market Hall  £2,826,967 

Direct LVU - Cinema  £497,196 

Direct Labour Supply Impact   £743,981 

Direct Active Travel Impact – NCN and QS  £10,654,983 

Wider Residential LVU – all projects  £19,777,767 

Wider Commercial LVU – all projects  £2,661,985 

Distributional Impact – all projects (F) £5,149,628 

Total economic benefits (A) £42,312,507 

Economic costs 

FHSF cost (B) £9,514,070 

Public Co-funding (C) £3,870,102 

Total public sector Cost (D)=(B)+(C) £13,384,172 

Private sector cost (E) - 

Total economic costs (D)+(E) £13,384,172 

Return on Investment 

Initial Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) (A)–(F)-(E)/(D) 2.78 : 1 

Overall / Adjusted BCR (A)-(E)/(D) 3.05 : 1 

Wider Economic Benefits 
Alongside those impacts monetised, the FHSF scheme will support a range of wider economic and 
social outcomes, including: 
  Bringing Economic Resilience– Ensuring the financial success and vitality of Newton Abbot 

town centre.  
  Sustaining Footfall, Dwell Times and Spending Locally – Supporting sustained year-round 

day and evening town centre vibrancy, vitality and business profitability  
  Ensuring Labour Market and Economic Success – helping to redress structural imbalances 

in the local labour market, including providing a long-term response to help with macro-economic 
structural challenges in high streets nationally  
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  Promoting Active Travel – With associated effects on physical health improvements, reduced 
absenteeism, improved journey quality and environmental impacts, alongside indirect tax 
impacts and congestion impacts. 

  Providing Image Value – demonstrated in the contribution that project investment will make to 
Newton Abbot Town Centres identity, prestige, vision and reputation  

  Delivering Social Value – reflecting the extent to which the planned investment can bring 
improved health and wellbeing outcomes 

  Promoting Town Competitiveness – evident in the future appeal of Newton Abbot Town 
Centre to occupiers, with potential contribution to improves productivity and profitability 

4.07: Risk Appraisal 
 
Please refer to the Green Book Guidance. Your appraisal should include 
consideration for:  
 
- Optimism bias – this is the proven tendency for appraisers to be too optimistic 
about key project parameters, including capital costs, operating costs, project 
duration and benefits delivery.   
 
- Risks – these are specific uncertainties that arise in the design, planning and 
implementation of an intervention.   
An Optimism Bias of 15% is included on all economic case costs, which was accepted at FHSF 
submission stage. In practice, some OB could in theory be mitigated away, as the FHSF projects 
have progressed since the initial submission, and consequently, there is increased certainty over 
land and asset conditions alongside greater cost certainty. OB has nevertheless been retained at 
15% for prudence.  
OB is itself included on top of appropriate risk and contingency budgets included within the financial 
cost estimates in each of the projects. 

4.08: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
This is a very important part of an economic appraisal and must be carried out. It 
tests the vulnerability of your benefit estimates to changes in the key assumptions 
and variables from which they are derived. If only a slight change to a variable 
means that benefits fall so substantially that they are outweighed by the scheme 
costs, then it is likely you should not proceed with that chosen option. 
Alongside the Central Case estimate, a number of sensitivities have also been included within the 
economic modelling to reflect projects risks.  
The main risk to the delivery of the FHSF scheme outcomes comprise (a) lower than expected 
impact outcomes and (b) the potential for delays associated with the delivery of project outcomes 
and (c) the potential for slightly higher levels of national-scale displacement.  
Based on these main risks, three potential scenarios have been considered within the modelling. 
These are as follows: 

  Sensitivity 1: -20% LVU, LSI, AMAT and Distributional Impacts 
  Sensitivity 2: Two-year delay in outcomes 
  Sensitivity 3: +25% displacement of LVU 
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The sensitivity test results are also shown in the table overleaf. In all scenarios, the revised FHSF 
scheme still delivers VfM, with overall BCRs of above 2.30, and notwithstanding the strong strategic 
rationale for the scheme.  

 
 
 

 Newton Abbot FHSF – VfM Sensitivities (£m, NPV, 2022 prices and terms) 

 
Sensitivity 1:  

-20% Economic 
Outcomes 

Sensitivity 2:  
2-year Delay in 

Outcomes 

Sensitivity 3:  
+25% 

Displacement 
National Economic benefits 
Direct LVU – Market Hall  £2,261,573 £2,639,004 £1,884,644 
Direct LVU - Cinema  £397,757 £464,138 £331,464 
Direct Labour Supply Impact   £595,185 £694,514 £743,981 
Direct Active Travel Impact – 
NCN and QS  £8,523,986 £9,946,541 £10,654,983 

Wider Residential LVU – all 
projects  £15,833,214 £18,462,757 £13,185,178 

Wider Commercial LVU – all 
projects  £2,129,588 £2,484,991 £1,663,741 

Distributional Impact – all 
projects (F) £2,938,541 £3,428,949 £2,467,779 

Total economic benefits (A) £32,668,844 £38,120,894 £30,931,770 
Economic costs 
FHSF cost (B) £9,514,070 £9,514,070 £9,514,070 
Public Co-funding (C) £3,870,102 £3,870,102 £3,870,102 
Total public sector Cost (D)=(B)+(C) £13,384,172 £13,384,172 £13,384,172 
Private sector cost (E) - - - 
Total economic costs (D)+(E) £13,284,172 £13,284,172 £13,284,172 
Return on Investment 

Initial BCR (A)-(F)-
(E)/(D) 2.22 : 1 2.59 : 1 2.13 : 1 

Overall/Adjusted BCR (A)-(E)/(D) 2.44 : 1 2.85 : 1 2.31 : 1 
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish

1 Market Hall Refurbishment 0 days Thu 26/08/21 Thu 26/08/21

2 AECOM and Team Appointment 0 days Thu 26/08/21 Thu 26/08/21

3 RIBA 1 and RIBA 2 247.5 days Thu 26/08/21 Mon 08/08/22
4 RIBA Stage 1 10 wks Thu 26/08/21 Wed 03/11/21

5 TDC Sign Off Report and Feedback 8.5 wks Thu 04/11/21 Mon 03/01/22

6 RIBA Stage 2 6 wks Mon 03/01/22 Mon 14/02/22
7 Stakeholder Engagement 3 wks Mon 03/01/22 Mon 24/01/22

8 Stakeholder Consultation 3 wks Mon 24/01/22 Mon 14/02/22

9 TDC Sign Off Report and Feedback 5 wks Mon 14/02/22 Mon 21/03/22

10 Pre-App Submission 0 wks Thu 07/04/22 Thu 07/04/22
11 Pre-App Feedback 8 wks Thu 07/04/22 Wed 01/06/22

12 Steering Group design review 20 wks Mon 21/03/22 Mon 08/08/22

13 RIBA3 115 days Mon 12/09/22 Fri 17/02/23
14 TDC agree option to keep Alex theatre 0 days Mon 12/09/22 Mon 12/09/22

15 Pause for work to agree revised scheme with FHSF and TDC to instruct
Aecom

12 wks Mon 12/09/22 Fri 02/12/22

16 RIBA Stage 3 9 wks Mon 05/12/22 Fri 03/02/23

17 TDC Sign Off RIBA 3 2 wks Mon 06/02/23 Fri 17/02/23
18 Planning 95 days Mon 20/02/23 Fri 30/06/23

19 Public Consultation 2 wks Mon 20/02/23 Fri 03/03/23

20 Planning Application and Listed Building Consent Preparation 2 wks Mon 06/03/23 Fri 17/03/23
21 Planning Application & Validation 2 wks Mon 20/03/23 Fri 31/03/23

22 Planning Decision Period Including Listed Building Consent 13 wks Mon 03/04/23 Fri 30/06/23

23 RIBA 4 70 days Mon 20/02/23 Fri 26/05/23

24 RIBA Stage 4 design 12 wks Mon 20/02/23 Fri 12/05/23
25 TDC Sign Off RIBA 4 2 wks Mon 15/05/23 Fri 26/05/23

26 Procurement 220 days Mon 29/05/23 Sun 31/03/24

27 Prepare ITT 2 wks Mon 29/05/23 Fri 09/06/23
28 Tender Period 7 wks Mon 12/06/23 Fri 28/07/23

29 Tender Review, Report and Contract agreed 4 wks Mon 31/07/23 Fri 25/08/23

30 FHSF Grant Spend Deadline 0 days Sun 31/03/24 Sun 31/03/24

31 Mobilisation and Construction Phase RIBA 5 260 days Mon 28/08/23 Fri 23/08/24
32 Contractor Mobilisation 4 wks Mon 28/08/23 Fri 22/09/23

33 Construction Phase RIBA 5 48 wks Mon 25/09/23 Fri 23/08/24

34 Practical Completion 0 days Fri 23/08/24 Fri 23/08/24

26/08

26/08

07/04

12/09

31/03

23/08

Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep
2022

Market Hall Refurbishment Programme Rev 10 - 09.09.22
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Resource Names

1 NA Cinema 821 days Thu 26/08/21 Mon 21/10/24

2 Aecom Appointment 0 days Thu 26/08/21 Thu 26/08/21

3 Surveys Quotes and Site Works 75 days Thu 26/08/21 Wed 08/12/21

4 Site Surveys - Procure and Deliver 15 wks Thu 26/08/21 Wed 08/12/21 2

5 Utilities Diversion 200 days Mon 21/11/22 Wed 30/08/23

6 Utilities Queries, Diversions Application Quotes and Reports 40 wks Tue 22/11/22 Wed 30/08/23 2,36

7 Teignbridge to Instruct SWW diversions 0 wks Mon 21/11/22 Mon 21/11/22 36

8 SWW Diversions Lead in 14 wks Tue 22/11/22 Wed 01/03/23 7

9 SWW Diversions Site Works 10 wks Thu 02/03/23 Wed 10/05/23 8

10 Aecom to obtain new WPD, Gas and SW connection quotes 5 wks Tue 22/11/22 Wed 28/12/22 36

11 WPD, Gas and SWW Lead in 12 wks Thu 29/12/22 Wed 22/03/23 10

12 WPD, Gas, SWW Site Works 8 wks Thu 23/03/23 Wed 17/05/23 11

13 Enabling Works 360.5 days Mon 07/02/22 Wed 28/06/23

14 Plant Room Relocation Design 18 wks Mon 21/03/22 Fri 22/07/22

15 Plant room relocation redesign for Alex theatre 6 wks Tue 22/11/22 Wed 04/01/23 36

16 Plant Room relocation Procurement 8 wks Thu 05/01/23 Wed 01/03/23 15

17 Plant room relocation lead-in 6 wks Thu 02/03/23 Wed 12/04/23 16

18 New Plant Room Installation Including Utility connections 6 wks Thu 18/05/23 Wed 28/06/23 9,17,12

19 Clarks Works Design 10 wks Mon 07/02/22 Mon 18/04/22 25

20 Liasion with Clarks to agree proposals 4 wks Thu 02/02/23 Wed 01/03/23 37

21 Clarks Notice Period, Procure and Lead In 12 wks Thu 02/03/23 Wed 24/05/23 20

22 Enabling Works Delivery - Clarks Works 2 wks Thu 25/05/23 Wed 07/06/23 21

23 RIBA 3 166.5 days Thu 21/10/21 Fri 10/06/22

24 Pre-App Submission and Feedback 15.5 wks Thu 21/10/21 Mon 07/02/22

25 TDC instruction to proceed with RIBA 3 0 days Mon 07/02/22 Mon 07/02/22 24

26 RIBA Stage 3 12 wks Tue 08/02/22 Tue 03/05/22 25FS+1 day

27 TDC Sign Off RIBA 3 and Feedback 28 days Tue 03/05/22 Fri 10/06/22 26

28  Planning 137 days Mon 13/06/22 Tue 20/12/22

29 Planning Application Preparation 1 wk Mon 13/06/22 Fri 17/06/22

30 Planning Application Validation confirmed 0 wks Wed 22/06/22 Wed 22/06/22

31 Planning Decision Period (extended) 26 wks Wed 22/06/22 Tue 20/12/22 30

32 RIBA 4 176 days Mon 13/06/22 Wed 15/02/23

33 RIBA instructed/ commenced 0 days Mon 13/06/22 Mon 13/06/22

34 RIBA 4 design work until pause for council sign off 7 wks Mon 13/06/22 Fri 29/07/22 33

35 Fire engineering review 18 wks Mon 01/08/22 Fri 02/12/22 34

36 Pause for TDC audit, project review, council sign-off 11 wks Tue 06/09/22 Mon 21/11/22

37 RIBA 4 design work to complete tender pack 10 wks Tue 22/11/22 Wed 01/02/23 36

38 TDC Sign Off RIBA 4 and Feedback 2 wks Thu 02/02/23 Wed 15/02/23 37

39 RIBA Stage 4 - Building Control Submission & Approval 4 wks Thu 19/01/23 Wed 15/02/23 37FS-2 wks

40 Procurement 292 days Thu 16/02/23 Sun 31/03/24 39

41 Finalise ITT 2 wks Thu 16/02/23 Wed 01/03/23 38

42 Tender Period 8 wks Thu 02/03/23 Wed 26/04/23 41

43 Tender Review, report and contracts agreed 4 wks Thu 27/04/23 Wed 24/05/23 42

44 FHSF Grant Spend Deadline 0 days Sun 31/03/24 Sun 31/03/24

45 Construction 368 days Thu 25/05/23 Mon 21/10/24

46 Mobilisation 28 days Thu 25/05/23 Mon 03/07/23 43

47 Construction Phase RIBA 5 52 wks Tue 04/07/23 Mon 01/07/24 46,18

48 Practical Completion 0 days Mon 01/07/24 Mon 01/07/24 47

49 Cinema Fit Out 16 wks Tue 02/07/24 Mon 21/10/24 48

26/08

21/11

07/02

22/06

13/06

31/03

01/07

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
2022 2023 2024

NA Cinema Programme Rev 21 - 09 11 22
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Appendix 6 – Single Departmental Plan for Future High Street Fund 

In January 2020 we updated our Ten-Year Council Strategy, originally published in 
2016. 

Coronavirus has had a significant impact on these plans, and we are reviewing them 
to focus on supporting social and economic recovery across Teignbridge. 

Our key objectives, identified in our strategy, are: 

  a carbon neutral district 

  better quality and affordable housing 

  good wages and jobs for all 

  active and sustainable travel choices 

   young people encouraged to stay and flourish 

  a healthier population living in resilient communities 

  a clean, green, and safe environment 

  an open, transparent and accountable council 

At the heart of our strategy are our Teignbridge Ten programmes. These guide our 
activities, where we focus our time and money, and how we shape our services to 
plan for future technological, economic and social changes, and deliver real progress 
for the district and the people living in it. 

These programmes each have a wide impact on the economy, community wellbeing 
and our environment. Individually, each will make a significant difference, but 
together they have the potential to bring multiple and combined benefits, greater 
than if they were delivered in isolation. 
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How the Future High Street Fund Project will meet our objectives: 

A carbon neutral district 

  The proposed cinema will be a low carbon and fully electric system 

  The project includes improvements to pedestrian and cycle routes within the 
town centre, encouraging people to use sustainable forms of transport 

  Creating more leisure, shopping and recreation opportunities within Newton 
Abbot reduces the need to travel to Exeter, Torbay and Plymouth. 

Enhancing good quality, affordable housing with great facilities 

  Recreation and leisure that enhance the growth of new homes for families, 
older people and our next generation.  

Good wages and jobs for all 

  Regenerating the town centre and creating 41 Full Time Equivalent new job 
opportunities 

  The wider economic benefit to the town is estimated to be £42.3 million 

  Improvements to the market will make it a thriving location for new businesses 
to start up and grow 

Active and sustainable travel choices 

  The project includes improvements to walking and cycling routes within the 
town centre, encouraging sustainable travel 

  Creating an improved leisure and markets offer in the town centre, next to the 
existing bus hub and cycle routes, will provide greater choice 

  The walking and cycling routes connect to excellent sustainable travel 
networks that link Newton Abbot to neighbouring towns 

Encouraging our young people to stay and flourish 

  Improving opportunities for leisure activities and experiences provides more 
for younger people to do within the town centre, with upgraded facilities and a 
more modern look making the town centre a more attractive and vibrant place 
to visit 

A healthier population living in resilient communities 

  By encouraging active travel, we give residents the opportunity to make 
healthier transport choices 

  Alongside the Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton Garden Community project 
the town centre regeneration helps to deliver a thriving economy, and make it 
a desirable place to live, work and visit. 

A clean, green, and safe environment 
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  The improvements to Queen Street give pedestrians and cyclists greater 
priority and safer environments, reducing car dominance 

  Enhancements to the evening economy will encourage more residents and 
visitors into the town centre, increasing activity in areas that are currently 
quieter and which currently have less surveillance at night 

An open council 

  The Future High Street Fund project and preceding Newton Abbot masterplan 
have been developed following public engagement and input over several 
years 

  All decisions have been made in the public domain and are well documented, 
based on clear, impartial, objective advice 
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